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. ',Fe, are presented. The idea.that great books are the best instruments
for.liberal education is addressed, and.it is suggested that great
books demonstrate to the student what is possible in the way of
inquiry and ixpreasion, and that agreat book is one that proposes a
possible truth. Opihionscare voiced regarding whether a book-that-
raises important qn*gtions should be included in a'curricula,'and
generally.the criteria.that are used in determining great books.
Attention iedirected to thecind of ordering principle that is
possible and appropriate for a curriculum-of liberal studies, and the
OestVon of art and method ks- raised. The broader 1-Rsue of the
relation of the undergraduate college of liberal arti-to the modern
university' is also addressed, and 'it is suggested thatothe student .

should be taught the habit of inquiring into the foundations of the
special disciplines% Oneview is that each discipline has its own
proper methods and that a fiberally educated person possesses the .

methods of 'the primary.disciplknes. Another topic of discussion
the purpose of studying works that represent the human figure acting
and suffering._ It is suggested by the editor'Olat two main
educational pr.incitiles 'seem to underlie the conversations: the
purpose -of,undergraduate study and the nature of learning.
Participants fOok the pdsition tat the proper activity of
undergraduate study is liberal education, or general education, and
that learning is an activity of the student in'which the teacher may
be helpful. Liberal educqion is. concerned with the whole range of
IlUman,knowledge and experience. (SW) y
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FOREWORD

I
The three conversations recorded here took place at St.

-. John's College in Santa Fe, New Mexico, in April-1977, as
one part of a conference on liberal education. The confer=
ence and the publication of this book were made possible
by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humani-
ties to whom we express our gratitude. ParticipaiAts in the

w- conference and in these conversations were all members of
faculties which are nowpr formerly have been, committed
'to unconventional programs ofliberal education. It will be
evident to readers of these Dialogues that all of these pro-
grams have evolved from the so-called "great books" move-
ment *ich began after the fifitiNdild.War at Columbia
-UniVefsity under the guidance Johri Erskine and has
continued throughout the succeeding, decades in various
realizations and at, different inItiiiitions. These programs\ continue to provide both in' educational philosophy and

_practice the only serious alternative to the chaos of elective'
proliferation which has all but suffocated liberal education
In America..

The curricula'represented at the 1977 conference differ
,a gbsod bit from one another and, moreover, have under-

: gone ;divergent gvolutionary developments in the course of
their separate existences. The conference was conceived as
an occasion upon which collective experience might be
shared in the context of a common agreement about fun-

.
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Foreword
,

damental.educational principles. Therefore we did not pro-
pose at this conference, (unless by implicition)9to debate
the major educational issues which. we would draw with
the educational e4tablishment ,at,large. Admittedly, that
debate might-be of greater ilia-In-0c importance than our
actual discussions,' and no doubt it4Ould provide an occa-
sion for more dramatic confrontations. On the other hand,
the dialec,xical process. that would have 'been necessary to
come to terms adequate to support a meaningful intellec-
tual engagement over those issues could not fail to be long
and tedious; and, since only three days were available, for
the - conference, it seemed more likely that real conversa-
tion could take place 4trith the present rather specialized cast

of characters than with a group more broadly representa-
tive. We hope that'in futufe a second conference may pro-
vide the occasion to join some of :those more fundamental
issues.

.This having been said, it might well be asked what gen-
eral interest we conceive these conversations Could have to
warrant our publishing theme The question has force ip
view of the number of books on education now being pub.
lished. Our answer, whether it persuades or not, is very
simple. It seems to us that the three dialogues are interest-
ing conversations on an important subject. A large part of
that presumed interestles in the very fact that they are
conversationsor dialogues.

Dialogues are not very common these dSys, especially
in 'written. form. They do not much suit the spirit of the
time, which favor's the "one-liner" for amusegtent and the

.analysis -and- proposal style for the presentation of serious
practical issues. Dialogue, by, contrast, is speculative and
leisurely. Thinking takes time. Nevertheless, dialogue is the'
natural way we find out what we think, the way we dis-
cover the principles on which we act, and the"Way we dis-
cover in thought the implications of those piinCiples.

The essence of dialogue lies in th& interchange between
our owns,d and other minds., The ultimate importance

0
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Foreword

of such interchange is a matter of the Commonest sense.
We know very well that, whatever position, we take on any
subject, another mind is bound to see it in a different light,
and that such cross-illuminations may lead to important
discoveries by those listening to the Conversation as well as

j by those who are doing the talking. In either case listening
is essential.

This makes- it possible to say why we offer the Three
Dialogues. We believe that there may be some considerable

'number oA persons interested in education who would like
to listen in on three conversations that actually took place
among a grout of teachers'who are deeply concerned about
liberal education, and who have committed their lives to a
special way of carryingit oit in. practice..

Because dialogue is such an unfamiliar f6rm of writing,
it may be helpful, to offer a few comments about it. To be-
gin with,'the reader must bear in mind that the dialogue
does not intend to end up with a proposal for action. On
account of this it may seam not to "get anywhere." The
aim, though, is to try to Understand, and if in the end
something has been understood, then one has gotten some-
where important.

Each' discusiion begins with a question proposed by the
chairman of the meeting, and a comment about this prac-
tice may help to avoid misconceptions. The opening ques-
tions are really ways of indicating a topic and a/perspective
on it. It is presumed that the ensuing conversation will take
off from that beginning and perhaps. move about it as a
center. It is not supposed that the question will be defini-
tively "answered" in the way an equation is "solves1"; indeed,
it is obvious that the questions proposed are not the sort that

. can be- disposed of in such a way. Once a discussiori has be-
gun in response to the opening question, the conversation
that.follows becomes d sort of organic creation of all those
wlio.are part of it, and it may well uncover a center of its
oltvn which turns out to be rather different from the one
Initially proposed. This kind of self-defipition is not neces-
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sarily to be regarded as a failure of relevance; it may simply
exhibit the "virtue of following the argument wherever it
inay lead the participating minds.

It is, of course, riot to be expeaed that a reader will:
agree with all the things that are said inNasclialogue. Surely
he will disagree with.many Of them. But in, reading a dia-
logue it is not the point to be persuaded by the speaker,- -
who in' anrcase often do not agree among themsel*s. For
theaeader, the whole point is that by agreeing or diOagree-,
ing he will thereby have the pleasure and profit of formu-
lating for himself his own answers and objections to what
has been said, and thus of discovering or rediscbering
what he himself thinks about the matter at hand.

As a final piece of information, it should be .explained-
that; before the conference was convened, all members
were asked to read Plato's dialogue; Meno. Therefore, al-
though this work is not an explicirtext for the discussions,
it nevertheless provides a context for them and underlies

that is said. It 'is, indeed, a fourth dialogue on liberal
education, and a far better one than these three. It should
be well known to all who have an interest in-the subject.

* *
1

In the following discussions, the terms seminar and tu-
torial are introduced by the speakers without explanation.
It will be helpful' to the reader to understand that the two
words ,designate the principal kinds of classes used in
teaching the curricula. under. discussNi... Although one ef-
fort of the discussion is to define these terms as fundamen-
tal modalities of teaching and learning, some preliminary'
clarifications are possible,

Both kinds of classes proceed by free discussion of a text
that has been read in adirance of the Meeting. They differ
in that the seminar consists of about twenty students and
two teachers. Seminar readings are comparatively long
assignments from works of philosophy, poetry, history,
economics and so 'on, which are .taken up, as the great

i0 4
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booksware taken up, in chronological sequence. Seminars
meet twice a week for two hours or so. .

Tutorials afe.smaller classes that meZrrnore frequently
under the guidance of one teacher (tutor). They are de-.
vored to the study of languages and mathematics. In the
tutorials texts are read mach more slowly and more closely
than in the seminars. Reading% accompanied by., regu-
lar exercises in translation, demonstration, exposition and
expbtimentation.

1
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DAYFIRST

. .

a Mr': Dar key: Oh the part of St. John's C011ege and our% 1 14-

Committee on the Liberal Arts, -I welcome you all most
. Warmly to ,this conference. We look forward with Ihuch

pleasure to' the. three days ittf conversation we shall be
sharing. . . .,

The most obvious.Claracteristic we all have in common ----- .
is that we belong to faculties iv.ho are committed to liberal
education in liseAe of that term that we hold, to be funda- .

mental; even tholigh it is at 'great.odds with current edu-
cational orthodoxy: Superficially we miglii all be said toa

i be engaged In "great books" 'education. We all recognize
that this is not a very happy way of putting it,. because, for
one thing, we pave plenty of examples all around us to ..
show that the books we agree tb Call great can be used in- , ,'
man different ways anti with many different intentions. ,

But it seems likely that we who are here make -radical
- assumptions about what great books are. It seems likely,

; too, that our many decades of shared experienbe in teach.- , ..

ing with their help may have brought' us'.to new' under-'
standings or deeper understandings oft their real nature
and right use.

II r
.

The question, then, with whic h we propose to begin to-
, .- day's discussibn_fooks towards a possible re- examination

of the idea That great books are the best inanitments for
. liberal education. I ask then, What do we now 'think great

-

1,
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First Day

books are? How do we think they ought to be used for liberal
, education? And why? -

,Mr. Bart: I've often heard it said, and I think I agree,
that the reason we use great books can only be because
we expect to find the truth in them. If I'm quite 'sure' the .

truth is not irva book, then I'm sure it is not a great book,.
and I see no particular reason for students to read ,it.'

I can well imagine my account of great books would
prove very controversial, but as I have reflected on it, that
seems tro me to be where I really stand. Books from which
I did not expect to learn at least a truth, if not the fruth,
I think I would reject outright as not being useful for our
educational purposes. I feel my duty as a teacher is to
bring my students to confront a great book as being on&
that proposes a possible truth. I am ready to entertain ale
thought that the truth is in it.

. Now I admit this claim is difficult to maintain with re-
spect to certain of the books we read, say, the older scien-
tific works that we feel are Outdated. For instance, I.don't
entertain at 'all seriously the idea that the earth is at rest
with the planets going "around it. On the other hand, I
think Ptolemy's approach to his data in his Almagest may
be as good an approach as a scientist can possibly take.
So, although that's not a truth in any final sense, I do think
it is worthwhile to look atTtolemy's work. And yet, even so,
I would doubt the value of our studying some other "out-
dated" scientific works, because I don't see anything in
them like what I see in Ptolemy:

So suppose that, -even to myself, I'm not going to be
able to justify all of the books on our reading list onathe
simple prbposition of their truth. Even so, in. the case of
the most central books, I would maintain that we read
them because we expet4 to find:the truth there. That makes

.my position. different from the posilion of those who hold
that the truth is in some partibplar dhe of these books; and
also from the position of those who say that it is not in

13 2



First Day

any of them, Both would disagree with me completely, and
they would haveto, give an account entirely different from

r mine of how and why these books ought to be used in
liberal education.

Nevertheless; I have stated my own assumption and the
teaching practice that followg from it put one of these
books before the student, and we inquire together in com-
plete seriousness whether what. the author says may not
be the truth of the matter.

Mr. NicgorskcWorking,--with your preliminary ac-
count, could we try to bring under its umbrella some of
those books like the outdated ones in the history of science,
where their account doesn't seem to lie the truth, by saying
that we can find in them something that is true about the
method or the art of inquiry? This might be a way to move
from your 'preliminary account of great ,books as having
the truth to an independent and secondary, consideration,
of these boas as examples of the arts of inquiry and the
liberal arts of expression? 0

Mr. Sinipson: But surely we don't need to make any
apologies for Ptolemy's work. His fanclainental principle of
regular motion in a circle is hardly outdated.

More generally, though, I think there are many ways in
which a bobk may be speaking the truth.

Mr. Bart: I wasn't saying that Ptolemy's work was
simply not speaki
simpler one than o

I'm grateful for the
Mr. Weigk: I think what Mr. Nicgorski haesaid ought

to be followed-up. For it does seem' to me that the great'
books are exemplars of the liberal arts, the arts of the
mind. That's at least a second reason for using them in a
liberal arts curriculum: they demonstrate to the student
what is possible in the way of inquiry and expression.

Mr. Steadman: I'd like to suggest another approach
to the question, though I don's know how far it is in the

e truth; and the case is certainly a
t be.

ons of your remarks.

3
o .
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First Day

end from what Mr.,Bart suggested. Could we start with the
Socratic principle, the one principle he hats faith in and
will fight fox, that it is our (tut), .to inquire for the truth,,
because that will make us better men? From that vievcr-
point, it may helhat we see in a great book the work of a
human being at the height of his humanness. Aristotle%
terms i the activitr of the soul in accordance with reason
and the most excellent of. its kind. ",, Looked-at that way,
these authors can be seen as human beings who are carry-.
ing out this human activity in its best mode. That would
mean that, whether or -not they had come to certain un-
derstandings whiCh we' would want to call "scientific"
truths, nevertheless, we as human 'beings have some es-
sential relationship to what they have done.

This points from .anbther direction to a possible reason
for the use of great nooks in liberal education, (remerxi-
bering that liberal education means freeing education),
namely, that* we want to help our students begin to carry

'but that specifi6ally human "activity of soul in accordance
with reason', and to carry it out. as excellently as they can.
So we try to get them to confront and understand and be
led to admire and imitate some other human being who
has achieved that kind of excellenCe.

I think the two views that have been expressed so far of
what great books are, products of the highest human activ-
ity, as I've been saying, or containers of the truth, as Mr.
Bart was putting it, may not be so far apart.

Mr. McArthur: Mr. Bart raises a practical problem in
saying that when he puts a great book before his students,
he is seriously proposing it to them as a book that may con-
tain the truth about the subjector even a truth about the
subject. A new or inexperienced tutor couldn't do that, be-
cause he might never have read, say, Newton's Principia,
or some other great and difficult work that is prescribed by
the curriculum. Doesn't a tutor in that position have to say,
then, that as far as he's concerned, the work in question is

15 4



° First Day

a proposed great book, and.that he has a certain faith in
the judgment of the teaching community that it's w%rth his
time and his students' time simply to explore it, seeking for
what's there? Because it may be. only after years of study'
that*he can come to any settled judgment of his own about
the greatness of such a work as the Principia. But that
oughtn't to prevent him from exploring works like that with
his students.

So your statement, Mr..Bart, would be the statement of
a person with considerable experience, but it couldn't be the
stance that a young tutor just beginning could' take with
his students..

Mr.. Simpson: It seems to me that even the initial read-
ing of these books, however exploratory and doubtful and
complicated it may be, somehow or other is energized by

*the smell of truth, There is something about even this first
reading that is attractive to the mind.

And I think that's somehow the point about the seminar. :;Att4

Over the years, the seminar is energized by the 'sense that
we are in contact with sources that are rich and exciting;
that in ,a certain sense -there is more substance to the ex-
perience than an abstract faith that the community has hit
on.the right books; and that really we are feeling excite- IN

ment at the pr4A§pect of something turning out to be-right.
And even if, on the face of it, it turns out to be dead wrong
maybe like the Ptoleinaic, system of the worldWs wrong
in a way!which looks fascinating to; the mind.

I like the ground you proposed for us, Mr. Bart.
Mr. Bart: I, welcome. your support. 1t helps me move

towards an ansvVer to Mr. McArthur. I tkink what you say, -'
Mr. McArthur, about the situation of the new teacher is
probably simply true. But I was looking mainly to the stu-
dent rather than the teacher. ,

I think the claim the student has on us is that he rightly
wants to know the truth about things. Of course we can say,
"You're very young, and you'll have to pbstpone that con-

.3 .
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cern"; but even if we avoid him that way, it still seems to be

his legitimate.concern to knovi'T what is the truth about the
world and about his relationship to it. In that sense, I can-
not picture Myself ad,dressing him without presupposing
that he might find, thereruth in 'what I'm offering.

That's what he wants, I believe, and I, don't think he' s
properly served either by being told to wait or by being pre-

sented with some opinion. though it were a truth, nor yet
by being told that everyth. g, is just a matter of:opinion--
'as I was: told when I. firs went as a student to ard.

"Look around," they said, and take up anything th inter-

ests you. One course is asgood as another." I can't thin o
,anything 'pore chilling for a young person who would really
like to know the way the world is. It's tough enough that
there's no book of which you .can say, "Go read this and
you'll know the truth."

What you've said; Mr. McArthur, has been immensely
helpful, because it has helped /6 to say explicitly that so
far r have been thinking about the student's situation and
about my relation to him as a teacher.- I don't shrink from
declaring I don't have the truth, and I don't really know that

the truth is in these books. But I don't know anywhere else
to look for it. I must say I offer them to students whole-
heartedly with the idea in mind that they do, somehow, con-
tain the truth, so that I am frequently accused of being a
complete believer in avast variety of incompatible texts.

Mr. Nicgorski: Then, Mr. Bart, you are stepping back

from your first position and are now saying that you don't

. know that the truth is in these books, but that you have
some sense that:they are the best place to look for it?

Mr: Bart: Yes. If that's a stepping back, yes.
Mr, Weigle: Maybe that's where the faith in the judg-

ment of the community comestin.
Mr. Bart: I meant to be saying that weor Iput these

books fore the students because the truth might be in
them. I see no other adequate reason fo'r doing what I do.

. '17. `6



First Day

But I fully understand that a teacher who would say that
he knew the truth was.in a particular one of these books
would have to give a different account of why we should
read them.

_Mr, Steadman: Are there any books you're quite sure
tbe truth is not in?

Mr. Bart: In the sehse in which Mr. Simpson joins me,
I would say no.

Mr. Steadman: Then any book might be a great book?
Mr. Bart: No, most would not.

. Mr. Steadman: But why wouldn't any book be a great
book, if, as you say, the truth might be in any one of them?

Mr. Lyon: I'd like to move off the heights of truth and
make more mildest proposal in answer to Mr. Darkey's
opening question. I think I also may be proposing a sort of
instrumental answer to Mr. Steadman's question about how
you can recognize great books.

All educators, but especially those who are involved in
our sort Of venture, are faced with the practical problem
that the number of things to know is infinite and the time
we have to teach our students is very shoit. I think it might
be that we choose what .we're calling "the great books", to
be elements of what we believe to be the best liberal arts
curriculum, because they,can't be reduced to any one "sub-
ject matter" and can't really be treated adequately froth
any one particular approach. So as I've listened to the ex-
change. between Mr. Bart. and Mr. Steadman I've been
wondering if we could say provisionally that the more a
book permits itself to be reduced to a subject Matter, the
less truth there is in ?

Mr. Steadman: Would you say that about Euclid's
Elements? .

. Lyon: I don't.know how to answer that. I wouldn't
be sure.

Mr. Simpson: Well, I for one don't know what'the sub-
ject matter o Euclid is. It might be tragedy.

7,
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Mi.. Steadman; It might he; but that's kind of strain-
ing it. ' -

I .think Mr.-,Lyon has made a useful suggestion, because I
do believe that it is our common experience as we read and
re-read these great books that rfibre and more understand-' ings come from them from more and more directions.
Euclid's Elements may start to look likesa tragedy. And to
use thaticriterion as a practical'est-in-other -placesove_ can
See that Plato's Republic cannot be reduced simply to a
treatise on politics, or to a treatise on philosophy, and still
less to just "literature."

But that's only one way.of looking at some of these books,
or maybe even a lot of them.%Son-fe of therii, though are
fairly straightforward. In the case of fuclid's Elements, one
can say, "Yes, that's%nathematics, in the usual sense of the
word;- and it just isn't poetry, in the usual sense of that
word."

Mr. Tussman: May I, as an outsider noidentified with
the great books system but sympathetic to it, indicate how

. surprised I am to find you having this discussion? I don't
. - quite understatid my reaction, but I find that the empha-

sis on truth is not moving me at all. I'm sure I'm wrong, but
let meat least say what -my initial feeling is.

If truth is made central, it's conceivable that we could
find the truth about one thing or another in ways that are
sore economical.

° My sense of the educational issueand ,this takes.us
away from truth, although I don't want to say that truth is
not an elementis that we have a culture. And I admit it's
A notion I find myself horrified even to be talking about.
Nevertheless, there is a communal mind that has beeNle-
veloped, and what we call "the great books" are high points
in the development of the mind of the culture. Sometimes
such a book is a response to a crisis, and in that case the
truth component is relatively, unimportant. The bail( is sig-
niiiant as a great human response which is part of the

,
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First Day

series of responses which have developed, let's say, the
mind of the West, for example.

If we- define the community or culture in terms of thee
high, pointsand I think we dothe reason' we bring stu-

,

dents to this or that grerat hziok is that educating them really
is initiating them into the culture as members of it. For

.there is a sense in which a book is dead until it's incarnated
in a mind.

The problem of keeping the culture alive is the problem
of creating minds of which these treat cultural features are

constituent part. So that an emphasis on "We read these
ooks because there is where the truth will be foundor

where, methods, of inquiry will be exemplified," seems to
me to be less important than the4mtion, "We are part of .

an ongoing culture which is significangy defined by these
great episodes or great achievements, and we don't want it
to die." The only way to keep it alive is to create every gen-
eration in such a way as, tp incarnate it in the living mind
which then is the continuing culture'.

It would seem to me that some such way of putting it
although this is a terribly loose waywould be a more natu-
ral way of defending the commitment to the great books as
instruments of liberal education. And, moreover, this puts
the commitment to them in terms which make it impossible
to dream of a substitute.

Mr. Weigle: When you talk about culture, you're,talk.
ing about the Western tradition, or our intellectual heri-
tage? Something like that?

Mr. Tussman: Yes. Because there are many sets of
great books. After all, .we're not China or India. r(

Mr. Weigle: But a part of our tradition is constant ex-
amination and review, the constant calling into question
of the tradition itself: And whenever anyone comes along
and contributes something new, that rIew thing, becomes
part of it too; so that the culture is a kind of evolving thing.

Mr. Tussman: Certainly. Nothing I have said is hos-

9
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. tile to the- notion that truth is important, and inquiry, too,
and the re-examination of ,what has been received. Of
course I agree that all of that is important. But I wonder if
what I have said about culture doesn't really describe why '
we do what we do why we read great books?

Mr. Bart: The difficulty.I have with what you say is
that I'm not sure who the "ive" i Is it "we as teachers'?

To me it seenis. that what yau say is of very great im-
portance I would say "the very greatest importance," ex-
cept that I have something stronger yet. For I often describe
our task in terms that I think are comparable to yours..But
even so, I have to ask myself on what basis would yOung
men and women wish to take up that tradition? Since as
you say, it must be reincarnata

Now the way In which they would be interested in it is
not, it seems to me, automatically from the, vantage point'
that they have behirid them a tradition pressing them on,
but rather that they want to km* the waythe world is.

fully understand that we do give thatlcind of pressure
to certain studies, for example to the historical studies to
which I was sUbjecte* And, as a matter of fact, when I
went to college I took it for granted that I wanted to know
about the past. But in the end, I shink the only reason'iny-

' one wants to know about the past must be because some,t
truth might be found thete.

In short; I do 'think the..student will want Co know 7-

whether Plato was right or Demeciitus was right.
Mr. Haggard: Let's take your earlier casepf "outdated"

scientific works and suppose' that Ptolemy vFas not right.
Didn't Mr. Nicgoiski meet that objection by saying, that at
least his work does exemplify true, methods and' arts of
inquiry?

Mr. Bart* I'm willing to bend to that view and include
it. But still, I think that the moment we divorce the arts of-
inquiry from the truth and the good that might come from
those arts, we involve ourselves in some palpable perver-
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sion of things. So tin reluctant to say that the arts are thus
separable, though I know what Mr. Nicgorski means, and
I'm sure I often talk that wa,y,,my.self; and a lot of my teach-
ing is concerned with arts of inquiry. But fa with 'the
challenge, :Really, why should We read at books?",,3
just couldn't shrink from what seemed t me the ultimate:
basis of it the degife to know the truth. ,,

.

Mr. Nicgorski: I hope'you understand; Mr. Bart, that
by saying what I did about methods of inquiry, I didn't in ..
the least mean to abandon my agreement with you" abbilt

,the primary ground for reading, grqat books. . .,.
,

.!
<9...

Mr. Bart: No, I understand: nust wanted to tonhect ' `;

the two trains of thought. For it seems to me perfectly
possible to make the connection.. - - , ,
, Mr. Nicgorski: I'd like to raise one question about

yi something_Mr. Tussman said. You said, Mr..TussmaN that
we choose great books, because they represent great and
significant human responses. My question is, how do we ,

-0

determine which responses are the great and signifidantones?_ ,,, .
. .,,,.

Mr. Tussman: I don't know. Why do we still have .-
Plato's Republic with us as something we all recognize as
a'great response to the self-destruction of a cultured How
would you answer that question? -

Mr. Nicgorski: j would turn to the primarpground of .
/truth that Mr. Bart has laid down. I think that has some-

. thing. to do with why we regard them as significant..
Mr-. 'Loomis: But there's a further question that might

be asked about Mr. Bart's criterion. Suppose you dotivp
your students books that have the truth in them. ,Once
you've

that
these books with a class, how do ybu think

about that ekperience? What makes ayou remembef that
your experience with one book. was good and with ariotkter
it wasn't very good? I'm asking muestion I will now try
to answer.. .

4 The books I remember as great are the ones that have.

MI*
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-set the students and me in motion and have moved us in
a direction in which we found we could go' on for a long
time, wondering,, and asking questions, and finding some
answers,

Le) me take an actual example. Last year.a group of our
students happened to be given a standard biology textbook
at the tameklme they were reading Ptolernyin their math
class. ,They complained about the textbook, saying they
didn't Wantto use it, because it wasn't a "great" book:We
had discussions with them and tried to see if we could dis-,
cover, together what, kinds of differences there were be-
tween .the two books.

The one thing that came out cleaily. was this: everybody

. who read Ptolemy, including the teacher, was always left
wondering in the end; but with the textbook.,,soonei or
later, yQti came to a point where it stopped-where it
wouldn't lead you any farther. And even' the questions it
posed were stated in terms that weren't useful for continu-
ing the.exploration even of purely biological questions.

So it seemed to me that Ptolemy's book is a teacher we
never exhaust; Whereas, by comparison, the biology text-
book was soon exhausted, and the possibility of our going
beyond its limits depended entirely upon the challenge that
could be presented by the living teacher in the classroom.

One mark of a book that's truly great is that it's an inex-
haustible teacher.,

Mr. Haggard: That's one case, isn't it, where we can't
simply say that the difference between the two kinds of
books As that one contains the truth and the other doesn't.

'Because Ptolemy's Almagest is scientifically outdated, and
the textbook, I suppoSe, was the latest thing. So something
more,needs to be said to account for your. ocpefience and
to say why we study Ptolemy.

Mr. Steadman: The criterion that comes out of what
you have just said, Mr. Loomis,-and I think it's the essence
of Mr. Bart's position-is that a great bbok is one from
which both the student'and the teacher are learning.

'4,?3 12
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Of course, for that to work, you have to approach the
great book without supposing that you already know the
truth that's in it. It's not so hard to approach it that way the
first time you come to it; but after some experience, you
may think yqu know the truth that's in it. And that idea
changes your position in the classroom. You've become a
knower of tho truth, and you're no longer a student. B
I want to get my students tc) take a book seriously, I have
to .take it seriously myself as a work from which I myself
can actually, be learning right there in the classroom. That
calls for the property of inexhaustibility that Mr. Loomis

'was pointing to. . .

Mr. Darkey10,1 like the metaphor Mr. Simpson used a
while ago, when he said that every reading of a great book,

44 even the first one, is "energized by the smell of truth.".The
boOks yve have chosen for our curricula are, for the most
part; ones that have that sten about them; and I' have no
doubt that it is this alluring scent that accounts for the kind
of classroom experience that Mr. Loomis and Mr. Stead-
man have been talking about,_

Btit when we talk about chasing great books, I think we
involve ourselves in anarnbigitity. In a restricted sense, we
mean hat we, as-,teachers, choose some number from
among the great.boolyfrom among/however many there
are 7-lo our professorial task of constructing a curriculum
of -liberal. studies. On the other hind, there is a very real
sense in which' our great books have been chosen for us
already. I mean this in a way which J-think is related to Mr.
Tussman's notion that a literate traditibn or culture seems
simply_ to know its great booksrindeed, seems almost to
postulate them. And I would suppose that the choice, in
this latter sense, must have come about because there is
that abouta them which leads us to suspect they really may
reflectsomething of the way things perpetually are.

Mr. Simpson: I was thinking of a kind of internal evi-
dence. They are chosen for us; but when we handle them,.

ithey come to life again. That' lifer s . . . well, like' the
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term, wonder. I think wonder has something to cto with
what I was trying to suggest. -

,Mr. .Ascher: I'm in some ways an outsider to this dis-
cussion, though for many years I ha;ve taught atmodified
version ad "great,books" approach to my own subject mat-
ter. And I find I am very much in agreement with Mr. Tutk-
man, though I think I would add some -things to what he .
has said.

I am troubled about going to students and telling 'them
. that there is 'a truth td be fOund in these books. First of all,

,I would rathtr Say that these books have aAked important
questions, ana that re.ally,hefte the right questions to ask

. about man. Secondly, l would want to say thlt,they have
come up with modes of reasoning and with conclusions that

,many people in our Westerri tradition hye Considered and
have found to be plausible. If I use that approach, I find
myself less dogmatic. This isn't to say.thai I myself don't
havesome notion about the truth; but I wouldn't want to
push that too hard with students. And, finally; there might
even be books that are not great in the sense of being great
works of art, but which, nevertheless, we'd all agree are
important for haying tried to address verfbasic questions
and have thereby exerted a powerful impact upon Western
tradition. And. I would include them in a curriculum of
liberal studies.' ,

" I woulc feel much more comfortable with that kind of
approach.

Darkey: But, Mk. Ascher, isn't the a very great
psychological difficulty for anyany inquirer t engage seriously
in a search for the merely plausible? What one really wants
to know is ho* things are; and if, in the pursuit of a
particular inquirypiwe end up with an answer that we see
is no better than plausible, we know} that our quest has
failed and we've come Off second best. mean to say that
even if the plausible is the best we can ever get, neverthe-
less, it's not something we can set out to look for, because

14
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it isn't what we really wantit's by nature a by-product of
the search for What is true,

Mr. Ascher: Perhaps I could give an examplei' Of what
I have in mind. I don't know exactly what you meaff by
great books, but let me' ask this. Would, you read Hitler's
Mein Kampf in yovr,.curriculum?

Mr. Weigle: Not it St. John's.,
.Mr. Ascher: Well I would certainly a ts -e that under

certain criteria it is not a great bookin eed, it is not a
great book under any criteria. But I would say that, if one
were to take the approach of Mr. Tussman,though he
may not agree with me liereI think one would say that for
someone 5tticlying.the VVestesn tradition Mein Kampf ought
to be included. It has had enormous impact. It asks the
very basic'qUesti6ns about man himself and his relation- A

ihip to other meb. Yet, at; the same time, it's certainly not
a book I would want to advocate as having a truth in it.

Mr. Steadmanut aren't you-suggesting that it-does?
Mr.i Ascher: It' asks_some important' questions.
Mr. Steadman! But if- it asks some basic questions.,

theri it's true that those questions are somehow important.
Mr. Ascher: The question, yes. I couldn't Say the an-.

swers -

I'm ng of my own teaching experience. I have in
mind a modified great books course based on the'course in'
Western Civilization given at Coltimbia University which I
taught at Brooklyn College, and your curriculum at St.,
John's is paxtly modeled after that,,though you must work
on different presuppositions, since at Columbia.. Mein
Kampf.was read. And I wonder, if we'lake your approach,
wouldn't Mein Kampf be automatically excluded?

Bart: Yes. Automatically. But I complelely agree
with you that Mein Kampf is worth reading, and }think one
would do well to look in it .very carefully. But would look
at it from a different point of view. And Pm interested that
yours-point of view would be rather closer to mine, inas-

*
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much as we both would want to choose books,which raise
important questions.

Rut I guess Fire gone further than that. For I really d6
believe that a vast number of booksthousands and thou-
sands raise important questions. That is Why I've gorie,a
step further; 4 simply had to go further than that.

Itt does 'kern to me, though, that you and Mr. Tussman
are imited on the theme that we should look at what lies
behind us because very important 'things have depended
--dn' our antecedents. And I agree with ,you, about that. I
think it's a very good thing to do.

Mr. Tussman: I'm a littleuneasy, by the way, with this
forthulation that puts -this in historical terms.

Mr. Bart: You spoke of a tradition. That seems to me
perhaps `not necessarily . I was not quite sure what
you did mean.. "")/

. Mr. Tussman: I don't regard Plato as "histOrical.",We
don't need it for historical reasoning:

Mr. Bart: One 'way yoti spoke seemed to me' to say:
'There have been great moments that have defined certain'
cultures, moments in which meh have confronted crisis."
Now I don't think of that as a particularly historical ap-
proAch either. Rather, I should suppose such confronta-
tions are to betaken as models. The question I have about
this approach is whether presenting models is giving an
adequate account.

But-as4to'u were speaking, I did think that at times.you
were saying other things Which I very strongly feel are
very different from what I first proposed this afternoon. I
think the difference has something to do with oriekviews
of history. For instance, I agree, it's rather important fOr us
to see what does lie behin,4 us. That might be a very strong
reason for Americans particularly to read certain maj
texts ,which have convergekori the American Republic'

_ even if one' hasrvery great reservations about the cla* s

that the invention' of the Federal Republic was one of t e
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great answers that came out of an historical confrontation
with crisis. But still, it might be a reason for studying those
documents.

I wasn't sure whether both of these things, the idea of
the model and the importance of knowing our antecedents,
weren't wedded in what you're saying. If they're separable
for you, then I can't say what I just said. I myself feel that
the only historical element that I want for students is that
they sho1.4 know these questions have been asked, and
will, I sus t, be asked again and again.

\Ira My difficulty with your way of putting it was how one
can know what, the important questions are and which are
the important models. It just doesn't seem enough simply
to say to students, "Here's a collection of possible questions
and possible models." I think almost all of us have been
saying students.want more than that.

But rin not sure we all do- agree about that: Maybe Mr.
Lyon doesn't, )2y the way.

Mr. Lyon: I'm wondering very much about these "pos-
sible models" and "plausible answers." Let me try to put
Mr. Darkey's questionor answeranother way., He sug-
gested a moment ago that we inquire because we want to
knoW the way things are, and that great books are instru-
ments of inquiry; but it has struck me at times that that's
not our reason at all. We already know the way things are.

,Our inquiry is into the way or ways things might be. We
are, if you will, looking for alternate models.

I suppose I'd want to separate thing's according to the
true and good. In a basic and primal sense we know the
wa, things are, and that's what's true. &lave wand things

be in other ways that we could conceive of as good. So
think perhaps our inquiry is aimed, not at uncovering the

way thingS are but rather at uncovering the nature of the
good and what possible order of things would please us
more than the order we all recognize to prevail.

Mr. Darker. Do you mean that alternatives to the pre-
-
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vailing orderwhich you think we funVamentally agree
about suggest to us that the way thing g are is not really
necessary, is such that things might be otherwise? And
that we tend to get "locked irk to what are merely habitual
and conventional ways of thought so much that we come
to believe those ways ofthinlcinuepL.es-ent the way things
really are? So that by reading the work- of a mind that is
looking at the same world as ours and yet is seeing it very
differently, we may uncover possibilities we couldn't have
imagined or conceived form ourselves? We may then dis-
cover that the nature of things might be less restricted than
we haVe supposed, judging merely by our own personal or
temporal limitations. Is that possible?

Mr. Lyon: It's what I meant to suggest:
Mr. Weigle: Maybe this is Mr. Tussman' "culture."

The culture is here, it's available, it's'timeless,and it has
been contributed to by these great writers. Therefore, as
we approach a book, looking at the questions the book raises
which are questions also for uswe do indeed discover
ways,things might be, or at least ways different authors
suggest they could be.

Putting it that way entirely avoids any merely historical:
approachto this business of culture. The tradition is there.
Or rather, it's here and it's now. bight here. It's just a mat-
ter of legming to read and discover the way the tradition
impinges on 'the present And offers the alternatives you're
talking about.

Mr. Starr: I think you're right that tradition some-
how here "all-at-once." But isn't it remarkable that i4oseems
to lag here in a determinate way? Or perhaps one should
say that it's present in a given order whighleadsus to read
authors who lived in an earlier time than ourselves and to
read their books which were written in an earliejr time. By
which I mean that if you 'simply begin to look about you hi
the works of contemporary authors fox ideas that truly
challenge, stimulate, move and incite you to the activity of

18
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imagining and thinking critically, I think you findat least
I myself have foundthat the modern authors who have
that effect are the ones who-speak in some way out of the
tradition. And they, I take it, were moved in the same way
by, say, Kant and Aristotle. Then, when,you start tracing
these genealogies backwards, you finally come to the Greek
thinkers by way of t4e medieval thinkers. And then, when
you get to these roots of things, you turn around and start
understanding forwards.

So, in one way, we can think of ourselVes as trying to re-
think our historical tradition as it somehow is of the past.
But we do that always and only beciause the questions
asked, the metaphors proposed, are somehow alive and.pov-
ing for us here and now. The tradition is_truly present and
at haid for us; and yet also there doeS seem to be a kind of
temporal order in it as well.

Mr. Haggard: Isn't that observation ctinnected with Mr.
Loomis's account of the kind of experience that I imag-
ine is pretty common amongst us. For it may be. true that
very many books pose important questions that we ought to
address. But the books that we actually choose to include in
our curricula ( and probably all of us here have the greater
part of our reading lists in common) these books, I say,
pose the important questions in ways that' are peculiarly
accessible. They exercise our own powers actually to think
our way to the place where we can see for ourselves what's
at stake in the question that's being taken,up. It's not just
that the question is proposed or formulated; we actually go
through, the argument, reflect on the conditions, and
in some way ourselves come' to a live questioning, even
though we may also see 'the difficulties which the. author's
attempted answer has left him with, So that we may decide,
in the erkl, to go a different way for Ourselves. But you
don't simply wind up with question's; you know where they
came from. And what's more, you have posed the questions
for yoUrself.

19
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Even in the Case of a boa whose final conclusions you
might doubt or reject, ,ybu still know perfectly- well thai it
lead the student to achi4e ascertain degree of genuine*

Aisight into the problem and, as Mr. Nicgorski said; to
I acquire the skills he needed to get him that far. Those skills

have an educational bearing beyond whether Ptolemy was
"right" or "wrong." Ptolemy leads on to a particular under-
standing, but the process of thinking it through goes on
from there. I

Mr. Starr: To say how our way of reading in the tra- -
dition differs from the historicalor the historian's away
would be to say how and why we read books in historical
sequence. Why, for instance, do we read Diaphantus and
Pappus or Apollonius and Euclid to get a background on
Descartes and Newton? We do it, not because we're inter-
ested in Descartes and Newton as historical characters, or
even as important links in a chain of historical develop-
ment, but rather primarily because they move us and chal-
lenge us to think. And I have found for myself, at least, °.

as I go back to the people who moved and challenged New-
ton, that I in my turn am moved and challenged to think
c'r'itically. It's not at all ainatter of simply detecting influ-
ences;" it's something much, more direct.

Mr. Steadman: And it's the power of these books to
move us and challenge us to think that is the source of the
influence that Mr. Tussinan and Mr. Ascher are seeing as
coming from them. They are profoundly influential because
they addreSs basic and important questions that a great
many people have found plausible. Yes! Pitcisely I And
we're simply exhibiting that fact. If we read them, we're
profoundly influenced.

I think Mr. Bart was trying to specify. the cause of that
influence. Why is it that such a book influences us? Well,
it's because there is a truth in it.

Mr. Nicgorski: We've said that there are many books
common to our reading lists. Lets risk a couple of examples
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so they themselves will be items of our discussion. Let's
take Machiavelli's The-Prince and Karl Marx's Capital. We
might approach these books convinced that they do not
contain the truth and yet feel that they do represent a link -
in the living tradition of thinking aboutapatters political.

To take the Marx, we might approach his book because
it has had influence and impact, so that we feel compelled

think through his arguments with our students, even
Though over the years we have made our jtidgment about
the bookth regard to the truth.

I'm wondering if Mr. Bart *ould accept the -way this is
going?

Mr. Bart: Very reluctantly. So seriously do I take my
position that if I w e convinced I understood Marx well
enough to .say that e s simply. falSe, I would probably no,t
read him at all. U less, of course, I were to say: "We're an
island in the Marxian sea, and we clearly shouldknow
what has taken over the world outside ,us." But that's an
altogether different basis of thought from what we were
talking about; though maybe, it's one reason for reading
Marx or Machiavelli. a.

But it's not easy to know what's in Marx. I mean it's clear
that some of the things he says aKe as doubtful or as prob-
lematic as some of the things in Ptolemy. To me, though,
it's not clear that everything he says about the condition of
man as he observed it is false by a long shotnot by a
very long shot.

Mi.-Haggard: But in support of Mr. Nicgorski, I don't
think Socrates' usual procedure of refuting or at least rais-
ing serious doubts about the conclusions to which he% led
his interlocutor and, ourselves as his readers prevents us
from learning a great deal through having come to those
conclusions and seeing the bearing of his Objections.

Mr. Bart: I could simply Ire wrong, and I'm sure ex-
amples work! reveal that I'm not able to maintain my own
dogma. Nefertheless, I'd worry about myself as a teacher,

21 ,
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ii I were in the position of offering to the student a bodlein'
order for him to "see through" it. I don't feel the least bit
comfortable with that. I don't feel I have shown enough
respect for the student, if I say: "It will be good for you to
see whats wrong with this book."

Mr. Nicgorski: I mist say I do think that would be an
inappropriate seminar response.

Mr. Batt: Yes. And I think tryinto point out what one
thinks is wrong with Machiavelli or Marx would be an ex-
cellent topic for a lecture, and I'd enjoy.the question period.
But I don't think that's quite what you meant to say.

Mr. Steadman formulated very well an aspect of what
I had in mind. We ;ead books from which the teacher ex-
pects to learn at least tas much as the student. Now I do
think one could be learning the arguments against Marx in
studying Marx; but I guess I think that is not the sort of
thing I was looking foi as the main business of under-
graduate education or as the central activity in undergradu-
ate education,

Mr. Steadman: To put that another way, it seems to
me that in discussion or in reading, pointing out the mis-
takes that are made' isn't very interesting. The search for
truth is enormously more interesting than the parch for'
falsehood, because falsehood is inherently uninteresting:

,Mr. Starr: The last three comments from Mr. Nic-
- gorski, Mr. Bart and yourself, Mr. Steadnian, imply the

question, Well, why should we read Marx or Nietzsche or
lei -Machiavellipick the author that appeals to you lest

but cot Hitler's Mein Kampf as well? If we want tOciaim.
that a book which is very powerful and 'has been very in-
fluential is nevertheless unworthy of our seminar's atten-
tion, we probably want to say that there is a sense in, which
it was not intended, as a genuine incitement to thought;
that it did not itself result from any act of discovery, but-
Was rather a piece of pathological behavior. And it may
indeed be something that challenges us to think, so that
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we need to explain how such a thing ever came to be writ-
ten. But such .a book is not primarily a consideration that
came about 'as 4 result of having seen things that hadn't
been seen before, whereas I think Marx's Capital came out
of a new way of seeing things:

Mr. Ascher.: I certainly agree with your characteriza-
tion of Mein Kampf as a pathological phenomenon, and
that's why I brought it into the discussion. But, on your
own principles. wouldn't you make use of a book like
Marx's Capital in your curriculum, even *ugh you don't
accept it? I certainly _don't. accept it myself, but it surely
has all the characteristics you have named as being found
in an important and )d gre4t book. Wouldn't you give your
students Marx to read?

Mr. Bart: Of course I would give it to them. I would
give it to them because in almost anything Marx' wrote
there is a claim about the human condition which I con-.
eider very seriously...

Mr. 'Ascher: Then I see. I have not been understand:
ing you completely.

Mr. Bart. That's not because I'm a Marxist. I read
Marx passionately, because I learn from it constantly. I
don't know whether some of the most impoftani things he
s4ys are true, although I shink the 'things he most prides
himself on in certain of.his works are probably false.13er-
tainIy don't know that his accoufit of capitalism is- wrong,
and at least some economists claim that you can't decide
whether it's right or But I mean tote saying it's not

-a question of whethei it's right or wrong when we decide
to use-it in our curriculum.

I am rehjitant to give students bookS which I know are
wrong, becruse it puts me in the posture of reducing them
to.size. I will- be looking down at the books, and, unless I

am mistaken, I will_ be inflating, my students. If I do that,"
I will not be respecting what I think highest in them, their
concern to know how, things are. ,
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I feel the same way about the beauty of anything.
Analogously, I would wish toot before them only works
of art that I sincerely thought 1,Nre beautiful. I would not

1 want merely to say: "This represents 'a certain style or a ..
certain historical period," or "This had a tremendous infiu-
ence." I myself want to be arrested before the work of art
or before the book along with my students. -

But I seem to have been carried -away, and I feel as if
Fin in the position of having ailswered,a question. What
was it? I certainly di 't to answer the, question;
"What constitutes a great book?" Mr. Darkey, what was
your original question?

Mr. Darkey: Mr. Bart, I think you,have indeed corn/
perilously' close to answering° a question. And I'm glad
you've reminded us that we ought to remember clearly
where our conversation started from before we go any
.further. I confess I've been SO interested in where we were
getting to that I'd almost forgotten where we began. The
opening question had two parts: What d.,o we here now
think great books are? and How do we think great books'
ought to b ut to use in thebusiness of liberal education?

Ix the right moment for me to try to sum-
marize our nversation. I think we have not agreed about
criteria (or ju ing what grail books are, nor yet in saying
how they ,ought o be used.LNevertheless, while we have
beenthinking and talking out of our experience ofteaching
with' the help of great books, some remarkable metaphors,
and many vvorkingexarnples have come into the discussion
as witnesses.

I think tradition has become the heavy term for us.ye
seem to agree that our great bookshowever we might
characterize or define themtare at least one of The ways
we inherit our. tradition. But I sense that the issue we feel
among us has to do with the meaning of tradition and the
end of liberal education. Does our tradition of ,great book
maybe we'd be willing to say "of great,b6oks and liberal
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arts"aim primarily at the perfection of the individual per-
son by helping him to understand how the world is? Or, on
the other hand, does the' tradition of great books and the
arts of reading them aim, in the first instance, at the pres-
ervation and continuation of the ctklture-of whiWit is the
vital principle, initiating and incar4ting its members into
itself by implanting its forms and institutions into their,
minds and memories? ,

I hope I have not distorted the issue by putting 4t this
way, and I'm not at all confident that I. havyn't. But the k.

t&zri, tradition,' does seem to me to have becbme crucial.
Mr. Dragstedt: I wonder if the St. John's approach

doesn't differ from other "great books" approaches to lib-
eral education precisely in that it ofeates the 'conditions
for an aporematic treatment, really of ,the tradition itself?

' Tradition isn't just continuum: discontinuum too: Part
of the problem in Plato's Meno is that, Meno himsglf has
too much "culture." The task of fighting sophistry is,really
prior to any cqntinuity of 4radition, to any handing on of
the torch. A book that is very great camthrow a reader into
an aporematic state with respect tp, his whole culture. That
is, you can be turned into a Menonic slave-boy and be

'analyzed, just as he was, by the culture itself. That is to
say, only 'by dying to culture can you live it. But you can't
accumulate it, you can't just sit like Fafnir in his cave on
the hoard of Western civilization. ro

I was particularly -struck by the position Ass irrantl
takes in her paper* that the work of Marx is fundamentally
wrong: She seems to have such a conception, and Td fight
it out all the way with'her4on that issue, but she seems to
be stepping forwhrd quite in the right way.:And I

`don'tthink she'mealis we,shouldn't read Marx.
. -

Mr. Steadman: Mr. Dragstedt, I'm wondering if what

*Brann,.Eva T. H. What Are the Beliefs and Teaching of St. John's
College?. Occasional Paper.No. 4, Committee on the Liberal Arts, St.
John's*College, Santa Fe, New MexiCo, April 1978.
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you said about the discontinuity of tradition and what .you
said about' the Meno as proposing the prior task of fighting
the sophists doesn't suggest that the liberal arts, or the lib-
erating educational experience, should free one from that
tradition? Not that it should free him in the sense of re-
Moving him_from it, but that it should enable him to rise
above it and,enable him to fight the sophists within it. Is
that what you had.in mind?

Mr. Dragstedt: Sophistry is something you have to
combat all over again every day, and that means' you have
to fight against phony conversation. The task of. really get-
ting to the tradition is the task of creating a genuine rather
than an orgiastic conversation.

Mr. Steadman: Then I'm not sure what you meant by
the discontinuity of the tradition.

Mr. Haggard: That to experience aporia is a stop, not
a flowing on. You find yourself at a loss with no apparent
way to go on. You have to undergo that and dope with it for
yourself. Understanding doesn't just keep piling up autb-
matically as tradition accumulates.

Mr. Dragstedt: I think Epicunis says, "Hoist full sail'
and flee from culture.' And right within the culture, within
the tradition, the greatest thinkers have seen the tradition
itself as the biggest problem.

But whatever one thinks of the Epicureans, it seems to
.me that confronting the great books nakedly, aS we do by
means of the seminar, is a struggle. For the seminar is not
simple presentation of the great books as such, as if the
stuants were Christmas trees standing there to have tinsel
thrown on theif). Rather, the great books create there the
conditions for the sharpest king, of struggle for everybody
within himself. In the seminar, "recollection" in Plato's
sense of auonnesis, is methodically induced by the appro-
priate aporematic struggle. -

. Mr. Steadman: From what you say, I gather that you
and Mr. Tussman have rather different views of what the ,3

G
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.culture is. You 'stem to be saying that it's something you
must free yourself from, something you muss rise above;
and,that the tradition, understood in the right way, enables
you to rise above the culture.

Mr. Dragstedt: Mr. Tussrnan was saying that the great
books ought to be included in a curriculum because what
we want to do is pa s down the culture. In that case the
culture must clearly be ifferent from the books. SO I would
ask him why it is that th culture hasn't been able to de-
fend itself simply as a torch orth handing on.

In a certain sense, I think the problem of the SCJohn's
approach is that it seems to be the only tradition, with the
power toe fight for that tradition. Other approaches Which
seek to come to the tradition not aporematically, but posi-
tively, seem simply to sink down beneath the burden. But
the task of actually mobilizing the tradition and-of living
with it is one that the St. John's program -seems able to
accomplishprecisely by creating very careful conditions for
those seinnydrs in which all kin& of other struggles are
taken up as well.

In our conversation so far we've talked principally about
the seminar; but it must be remembered that the seminar
is the cap-stone of a number of other essential enterprises
Which'are carried on in conjunction with it. I mean the

oratories, tutorials and so on. In these, provision is made
for the enrichment of terms through 'engagement with all
kinds of specialized proCedures and specialist questions.

Recently, for instance, I was reading Levi-Strauss with
one of my classes. Levi-Strauss proposes that the phenom-
enon of the French Revolution was different when lived.
by a sans-culotte and by an aristocrat. At this point the stu-
dents raised the question, "Well, is the phenomenon of
Mars the same for Kepler as for Ptolemy?" In this context
of inquiry, the question of P,tolemy's being somehow, "out -
of -date" would be completely irrelevant. The really impor-
tant question that has been posed "What is a phenome-
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non?" Perhaps a phenomenon is simply a line of sight; in
which case Kepler and Ptolemy could be said to be' obser-
vationall9equivalent and Levi-Strauss to be in utter con-

%.
fusion as to his proposed basis for scientific analysis.

Such asconversation, it seems tome, can take place only.
by the elaboration of many facets. And it is essential tliat
it should take place. But you cannot expect to bring it about
simply by handing out a book to yout students.

Mr. Starr: Do' vu mean to be saying something like
this, Mr. Dragstedt: that_ in order to be worthy of our
spiritual heirlooms, we can't simply receive them as so
much baggageas things we may memorize and tike a
sort of mindless pride inbut that to be worthy of them we
mint learn how to use them, regardless of which ones of
our spiritual ancestors produced them, or what for? And
in order to learn that; we have to take the chance of dis-
covering that some, at least, of the heirlooms were badly
formed, and that perhaps some part of that ancestral activ-
ity was simply perverse? It seems to me, at least, that that's
what we have to face in order to becotie worthy of an in-
heritance_ which, at first, we might be tempted to receive,
uncritically, as the glory of our ancestors. Is something
like that what you're saying?

Mr. Dragstedt: I mean that we can finally become
good speakers. We can finally become spontaneous and in-
vent new arguments, so far are we from sinking' down
'beneath the weight of the three thousand years that are
cluttering us up. For the three thousand years would do.
that, if we didn't know hkto leaven them with conversa-
tion, with dialectic, and if we spoke without orienting our-

,. selves towards the tradition in the sense you say. But doing
that will free us to think creatively, to invent, that is, and
to become oriented towards dialectic,as a mode of penetrat:-
ing appearances and creating new terms, enriching terms,
and thereby getting to truth.
. I might add that I myself don't think one can eliminate
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truth from such discussions as this one were having; but I
think the problem one has with students, at least in many
cases, is that they want it immettately. They don't want to
take hypotheses. They want the truth right now. Part of
the struggle of the Meno is just that. Plato says: "No, you'll
have to look at the slave-boy for awhile." For, really, you
can't just walk right up and get the grail. You have to take
detours. But-that doesn't mean we throw the truth out. The
truth is recaptured and defended in a most emphatic way,.
I think, by our tradition.

0,
. ,

Mr. Steadman: boesn't that mean, then, that at least
sbme books which have been very influential in forming
our culture are not necessarily any part of what we want
to pass on? For instance, just because certain kinds of
"cop shows" on TV happen right now to be very influential,
they are hrfact something we have to get away from. They
constitute an environment that we have to be able to-shut
out in order to on our real tradition. And I ineari ours
tradition here t, be oppbsed to our so-called cultureour
modern American McDonald's culture. So I can only won-..
der*what are the criteria that Mr. Tussman and Mr. Ascher
would use to judge which are the important and influential
books that we want to avoid. . . s,

.0.

Mr.- Ascher: I'd prefer to change the terms and to
spat of "major" books rather than of books that I believe
contAin a truth. I think that way of putting it would have,

. quite different implications. And I am quite sure that, even
so, -we'd all of us have most of the same books in our cur-
ricula;*, that they'd be the books you have now. There'
is no queAion -about that. .

Mr. Steadman: But do you want to make sure your
students understand how we have arrived at the McDon -,
aid's culture?

Mr Ascher. : No I don't think 1'cl:ta1.e that for an edu-,
-catiorial goal.

Mr. Steadman: Why not?
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. Mr. Ascher: Well, if you want to get at the major
books by doing it that Way, I guess I won't object. But I
would rather pose the question in some different form, be-
cause I don't think ytha way of putting it in 'terms. Of "the
McDonald's culture" suggests the questions that are crucial
now for Americans.

,Mr. Steadman: But how can, you tell the difference be-
tween culture taken in that sense and the kind Mr. Drag-
stedt is talking abo To be able to make that distinction is
why I think it's crucia ave criteria for great books.

'Mr. Tussman: This is an interesting, complicated, and
difficult question; but it's a question that exists within the
context of formulating an educational problem : the prob-
lem, on the one hand, of how to initiate people into a living
culture as 'against the notion of Confronting them with the
truth, on the.other..Now I take it that the friendly issue we
ha before us here is which of these formulations we can
defend or give an account of in such a way as to justify our
paying high educational attention to it? For I take it that,
on either view, we would most certainly agree on the cor-
pus of great, or of majori,boo rIthat ought to be included
in a curriculum. .

If we were to discuss more fully the implications of the
Whole concept of initiation into a culture, then we would
begin to,see how we make these decisions;

I'm very, uneasy about our imagery when ve speak of
"handing on the torch." I regard it as'a much more funda-
mental thing than that.suggests, for I think the shaping of
character and the continuation of the community are the
things at stake here. This is a life or death problem. It isn'
at all "a case of "Here's the torch. Carry it, if you've gofEthe

.time, or if you care tor" Actually, if you want to know Who
you are in any real seise, you must see that you area fel-
low of Plato, thinking 4bout your relation to your com-
munity; or that you are an Hobbesian, wondering if there .

I
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is any way out except total submission. And so on. So I
'find the imagery of cultural goodies which are being
.p-assed along" to be very misleading,

I have no way to put what.I mean except to speak of re-
incaxnation, and, for me that is 'the natural way to talk
about it. It's our business to keep our culture going, but it
isn't, that-we're "passing it on" like some external things.
We keep it going by becoming a living part of it. And we
are enabled to do this by being 'initiated into it.

I think St. John's College is a great institution because it
does this. And I don't know of any others that are doing it
very well except by habituating-people' into institutional

-forms which are unintelligible,apart from their background
and history.; so that, for the most part, people are exercising
habits without understanding the basis of those habits.
And this is to say that in educ4tional institutions students
are not being liberally educated.

Mr, Steadman: But what criteria do you use to judge
what parts, oreaspkts, of the culture you would want to.
reincarnate?

Mr. Tussman: I don't know yet how I would formulate
particular criteria in our present context. At the moment
I'd .say it's the culture las a whole that I want.

-Mr, Steadman: Including McDonald's _and the cop
shows?

Mr. Tussman: I don't see why I have to make a
case for McDonald's, but, if pressed, I would probably be
tempted to try , it When you're dealing with the phe-
nomena in considering a mass culture, you have to look
at sUctilthings.

For instance, if you Put together all the legends of the
westerner," you find you have a great epic story with he-
rots, villains, courage, integrityall of the human virtues
that are exhibited in warfare: It'svotentially a great story,
though we haven't yet told it greatly. But the epic tradition
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out of which the Iliad came was not built in a day either,
and someday there will be a poet or a filmmaker who will
do for our culture what Homer did for his.

Mr. Haggard :, Mr. Tussmaii, all of us know that, at
Berkeley you proposed and set up and carried out a pro-
-gram of liberal studies that had some kinship to the St.
John's' program. And you did this in the context of a great
university. This is a very impressive achievement, and it
does seem to me that to accomplish such a thing imlies
an enormous degree of selectivity and an emphasis quite at
odds with what ordinarily goes on in the.academic world.
-I think it is from our awareness of these things that the
questions are being directed to you. You have seemed to be
asking us, "Why do you want to press certain distinctions
upon me?", while it seems clear to us that you yourself
must have made those very di,stinctions when you pro-
posed that such a program as your "experiment at Berke-
ley" was appropriate for undergraduate education.

Mr. Tyssman: The greatuniversities of today do not
have an educational enterprise of direct initiation. Indeed,,
one would have to say that the modern university as a
whole is a continuing exemplification of ,our culture, but
M an uncomprehending way. In its way, it does incarnate
and preserve that culture, even though it doesn't go about
it deliberately by taking seventeen-year-old American boys
and girls and bringing them into it. Instead, the university
'brings them into it by all sorts of strange and inadequate
ways.

Mr. Starr: Isn't what you're proposing exactly the dis-
tingtion pointed out in the Meno between memory on the
onei, hand and something like recollection on the other?
That is, one-receives stories, remembers them, lives in ac-

- cordance with them, and perhaps retells them. And that's
one sort of initiation into,a folkway.

But it seems to me.that wtatever tribe possesses its story,
its tradition of memory, in that way only, is in gravedan-
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ger of becoming a sort of dead thingo at any rate, not a
growing thing. The people within that tribe aren't encour-
aged and initiated into the further business of trying to

what truth was in the story, or of tryirig to understand
the motives and the artistry of the best story-riehers. This
latter sort of critical understanding might be akin to recol-
lectiod Pethaps the one'who possesses this sort of critical
memory eventually" becomes the befit story- teller. At any
rate, he will.have, a critical understanding of. the inherited
stories. -

Mr. Tussman: I would agree with you. But, at the low-
est level, the point about the.story'is that it-must be handed
on. That keeps open the possibility- that at some moment
there can be reflection on the story, that The gloss.Will re-
appear. And that is mreat part of the problem: the stories
are not known.

Mr. Starr: And I entirely.agree with yciu there. So it
seems to me that the problem is "Can there be mor Is
there some why iv which an educhtional institution an
give people the kind of reflective freedom we have be
talking abourwiiii respect to the received stories? It seem,
to me that you are new addressing ypurseif to the question

'o how one makes possible the necessary initiation into that
self - critical .business of analysis and of -recovery and of
rediscovery.

Mr. Tussman: I thought that's what we 'door what
you dowhen your students read the great books in a care-
fully structured educational context, so that they do be-
come initiated into it and find, once. thpy .have read Plato,
Plato doesn't disappear, as yesterday's thing, but is with,
them for' lour years. It becomes part of their equipment.
$o if, in fact, you succeed in doing this, the question would
be, Why aren't mo p e doing it?

. Mr. StarrfIstrzt thaf What we're tryingto put our finger.
op? Somehow Or Other, in these various ways we've been .
trying to find words for; them is difference between "ma-

,
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jor" books and "great" books. For us, when We read Plato in
our seminars, Plato once again is incarnated and becomes
alive for us. To do that is the power of a book which is
"great."

Mr. Tussman: I'll agree- that that can happen with
some Greek books. It happens sometimes wIth Plato's Re-
public, for instance. But take other things(yoti read. For
example, what would be the greatness of Genesis?

Mr. Starr: If I followed what Mr.,Dragstedt was say-
ing (this is how I read your oracle, Mr. Dragstedt), I think
he was saying that, in essence our tradition is a philosophi-
cal tradition. What must be passed on is the shock of com-
ing to know that you don't know. And that what we call
"great books" are the most efficacious means of radically
bringing about that discovery. Now they don't always work.
But every once in a while, we, or our students, say on a
reading or a re-reading, "My God! Can it possibly be that
way?" And you stop, having been reduced to perplexity.

I thought you were saying, Mr.,Dragstedt, that it is that
act, that experience, which is iportant in essence, rather
than merely, seeing that this book doesn't rally with that
one, and so on.

Mr. Dragstedt: I don't like to 'find myself in the po-r- sition of _seeming to advance reduction uniquely. One
couldn't, after all, read Homer aporematically.

It seems to me that the task of maintaining tradition is
to find--the greatest enemies within it and to bring them
into dialectical confrontation with one another. One must,
for instance, see hdw dangerous an enemy of Plato Homer
really is. To do that, one must entertain the view of Homer
as the man who could lie better than anybody else. The
struggle of the seminar is to grasp this not as a dead issue
but as a living experience. For, while 'from one point of
view Homer is the deadliest enemy of all, you must also see
that you can create conversation _about him whereby all
sorts Of necessary questions can be asked, questions', for
instance, like Who is Odysseus' son? and What is a son?
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Now these are "Who?" questions. And one would have to
say that, sincg Plato himself found it necessary to introduce
characters into philosophical writing, this very fac asks us
what does the question, Who is Theodorus?, h e to do
with dialectic? That is, what do "Who?" question have to
do with the nature of conversation? -

If you-could' really answer the question, "Who ? ", then
you would know something about "What?"about What is
geometry?, for instance. And finally about What` i'4 a so-
phist?. In this way' you would come to see.,..that the very
opposition between- art and conversation can be brought

(ilvithimthe same conversation.
I want to add that I'm horrified at the thought of cen-

soring literature from the point of view of any ideology.
I think we can have an ideology only if we move into the
tradition with rope special a priori conception of what the
limits of conversation are. In the present instance, you
could have one only if you "knew" what dialectic was, and
only if you "knew" that it didn't take place in Homer; and
that it could take place only' under the very special condi-
tions created by Plato and Aristotle;. No, I don't think any
thing useful can be done in that way.

To continue with .Homer, the sense in which Homer l's a
creator, a man who could actually see new figures so as to

see what a son was after the time of the Iliad and to see
what a son had come to be under changed conditions,
meant that he had to have a very fundamental under-
standing of the matter. And that means he conducted con-
versations with himself. That dialogue of the soul, the con-
versation of Homer with hinself, would be -a formidable

book. , .

Mr. Nicgorski: Earlier in our conversation Mr. Bart
cautioned us against including in our curriculum books
that we as teachers feel are simply wrong on the most im-
portant things, .becanse 'in such cases we as teachers p.m
the risk of looking down on these works as welead discus-
sions on them. That danger I think is very real. On the

.,, k (.7%
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other hand, as Mr. Loomis has remarked, we do have the
experience in our teaching that some books powerfully'
open `up certain questions for our students, even though
we as teachers feel that the way these books resolie those
questions is wholly unsatisfactory. My question, then, is
whether the sheer power of a book to raise important ques-

- ticans might not itself be a claim upon us to include that
book in our curriculum, a pedagogical claim, that is to say?

.Maybe a case in point would be Machiavelli's Prince.
In my experience it almost aliivays opens up for the stu-
dents a way into a fruitful, discussion of the question
whether the political realm is independent of the ethical
realm, and whether the nature of politics makes that sepa-
ration necessary. This book raises that question very force-
fully. Furthermore, it has some simple cultural impact as
well, since students centinually,encounter the term, "ma-

. chiavellian? These considerations seem to me to exert
pedagogical claims upon us.

And yet, for all that, if I were to choose books in terms of
the positions they take on the relationship between politics
and ethics; I would want to stay away from The Prince.
This is not to say_that Machiavelli's work is dead for me;
the questions it raises are alive but frequently in a different
way or at a different revel from that at which they strike
students initially.encountering the book.

Now I think my example might stand or fall for any one
of us, depending on his assessment of this particular book.
But I clo think d larger question is implicit. Is some criterion
involied in our choice of books 'for our liberal arts curricu-
lum other than that we expect to find the truth in them?
Are there totally, different and purely pedagogical consid-
erations? Of course the question' of truth and the art of
pedagogy are not so easily disjointed. If a book were in no
way alive for the seminar leader, I have my doubts that
he would lead well.

Mr. Bart: I would want to say this: it seems to me es-
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sential in undergraduate education that at certain moments
one stops to say, "Wait a minute. Is this right?" If that
question is not somehow before us most of the time in
undergraduate education, it seems to me that we're divorc-
ing ourselves, as teachers, from where our students are: Or
ought to be. They want to know. And they want help with
finding out what's right. They Want to know how to ask the
question, "Is this right?" about a vast variety of claims that

,come before them as to what is light.
I have felt surest about my discussionsyith students

when we have come to some kind of terms with the text
and paused to admit to ourselves that we are notronly
ested in it because of various other considerations, but be-
cause we want to know whether it in fact" seems to show
us some real perspective-on the truth of the matter.

Of course I agree with the wonderful ,things Mr. Drag-
stedt has beersaying, but I would want to turn the Model
of the Meno upon him a little bit also I'm sure he's not g-
ing to disagree with me. When the slave boy, has been
brought to an aporia from which he sees no way out, Socra-
tes, in his presence, solves what is implicitly one of the
most difficult of all mathematical problems and gives him
a way towards,the solution.

That is to say, Mr. Dragstedt, I think you are surely right
that our task, especiallr with respect to,the culture that is
given to us at any time. in history is, first of all, somehow,
to arrestourselves in front of it, to become aware that we
do not really understand it, to shedit as something given,
and to become distressed at our lack of knowledge in gen-
eral. But it is a- terrifying prospect, if we merely leave our
student there and say, "That's already a great benefit, and
that's enough." I know that Socrates says that at time p. And
to be sure, the one thus reduced is surely benefitter-Wut,-
for me, it is significant that the story ends With his also
offering something very important for leis further consid-
eration. You Wouldn't repudiate the model, would "you?
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Mr. Dragstedt: No. I certainly would agree that a part
of the task,we face is to give content to discussions by offer-
ing paradigms of interpretation, paradigms of behavior,
paradigms of procedure. And there are all sorts of ways to,
to this that we think up over the years of our teaching ex-
perience. It's not possible to be heuristic jin this ,sense.
There is a certain"sense in which Socrates resorts tp a tu-
torial policy in confronting the slave boy.'

Mr. Starr: I woulAike to propose an irony for our con-
sideration. One of the elements that I recall in the proposal
to set up the Committee on the Liberal' Arts was that we

counter a crucial difficulty in fading the proper place for
agina!tive works, for works of poetry, in our program of

tudies. Works of philosophy, scientific works, works with
eses, these we are much b er able to deal with than
th this other kin . 'kes me now that the ques-

on of truthwhich I think is ig an important way the .

'ght questionhas led us into a discussion of works which
propose theses by means of arguments for the reader's con-
sideration. The only examples we have raised of works.of
the imagination are the Homeric poems, and these have
come up two or three times.

It seems to me that we need very much to think about
the ways in which the criterion of truth applies, or, indeed,
whether it applies, not only to works which we may regard as
fundamentally mistaken (as, for instance, some of us seem
to regard Marx or Machiavelli), but also to works whose
intention seems hot to be directly to propose a thesis in the
way a philosophical work does. And I am wondering in
what way a philosophical work does. And I am vadering
in what way the question of truth arises about works that
don't prOceed either dialectically or demonstratively.

Mr: Bart: I can only say a very little bit about that, and
it 'could only start us .off. As Mr. Dragstedt has- rerpinded
us, Plato thought that Homer was the enemy, so that there
must be some encounter between Plato and Homer. Mr.
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Dragstedt has given ari account of it which I probably don't
r.eXactly subscribe.to, namely, that Homer had a great con-

versatibn with himself. I just don't -know about that. Bo-
: mer is certainly immensely intelligent.

To take a second step, it seems to me to be clear,, al-
though I haven't ever defended this thesis,- that Vergil
thought that Honker's account of the world was altogether
wrong and wrote his poem's to set before us a truer accogrit
of the world. Moreover, it is certain and quite explicit that

ante thought the same thing of Vergil's account, though
n t in quite the same way. And both of them acknowledged
th debts to their predecessors. I think Dante dots simply

ert that Vergil's vision is profoundly defective, and it
erks to me that Vergil quite carefully _says that Homer

'tits the human question altogether wrongly. .

Now you might say that those are just my theses about
those works and that they don't, really touch the works
themselves. But to me Vergil is unthinkable without a sense
of what he was writing against, that is, the Comeric vigyv
of the world. More broadly, it as hard for me to conceive

orks of other
t to correct.

at conversa-

. of an-artisf who did not Iiiye before him
artists, the inadeciukcy of whose vision

Mr.. E;09;' y: GOW*men, we all
tioris like this .ox do not end; they just stop. Today's tillte
is up, and we muss stop. now,. Wg'11 cirne together agairii,
tomorrow afternoOnet theianie-tfteg 2
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SECOND DAY

r, Darkey: Yesterday we addressed ourselves to the
implications of our common use of great 'books as instru-
ments of liberal education, and, among other things, com-
pared our experiencerwith thispiactice. Although we talked
for some two hours, we never did produce even a tentative
working. statement of what it is that makes a book great:-
unless it was Mr. Bart's opening proposal that 'a grealkook
is one in Which we think we might find the truthfSo we
could go. on. with that discussion. Instead, however, let me
propose a different topic, which will surely build on the pre:.
vious discussion, but from another viewpoint.

If the colleges we here represent differ from other Amer-
lean tundergraduate colleges in our common use of great
boOkS instead of textbooks for instruction, it is probably
even more anomalous that we prescribe highly structured
curriEda or our students and offer virtually no elective
courses. of our students are required to study the same
subjects., he assumptions, philosophical,, pedagogical or
Whatever, that lie beneath this formal outward characteris-
tic ought to be examined. The use of great books does not \
Seerh of itself to dictate specific curricular arrangements.

On the other hand; reading great books may imply a
necessity to teach certain arts. Minimally, these would be
the arts one must possess to reK the books that are pro-
posed. These just might be the libePal arts. It seems to me
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that for u§ at St. John's'the major.assumptions, which have
functioned as exploratory hypotheses, are that these funda-
mental arts are the ar of language and the arts of mathe-
matics; and that a n . problengaces us in the twentieth
century in trying to understand the laboratory arts.

'But I think that at St. John's we undeistand theilininar
or rather the activity that goes on thereto be the center
of our teaching enterprise, and that the four or five other
divisions of the curriculum are thought of as being in
various ways ancillarto the seminar. Is this asswuption
common to all of us here today? I think I ought tollAdd, by
the way, that I am not quite sure that all of my colleagues,
on the St. John's faculty would agree with what I have just
said about them. .

.

Mr. Berquist: I don't think it would be true to say that
.

. our program at omas Aquinas College is 'ordered to the
seminar. We ha ordered our curriculum according to the
principles of p osophy and theology. The seminar we see
as being a valuable initiation to the art of inquiry, but not
as a central or final' method.

Mr. Steadman; But you haven't said in what mode
your inquiry into philosophy and .Aeology takes place. I
gather it's not by means of,the seminar?

.

Mr. Berquist: Our teaching procedure in these in-
quiries is similar in some ways to a seminar, but it's closet,.
I think; to what you at St. John's would call-astutorial, and
that's what we call it ourselves. Discussions there are much
more structured than seminar discusSions usually are. And
it inquires into matters where the teacher wants to pro-
ceed more formally. . .

Mr. Ddrkey: Do you mean it talir.,the form of an
explication de texte?

Mr. Berquist: Sometimes it can take that form, yes.
But it's impossible, to do that altogether, given the size of
the works we read. I think it's 'fore like the way both you
and we read Euclid's Elements, We move from point to
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point and one thing builds, upon another. Clearly, same
points will be discussed more thoroughly than .others.
manner, though, it's also something like a seMinar-the

k students speak to' one another and carry on conversations
among themselves. It's not at all akcture by the teacher.
Nevertheless, our philosophy and theology tutorials are,, I
think; more-strictly s ct ed by the subject matter they
address than a seminar i§.

Mr. Darkey: You have uggested that it's analogous
to the way we study mathema s in our tutorials. How do
you mean that?

.Mr. Beriquist: In this way: in both cases you're deal-
ing with the method of a particular Science, not with a
general method of inquiry, as you are in the seminar. Dia-
lectic, at least as Aristotle conceived it,-can be brought to
bear on any subject, and, that is most appropriate to the
general discussions of the seminar. But in addition, there
are particular methods which are. proper to particular sci-
ences. In geonietry, for instance, you must deal with con-
struction as one part of the method. We think there are
proper methods in the other sciences, too-in philosophy or
nature, in ethics, and in metaphysics.

Mr. Wadman: Well, if Nye at St. John's were to say
that we StrUctured our program around the science of
mathematics, for instance, and therefore around the math-
ematics tutorial, and that we related all our other, studies'
to that, wouldn't that be an assertion that we are not trying
to give ,a liberal education,. but rather an education in 'a
particular, science and a particular method? So I ask you
if you're not reallyrsaying that your curriculum 'aims at giv-
ing an education in'philosophy and theology iather than a
liberal education?

Berquise: it this way : ,we'ie aiming at the
whole, riot .at_thert., We see this whole as having a cer-
tain structiire and a certain order. Some of the parts of that

....>,-whole are more principal than others. We don't study phi-
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lo phy only for the sake -of theology; and yet we study it
more for the sake of theology- than forlts own sake. So we
are aiming at a univ ucation, but we understand
that to mean that ther an order to the parts that must
be studied..But'I think I' repeating myself.

Mr. Steadman: Would it be fair to say it's an educa.
tion in the humanities with a Malor hi philosophy?

111r7lierquist: Perhaps. But with this distinction: we
hold that there really is a major in theology, because that's
the nature of liberal, education. Its parts are of unequal,

Mr. Steadman: So your assertion is.that liberal educa-
tion requires a major in a.particular science?

Mr. Berquist: I think it would be fair to say that,"
'though I woultIn't understand the word "major" the way
it's used in the American college system, where it goes
along with electives and ,credits and a lot of other things
that hre totally irrelevant to what I intend. So, really, when
you put it that way I think you're making it'much less clear
than it was before.

Mr. Steadman: What I meant to ask was whether you
aim at professional specialization-by the undergraduate?

Mr Berquist: I don't think that's the right question.
We don't aim at such specialization in order to prepare a
student to enter the profession 'of theology, but because
theology is intrinsically better.

Mr. i3arkey: Ardift you saying, Mr. Berquist, that the
architectonic of your whole curriculum is philosophical?

Mr. Beiquisti Philosophical and theological. Mr. Stead-
man asked what we are doineabout liberal education after
I 'had said we order our curriculum to the 'principles of
philosophy and theology. I took his question to' be, whether

iwe were studying a part rather than the whole; and r an-
swered him in the *light of that objection. I guess 'my an-
swer, formally put, is that we are studyirfg the whole, but
that we ve the whole as having an order among its parts,
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and that philosophy and theology ,are 'the sciences which
really provide that order.

Mr,Steadman: 'es, that's why I characterized it as a
curricular major.

Mr. AScher: Mr. Berquist, would you tell us..a little
more about the role of the seminar at Thomas Aquinas Col-
lege? What kinds of readings do you take up, for example? *

Mr. Berquist: We take up literary works an the semi-
nar, and historical works. And we also take up in The semi-
nar suchThilaophical Works as we belieire do-not require
the kind of close reading We give to those works we study°
in the philosophy tutorial. For example, we don't think

s .
you can extract much of the intelligible content of Aris- °
totle's Physics withoUt spending a great deal of time on the
details, so, as I said a few minutes ago, we teach it the way
Euclid's Elementt ietaught at St.lohn's. The Elements and
the Physics. simply aren't works you .can plunge into just
anywhepthere's a 'proper. starting place, and the order of
the steps you take is, to a large extent, dictated by the
nature of what y
around that.

Mr. Steadman: I c
thing with Euclid. My

g. There's simply no Offing

tainly agree that we do that very
rry is that if I then went on and

said, "Furthermore, I want my students to study mathe-
matics because that is the most importantpart of qieir
syidies and the other liberal arts are ordered to it," I would

"think that' in that case I was not giving a liberal education-,,
but instead a specialized professional education. For I don't
see. that liberal education does have the kind of order you
have ip mind.

Mr. Berquist: IfYou should order youi education
entirely to matheinaticst the serious question would be,
Haven't you set up as the principal scienCIP:one which, in
point of fact,' isn't principal at all?' You'd simply have
chosen the wrong ordering principle.
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Mr. Haggard: Surely none of us would include,math,e-
matic& and laboratory science in our curricula Unless we
thOughr it ,possible to treat them liberally. And rfn per-
fectly clear that no one of us here -today supposes a curricu-
lum can'claim 1p be a liberal arts curriculum in our com-
mon meaning of the term simply because it requires its
students to read books chosen from.our reading lists. Stu-
dents in humanities progrms everywhere read these same ,

books, but the meanings of ihoSe enterprises are altogether-
different from the meaning of ours.

bard to characterize thattlifference except by saying
that ain main concern is not to study about philosophy and
philosophizing, but to philosophize. We want to engage ac-
tively in the very inquiry, that the book 'itself%proposes or,
reports, because the book is the author's account of his own
experience with that inquiry. We want to try reflectively
and imaginatively to gasp for ourselves what he thinks he
has seen and what his reasons are for thinking as he does,
So the basie question of liberal education doesn't seem at
all to be one of mere -curricular "arrangementsof whether,
for.instance, the tutorial subserves the seminar.

Maybe -you.don't mean to assert thatc.Mr. Steadman, but
you seem to me to be heading in that directiorr.

Mr. Berquist: It would be a strange thing, too, Mr.
Steadman, to bise liberal education on theAssumption that
there is no order 41 the ,sciences. And yet, inaeffect, that
seems to be your position. You seem tope nlaintaining that
there is a kind of opposition between being liberally edu-
cated and recognizing and acting on an existing order.

'Mr. Steadmdn: I think I was .trying to say what Mr.
Haggard has said mual better, namely, that'l am very re-
luctant to impose in advance any particular order upon the
inquiry of the seminar by positing that some particular.
method of inquiry is the uniquely right one. I want the book

. itself to tell us hqw to read it, and I want it of itself to raise
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the questions we discuss. I don't want to come.to the book
supposing in advance that I know either what it contains
or the one right technique for reading it.

Mr. Berquist: What you've just said doesn't bear on
what we were saying earlier. ,

Mx. Steadman: I thought it did. When you say that.
there is an order to the sciences, don't you mean that there
is some one science by means of which we ought to deal
with all the rest? That there is a method? I thought you
weresaying, "I have a particular science which is' univer-
sal, and I can use it to tell me how to deal with books that
present themselves."

Mr. Berquist: No, I didn't say that. In fact, I_explicitly
denied that when I Said that all of the sciences have their
own proper methods. But that doesn't prevent one science
from being ordered to another. You could conceive of geom-
etry as being ordered to astronomy, as it seems the older
educators did, and still recognize that there are differences
in method between astronomy andgeometry.

Mr. Nicgorshi: But some one particular science is the
architectonic?

Mr. Berquist: Of course. My position doesn'tonegate
the distinction in methods. In fact, it requires the distinc-
tion; since, if there were only one method, there really
would only be one science.' e .

Mr. Haggard: Would you say more; thong, aboutthe
way you understand the ordering of your curriculum ac-
cording to the principles of theology and philosophy to be

of the essence of liberal education? It seemed to me that
you meant to assert that the very liberal quality of your.
education lies precisely in its being appropriately ordered to
the ultimate:end, and to the correct primary goal:

Mr. BAuist: Yes, I did mean that. I, would s y that
education would not be truly liberal without tha kind of
order.

You yourstives at St. John's .certainly have elfments of

,
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that kind of ordering, and maybe in abundance. For in-
stance, to study Euclid's geometry is to propose one sort of
order. Or take what Mr. Bart said yesterday. If your goal A
to grasp the,truth, to understand to the best of your ability
the way things are, it seems to me very obvious that when
you begin to reflect, you discover that not, all traiths are of
the same order, or even that they are not all equally true.
For example, I could memorize the telephone directory and
get all those names down just right. That would be a kind
of truth, but a truth that's not very true and not much
worth knowing.

So, once you start out with the premise that your goal is
to Understand the truth, right away you see4hat there is an
inequalityarnong the objects of knowledge. Eternal things
,are more worth knowthl than temporal things, higher
things more so than lower thipgs, living things than things
that am not alive. Right away all kinds of distinctions come
to.light, so that you say, "If I'm going to seek td understand
the truth, I'm going to be concerned primarily with those

.things which are truer."
' Mr. Steadman: I guess I'd like to know in what sense

theology is architectonic'. When you first agreed to that for-
mulation, I supposed you meant that theology is used to
provide 'a scheme for understanding other things. Now I'm
not sure whether you've denied this or not. So let me ask,
In what sense does theology order the other sciences?

,,, Mr. Berquist: Let me give you an example, if I can.
When you start to study a science, you begin with that part
which is easier and more accessible to a beginner, Then, as
you progress, it becomes possible fo compare what you
learned first with what you learned later. I mean that you
begin to learn about particular things considered° by them-
selves; and then later yott Can make relationihips among
the things you have learhed. For example, under,stanclings
yoUf students have reached in the study. of mathematics
may at some later a bearirig upon their study)
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of natural science and even, perhaps, their study of ethics.
'At Thomas Aquinas .College we do hold that the consid-

eration of these same matters from the perspective of the-.
ology is of sa higher order than the consideration of them as
particular sciences: Of course we study Aristotle's Physics
as it's written, and we have long discussions about nature
we dorn't do this from a "theological" perspective. And we do
think also that a later reconsideration of these same mat-
ters from a theological perspective is an enterprise of
greater intrinsic merit. But'of course we could never under-
take the second unless we had done, the first.

Mr. Steadman: I think I' undeistand now what you
mean.

Mr. Haggard: But again, it seems to me that this poses,
a most interesting question for all of us. Your position, put
in its strong form, forces us to,ask whether, without that
proper ordering and that proper end, education can be
liberal in any. true sense.

Remembering yesterday's conversation, I think of
us subscribe in some'real way to Mr. Bart's. formulation
that we read the great books because we expect to find thi.
truth in them. But the discussion yesterday kept moving

,back and forth trying to face the. question, What intrinsic
characteristics of a book tel us that it is great? What cri-
teria do we use to make that judgmehl?

You seem to be saying today, Mr. Berquist, that the study
of theology, which is at the center of your curriculum at
Thomas Aquinas College, provides the criteria for making-
th4t judgment, and, moreover, provides a schema. for or-
dering your various studies into a meaningful whole.

For us at St. John's, I think it may be more difficult to
say juk what the corresponding principle is. And we must
have failed to reflect in some important way, if we don't
know what Nye mean by saying that our education is lib-
eral and yet lack a ready answer to tip question you put to
us. And it does seem to me to be an altogether appropriate
question.
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Mr. Berquist: We see it this way. If you think that the
Christian Revelation is truly from God and is a reliable
way, then you're going to have one view of liberal educa-
tion. If you think it's bogus, you're going to have another.
For us here today,..the question about the real nature of
liberal education does depend upon one's answer to that
prior question.

That is to say, you can't set out And say, -This is what
liberal education must be in order to be itself, and therefore
there must be a God." Rather; it's that, having seen that
God as a principle' exigis, you can't avoid, saying to your-
self, "Really, it seems that all my studies ought to be ,or-

1
dered to a kr4owledge of that ultimate principle." Lt, isn't
that this is6the only thing worth knowing, but that one sees
that God is incomparably more worth knowing than any
ofithese other things.

Everything depends upon that question. Everything.
That's why it's such a problem for us; people so often,try
to give an account of What liberal education is and fail to
confront the deeper issue about-the nature of things. Yet
the nature of education ought to follow from the nature of
things.

Mr. Haggard: I certainly shouldn't speak for Mr. Bart, -

since he speaks so well for himself; but I would suppose
that he wouldn't want, any more than I would, to have to
choose between these alternatives. L certainly wouldn't
want to regard the claims of Christianity as "bogus"; yet I
don't think that St. John's takes these 'claims as the end to
which our curriculum is explicitly ordered. And still, the
Christian claim is very significant in our studies here.

Mr. Stead/n(1/z: But to return to the question of how
one arranges the order of studies, I wouldn't want to say, as
,you did, that we must start off-with the easier 'things and
work up to the harder. After all, we begin with the Iliad
and Plato and Aristotle, and then go On from 'there. For-
our practical purposes we adopt a roughly chronological
Order. -
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Mr. Berquist: I'm not going to insist on that. I only
meant to say that in order to compare things among them-
selves, you first have to grasp each one of them in some
way. In the case of theology, you possess certain principles
in terms of which you can see Old unities and the subordi-
nations of things.

Mr. Steadman: You mean of other things?
Mr. Berquist: Of other things, yes. The theological

principles are the prinCiples in terms of which you . see
those Other things, and not vice versa.

Mr. Steadman: That's the way I was understanding
-you. In your teaching at Thomas Aquinas College you use
a particular method for approaching each of the books yOu
read in the seminar, and you look at all of them from a `$
particular point of view. But I see us at St. John's as trying
to read each book without presupposing that a particular
method is the right way to rea4 or,,to compare it. In my
Own teaching I try to let each boonell me how I must
compare it and on what terms I must take it.

Mr. Ber4tast: Let me say once more that I am not talk-.'
ing about anythipg that substitutes for whA yorrespqak- °,
ing of, but about something additional. There is no prace in
the study of Euclid's geometry where we consider it in a
theological perspective. Consideration of a theological per-
spective on anything whatever wItotaid properly belong to th
study of ,theology. One must let the sciences be themselves.
We certainly do not hold, for example, that there is any
Christian mathematics, as opposed to mathematics of some
other kind.

And I mean to admit yirY, freely that we at Thomas
Aquinas have a harder jA'trying to say what it is that we
are trying to accomplish than you at St. John's have.

Mr. Bart: Don't we, however, by this discussion gain
a point that we may have in common with Mr. Berquist?
I, for one am extremely grateful for his insistence upon the
importance of the whole in any serious consideration of
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liberal education. And I would agree that any real concern
with the way things are necessarily raises the question of
whether there is a wkole or not. INloW to say that is admit-
tedly to say a good deal less than you have said, Mr. Ber-
quist. But I think that liberal undergraduate educatiOn
ought to postulate as a...fundamental tenet the necessity of
inquiring into the possibility of a unity of knowledge. One
must inquire whether there is some viewpoint from which
all knowledge might be put into order. ° -

To postulate that may distinguish four own notion of
what is possible in liberal education .from ,ours.. For us it
seems to be enough to seek fo discover Whether, with the e4 help of these writings and these arts, wetan discern either
an actual whole or even the possibility of a whole. The very
possibility, for` us, would already be very nfuch, That,postu-

. lated inquiry, I think, must in practibe underlie our educa-
tion. And I would say more )..that tend ispossiblyThe most
importath single criterion for our selection of the books on
which ,we have constructed the St, jOhn's curriculum. I
would gdess that our selection of what books to include e.
'flight reveal our sense of what kind of whole is possible,
some point of view from which we suspect things might be
seen as a whole. For we are regularly asked by proponents

, of special disciplines why we select some one book for
study rather than aipther. I believeothat our single,most
important criterion is that a truly great book must °have
some view or'some implication of wholeness. I

I know my reply is not completely satisfactory to you,
Mr. Berquist. You and we ,cannot meet perfec.tly, ht.if your
positing .that a, conCern'with the wholeof-knowledge is an
integfalpart of liberal education establiskes a deep com-

. mon ground for us.
Mr. Simpson: The difference we have and it's seen as

a problem on one'side'd the table and as a principle on the
otheris whether the 'seminar inquiry is properly the fOcus
of our undertaking or whether tutorial exposition is. Now
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if it is clear that there actually is an order which can be
found by following certain disciplines in the right Ways,
then the study of those disciplines must be made primary,
and the 'tutorial in which they are taken up must become
the main channel of insteuction. On the other hand, if the
existence of such an order has to be stated as a question,
then that question, as a real, felt question, will be the en-
ergizing prirkciple of the seminar throughout the four years
of study and it will remain the center of everything. All
other curricular engagements will be ancillary to that one
real-question from which the energy derives.'

The seminar itself, it seems tome, is usually' disorderly
by its nature. I know we all think we see themes and prin-
ciples of organization in the seminar, but we never ,feel
enough confidence in any of them to urge that thsre is only'
one right order foi reading the books we read. We always
catch glimpses of underlying .problems that we can see
might overturn any possible proposed order. So I think that
here at St. John's the search for order,-which we undeitake
in,the seminar, is in itself a disgrderly search.

Mr. Daikey: I think we all do agree That to carry on a
program of liberal.education We must in one way or an-,
other seek a view of the whole and keep our eye on that as
an ultimate principle of everything we do: Unless we can

-do that, there will be noway we can avoid' the combined
social, p*ofessional and psychological pressures towards
'those sorts of fraggentations which destroy liberal educa-
tion as such. .

On the.bther hand, the sorts of questions we must in con;
science take up, with our students .are not the sorts for
which solutions are easily posseised. Whatever under-
standings one may achieve in these areasSust continually
grow,and fieepen and be revised and repossessed; or, even
he discarded and replaced with others, by 'the sometime
Student as he gains mbre, experience and grows more re-
mote from the academia situation in which he first .con.
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fronted. the fundamental questions of whole and part. So
viewed, it is not a question of an institutional_position im-
plemented by a curriculum of study, or even a question of

. what the student may be doing while he is actually engaged
with his liberal academic studies. gather, the quegtion
seems to me to be What can a college do to .insure his
continuing liberal education after he graduates?

Looked at in this way, it seems to me that one may want
to address the matter of the student's continuing intellec-
tual life in terms of possessing the liberal arts. I am per:
suaded that it is the business of liberal education to help
young men and women to acquire the arts of the intellect
as the necessary instruments for the growth and expan-
sion of their human experience throughout the rest' oitheir
lives.

From this point of view, and in the light of what you
have been saying about your curriculum, Mr. Berquist,
which would be the arts you would want to impala

Mr. Berquist:, I think our views about the arts are
pretty much the same as yours. That is to say, we teach
grammar, logic and the mathematical arts. We like to build
these Is both theoretically and practically. We spend
some time studying the doctrine of Aristotle's Organon
itself as a text, but we also try to pay careful attention to
its use in practice. And we spend some time on the formal
study of graintiar, taking upluestions, such as What is a
noun? What is a verb? and so on. Arid throughout all four
years we try to pay attention to the way our students use
'these arts!

I don't think we. have any great differences between us
on the question of which' arts are. to be taught. To repeat
what I've already said, I think the difference between you
and us would be put in terms of ..omething additional in
,our case. We think that the various parts of philosophy
have distinctive methods of procedure in addition to those
that are common to all of them. Special attention must be
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given to those methods which are in fact distinct. So we
Want to acquire the method that is proper to the natural-
ist, the pne that is proper for the moralist, maybe Leven the
one that is proper to the wise man. In all of this we pretty
much follow the well-known text of Aristotle where he says
at the beginning of Parts of Animals that a well-educated
person is one who has acquired at least the basic partg of,
all the methods of all the sciences, so that he knows what
is appropriate in each case as well as what is common to
several or to all.

Mr. Bart: In what you have been saying the word
method has been a very important term. Without meaning
to be captious, could I ask whether what you are meaning
by method is 'quite what Mr. Darkey meant by art? Or at
least is there some clear way I 'can transform the one term
into the other?

Mr. Berquiit: I guess you'd have to ask Mr. Darkey
what he meant by art.

Mr. Bart: Really, I meant to be asking you what you
meant by method, if I may be so rude as to per59t; since I
think even in Greek methodos might be, understood differz
ently by people with different views.

Mry Berquist: Let me' try _then. Could we begin by

stating the situation that makes art necessary? Art be-
comes necessary when there is an end to be reached and
we haven't been equipped by nature to reach that did.
For .example, I eat my food and swallow it, then nature'
takes care of the rest. I don't need to learn any procedure
to digest my food= -I have it by nature, But I carry on other
activities for which I don't have that kind of right' equence
built into me. But to get to my gbal I still have to followa
certain number of steps in the right order, just as nature 4
does. If I'm making something, I shave to discover those
steps and the right order for carrying them out, and then
I hate to apply my understanding. Art is that kind of enter-
prise. It's a knowledge of how to reach some given end
through means that are not determined by nature.
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In philosophy, too, I think we need an art of inquiry.
Thais why we Mve logic. Socrates made the momentous -
discovery that nature has not equipped us .with a method
for arriving at the truth, and he saw that we need a method
for getting there. For instance, in the Meno, he addresses
the question of definition. He says to Meno over and over
again-and Meno refuses to believe him-that you can't tell
whether something is teachable unless you first know what
it is. That, I say, is a very simple point of methqh if You
want to get..to that goal there, you must start here and pro-
ceed by the right way.

Mr. Steadninn: The way you put this puzzles me. You
say you're going to get to your end only..by following certain
steps in order, end you talk about methods for reaching
those ends as if they were really well laid out and pretty
clear. That just doesn't seem to be the case at all, not even
in mathematics, not even in Euclid's Elements, which is
such a clear and beautiful case of a book that is very well
ordered and highly teachable. It turns out, when you ex-
amine the book, that uclid could have arranged his propo-
sitions in many diffefent ways.

For Instance, if the goal of Book I is to get to Proposition
47, the rythagorean" proposition, he could have done it
with fewer than half the number of propositions he actu-
ally includes. He 'really needs only about twenty to get
there.

So I guess I don't take those intellectual skills and tech-
niques that we call the liberal arts to be methods that are
as mechanical as the ones you describe. .

Mr. Berquist: I would make a distinction between me-
chanical and determined. I would also say-'your example
establishes my point: Proposition 47 does not depend on
every proposition that comes before it, but it does depend
upon some of them. And you can't get to that proposition
without them.

Mr. Steadman: Even that's not true, I think. There are
many different ways to prove that 'opposition, and many
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of them don't have much to do with the propositions with
which Euclid chooses to approach it. I think there'isn't any
method which is uniquely necessary for getting there. )

Mr. Berquist: Let's make d wager.' After we, adjourn
today, we'll go toa. classroom, and I'll be you can't dem-
onstrate Proposition 44without using Proposition 32.

MI. Steadman: Yes. But I can do it with many. differ-....-..,
ent versions of Proposition 32. .

Mr. Berquist: But not without it?..,- :
- Mr. Steadman: Well, without anything that looks like

it; because you can use a different postulate frorq Euclid's
Fifth Postulate.

Mr. Berquist: I'd love to argue more particularly with
you about that.

Mr. Steadman: But it's true. You could perfectly we
use ati alternative postulate in place of the Fifth.

Mr. Haggard: I woe der if that's quite the point? You
wctn't deny, would you, Mr. Steadman; that the order
Euc 'd actually adopts is probably to some end?

Mr. Steadnian: Yes, I'd agree to that.
it r. Haggard: Euclid has some goal in mind, some

end, me place he wants to arrive at. If we could see that
go clearly, it would help us understand why he selects
and.orders his propositions as he does. Surely That's what
governs what you're both saying, and you don't have any
dispute.

Mr. Berquist: It sounded like a dispute to me. I ,

thought it was about the starting point of an inquiry.
Mr. Haggard: I don't think Mr. Steadman disagrees

with you about' that. He is saying that the end -is not
uniquely determined by the character of the propositions
and their relationships. Euclid, for example, certainly made
selections, probably with an eye to the problem of dealing \
with irrational magnitudes. But in any case, he does have
a goal, and I don't suppose you'd disagree that the goal is 4-
correlated with the order of the propositions?
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Mr. Berquist: Let and make this point -to you. There is
art to the extent that the mewls are,determined.\ If you
could get-to your goal in just any way, no matter what you
did or in what.order you dicLit, there would be no schools
and no teaching. Everything`verything would just happen by nature,
if it happened at all. It isrclear that it does make a differ-
ence what order you proceed in and how much time you
spend on such and such a thing. To the extent that this is
the case and that -the necessary order is discoverable, you
have an Art.

Mr. Loomis: As I recall the course of our conversa-
tion, this question about method first arose when we were
talking about the relationship between the seminar and-the'
tutorial. I have been wondeiing whether we might not say
the seminar does have method, but in a different sense" of
the word than the one I understood Mr. Berquist to be giv-
ing it. To say something about the other possible sense of
the term, I'm going to borrow some words from a col-
league of mine at St. Mary's College who tried to write
down some things about the seminar. He said this:

The seminar stands typically to the other par ts\o-1.

the curriculum as a whole to parts. I comparg$11 with
the tutorials, its intent is total and its accomplishment is

.incomplete.
. In each part of the program students are thinking

and talking and writing to each other about things. But ,
the questioning in the seminaragain, typically, rather
than invariablywould engage things not in this or that
aspect as observable and measurable, as diverse aspects
of the human mind) but ii their roundness against the all
and nothing of human life and being. And it would im-
plicate the persons of all the participants in their moral
and theological depths rather than primarily as appren-
tices in the liberal. arts. If the seminar is an arena for the
exercise of the diverse liberal arts forming in the several
tutorials, the liberal arts are here employed and directed
by a sort of apprentice or journeyman wisdom. If the sem-

47.
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inar is td,the other parts of the curriculum as a whole, it
-..----4 is not as a sun to aadends, but, say, as a square to roots.*

-I would like to read one more passage from this paper in
view of Mr. Berquist's saying at the beginning of today's
conversation that the curriculum at Thomas Aquinas
College the tutorial ight be more central than the seminar
and take precedence ever it. If you say that, it seems to me
that you give another meaning to the word seminar, for
then the leminar is seen from a different point of view.
But if youIsee the seminar as taking precedence, it seems to
me you might say this : .

Conversation Within a tutorial, whileAt ma' be quite
various and full_of surprises, is bound to the de ands of
a. subject matter and a formal object and m od. Meet-
ings of-the tutorial are sequential and kra 1. Each sem-
inar, on the other hand, is an original venture at the all-
together or all-at-Once and may best flourish in forgetful-
ness of any other seminar meeting, even of earlier meet-
ings on the same book. The conversation, while it may
concentrate on some small point which seems to hold the
world, may go wherever the spirit blbws in following the
demands of the argument which arises out of the all-or-
nothing of things and these persons. To some extent the
virtue of the tutorial is bdund up with its temporality, but
a good seminar is unprecedented.*

In view of the passages I've lust read, I wonder whether
anyone else besides me would be willing to call the seminar
methodicaln don't think the seminar proceeds by nature,
like digestion. I do think it proceeds, methodically, though
without foreknowledge of where it is zoing, since it always
has within it the structure of its own argument. I mean
that anyone who, says something must be able to give an
account of how what he says is related to what went before.

*Lanigan, Joseph, unpublished paper.
/
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But I don't think that kind of method is describable in the,
way Mr. Berquist describes the method of the tutorial, es-
pecially of the mathematics tutorial, as the method which
he believes is to take precedencq in a curriculum of liberal,
arts.

Mr. Haggard: It's not even clear to me that under the
best seminar leader the discussion proceeds with art, let
alone method. The things that are said by the various par-'
tibipants seem to come from all sorts of directions, though,
hopefully, they contribute to a whole. Openness and recep-`
tiyeness and alertness and imaginatiof seem to be far more
essential than having a' clear. notion' in advance about a
specific goal or order of the discussion. In fact, a leader can I '
take thelife completely out of a seminar discussion by
having a particular goal clearly in mind, by knowing, that
is, just what is the point that the students Night to get or
that they haven't yet got in the book being discussed. A semi-
nar discussion won't really have any life unless 4ie students
are piecing together for themselves their own understand-
ing of the book, even though such a preliminary under-
standing has many, inadequacies. Inadequacies, by the
way, which it's often risky to try to correct. I suppose we
all make such attempts, but it's a waryou can strangle a
discussion. At least I can.

Mr:sLodrizis: I wonder if there is a Sense of method A

which wouldn't strangle, couldn't strangle? ,
Mr. Nicgorski:A Loomis seems to be putting Mr.

Haggard's point in other terms. Leaving the term method
to one side, cdula we say that there are principles for the
direction of the seminar?

Mr. Steadman: Maybe it's one of the -principles that
there be no method.

Mr. Loomis: Your saying that makes me remember
Mr. B 's asking Mr. Berquist, "What do you.mean by
meth ?" I guess it might be a principle of the seminar
that it ollows no method. Seminars certainly aren't, and
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maybe they can't be, like exercises for Des*c*artes' R_ ules for
the Direction of the Mind. To me they always end up look-
ing like fragments of Platonic dialogues, vefy small frag-
ments sometimes. Often it takes me 'months to be able to
see them this way. That's Why I was wondering if there
isn't some sense of method that couldn't possibly strangle,
that couldn't even be misused to strangle?
, Mr. Steadman: I think you've helped me find a way to
say what I wanted to say earlier today. The only way I can
be sure I'm not going to strangle a text is, by not coming to
it as-if I knew the right methods.for_ reading and talking
about it. Rather, I must come to it willing to let the con-
versation happen by itself, as in unprecedented event. The
desCription you read-to us a few minutes ago was very good.
It's, absolutely true that one must let the book and the con-
versation about it try as it can to discover for itself and on
the spot the right- way to approach it. So, I too think there
isn't any method for seminars.

Mr. Loomis: I don't believe I'm thinking about the
liberal arts and their relationship fo method in the same
way the rest of you are, and maybe my way is really bizarre.

If the liberal arts were methods, and-if one taughtmeth-
ods'by tutorial instruction, then there could be tutorials for
teaching the liberal arts as di from those in which,
say, the mathematical or gray atical arts are taught; and
students could come to the seminar discussions already
having learnt, or partially learnt, the methods of the liberal
arts. But it seems to me they come to the seminars to learn
what can't be taught in the tutorials: The special thing to
be learnt in the seminar is how to proceed when you
haven't been told what method to use and when the topic
you want to think about hasn't been sorted out and ar-
ranged in such a way that you can see how to proceed
according to a method you have alreatly acquired. I don't
think any of this means that you can't, or don't, proceed
methodically in the seminar.. But in order to say_that you
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do; I think you have to find some analogous but different
meaning for method.

I say this because J don't think the truth about good
seminar discussions can really be that they are simply non-
methodical, while the* liberal arts themselves are methods.
That's not possible, is it?

Mr. Haggard: No, I dona think that.But isn't it true
that the seminar is characterized by an attention to the
whole in a way diet the tutorials are not? Or at leadt not for
us at St. John's. For instance, in a tutorial we may stop for
a very long time over a few lines of a tat, if we need it(

Wg to, open them up. On the' other hand, in our semi-
, we try to 'read and discuss very difficult, texts whole

and in a few hours, or, at most, in a few sessions.
Mr. Loomis: I was thinking of ;whole" in a different

sense from that. I was meaning it not in the sense of a
whole work to, be read and discussed, but in the sense of
the wholeall the things that can be wondered about. And
I was thinking that maybe the liberal' 'arts individually
pursued in some problematic way are different from that
great whole when WO fabed and wondered about in its
wholeness. I question whether the difference is merely that
one is methodical and the other isn't. ,

Whenever I have learnt from seminars, it's because I
have discovered haw they went. I mean, I can remember
where they started from andWhere they got to. It is those
sequences in seminars which I can recollect from begin-
rfing to end that teach me things. For me, the bad parts of
seminars are the ones where I remember that first that was
said and then this, but I never can figure out how we got
from the one place to the other, or what it was all about.,

I guess I was thinking that to recall the order is some
kind of method for the seminar. But it's not the order of
any single liberal . art.

. Mr. Starr: Insofar as we at St. John's have a method,
perhaps it's not so very different from yours, Mi. Loomis.

_
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And, by the way, I should say that I don't know that what
you've described is what I'd mean by a method. I'd sooner
say that it's a statement of certain ends and means.

I think that the end one aims'at, not only in the seminar
but in all the tutorials as swell eventually I'll come to what
I 4qink the difference between them isis trying to see into
96me reality and to,share one's vision, one's insight, if you
yvilt.*What Pimean by reality is something quite general,
whatever is able to move or be moved. I think it is in the
seminar that we aim at trying to see the most important
realities. In a merely human way, that means that the
things that are able to move us most deeply are also. the
things that have the most extensive implications: for our
lives. Of course,. that end is difficult to achieve.

It seems to me that we have two ways of getting there.:
On is by means of the,iniagination. I know of no method
Whatever for the production of metaphors, of ways of help-

antihei or oneself to see fully and gain,an understand-
ing of a thing glimpsed. What we do have and can share
are the sum products of that mysterious business of seeing
Something and coming up with metaphors. Then along
with this we have a second means, the application of logic
to those claims or possibilities which have first been stated
in the form of metaphors or propositions. I mean that we
can talk together and criticize one another, and in such
criticism we, share the basic logical principles of excluded
middle, non-contradiction, and so on.

hour tutorials at St.*John's it seem to me that we look
at objects that have been well seen and well stated byjothers before us. In a of these studies we follow the, aths
of those who first ca e at them in one way, and then later
we follow the paths of those revolutionaries like Descartes
who propose another way. We do follow the classical texts,
and in a certain sense we could be said to be. studying --
method; or in an alternative sense, ways of Jiving without

,.--,
method, that have been handed down by tradition.

...,
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On the other hand, in the seminar we come up against
what Kant has stated rather well, and I think I agree with
him, that, whereas in the mathematical sciences and in the
natural sciences there seems to be a clear and universally

. recognizable progress, or at least a development, some-.

how, ,in the matter of first philosophy each generation is
. thrown back to the beginnings. Not absolutely, of course,,

for we do possess the.strength of the fine and powerful ar-
guments of ottr predecessors in these matters. But along
'with these arguments we have also inherited powerful
counter-argument which qualify them for us. _

I think this helps tb say why it is that in the seminar one
must always begin afresh each time, and why one doesn't
have to begin afresh each time in the tutorial. It is in the
light' f these considerations that the question of method is
far more. controversial With respect to the seminar. And it
is also why; at least for us at St. John's, our seminars do
have some of the peculiar qualities that Mr. -Loomis has
been describ'ing.

Mr. Steadman: I'd like to take issue with Mr. Bei.=
quist's position from another perspective. I thin this is the
particular in which I differ from him the mos .

itsil
'm sure

. that all of us, in one way or another, take our start from
the text, "You shall know the truth, and the truth 'shall

_make you free." Now Mr. Berquist seems,to be convinced
that he does.know the truth, and that he knows, therefore,
what will make his students free. But for myself, I'm not
so sure that I know the truth, though I'm just as firmly con-
vinticraste is that the truth will make my studentS free,
and that's the very thing I'm trying to doliberate them by
giving them a liberal education. In going about that task,
I've got- to try te avoid the danger Socrates was afraid of
in the Phaedo, namely, the danger of deceiving himself and
his hearers out of his own enthusiasm and then going off
like the bee, leaving behind the sting of ,a false argument.

try to avoid that danger as Socrates does in most of his
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, dialogues, by bringing the discussion once more to a ques-
tion that -is truly open, either the one with which the dis-
cussion began or another one that has come to light in the
course of the argument. Unless we do that, we're in danger
of leaving behind the sting of our false.argument, thereby
imprisoning our student& in falsehood instead of freeing
them-.

Mr. Berquist: You speak of "knowin4she truth," Mr.
Steadman. But we don't have to know drything to know
something. I do think, though, that if we profess to be'
teachers, we should. have some knowledge beyond what all
men commonly possess. Now often the truth is spoken of as

--if it were some single great thing of such a sort that one has
either got the whole of it or none of it. And I suspect, Mr.

'Steadman, that that is where our deeper disagreement lies.
I think you can come to a reliable knowledge of some con-
clusions, while other conclusions which may be much more
important and much more interesting remain open to you
or doubtful to you. Even Socrates says, 'There are some
things which I don't doubt."

if I go any farther than Socrates, perhaps it is to say, that
I 1-save moved somewhat beyond the place where all men
are, that is, from knowing the things that everybody knows;
and that I have arrived there by the right way. The faCt is
that I do know certain things that, not everybody knows,
and that's why it's worth somebody's time to be ,my stU-
dent even if all I do for much of the time is sit at the head
of, the table and ask, "What was that you just said?" It's
certainly not a question of standing there and simply pour-
ing out the conclusions. That's a parody of teaching. Nev-,
ertheless, I do give my students some direction, though
often that direction consists of being quiet and letting them
go their own way. What governs the whole enterprise is
that I, as their teacher, donow something.

Mr. Steadman: I guess one of the things I think I
know is that we will be "better and braver and-less helpless
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if we believe in the duty of inquiring after what we do not
know" than if, like Merio, we have the habit of answering
questions as if we knew the 'answers. Socrates' most im-
portant task is to overcome exactly that position of think-
ing that you know something: So on the most important
questions, such as, What kind of life should I lead? and
What is virtue? it is crueially important not to be in the
habit of knowing, but rather to be in the habit of inquiring.
. Mr. Berquist, Is this perhaps consistent with what you
are saying? One wants to know himself, and self-knowl-
edge means knowing when you don't know, means being
aware of your ignorance. Now it seems to me to be quite
true that self-awareness isor ought to beprimarily the
awareness that we do not know, just as the awareness of
our own moral character obliges us to be more conscious

, of our deficiencies than of our virtues. NeVertheless, it
seems to me that in the intellectual order it is important
also to know the things that we do know, because that is
the only way we can have any starting point, 4r the work
of discovering 'both the things we do know and also those
we don't know.

So it seems to me that the virtue in this case, as was be-
ing said in your student seminar last night, Mr. Steadman,
does lie in a kind of mean._ Of course, there is a way of

" overstating what one knows, and that is the way of an in-
* tellectual braggart, I guess. But there is also a way of un-

derstating what we know; and -that -is an expression of
despair and skepticism which seems to say that in the-final
analysis we will never know anything for. sure.

Mr. Steadman: Of course. And I certainly don't want
to go that far. But I Wanted to formulate it that way in or-
der to bring out what appears to me to be the source of he
differences between our respective colleges. At St. John's
we take this operrapproach,to the seminar which we con-
ceive to be at the very center of our curriculum. All our
other studies are intended to nourish and support that cen-
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tral stalk, because we believe that bringing our students
into that kind of inquiry is the most important help we
can give them. And I do think that this view of liberal edu-cationis opposed to what you originally said about your
emphasis at Thomas Aquinas College.

Mr.' McArthur: Yes. As long as we keep trying to for-..

mulate principles at this level, we will find some differ-
ences, and those differences are certainly discussable. But
when we look to our actual teaching practices, it turns out
that we're not so very different after all. '.

Take an instance from what We've just been talldng
about today. Siippose we do spend more time reading Aiis-
totle's Physics with our students than you do with yours.
What of that? When you get right down to it, that isn't
a very basic difference, compared to the fact that, in the ii,_
first place, we both do read this book' at allhow 'many
college students today read the Physics? We have prkty
much the same reasons for thinkiro,this book is important
for them to read.

And then, we read it in much the same way. By "in the
same way" I mean that we read Aristotle's text and not
some digest of it. We examine the arguments carefully to-
gether, trying to understand what ke can mean by what
he says and the way he says it. "Is this plausible?" we ask.
"Does it fit with our experience?" "How does it go along
with sdmething he has said earlier?" And so on.

Itmean to be saying that we get info just exactly the
same kinds of classroom discussions you get into here at ..

St. John's, How much time either one of us 'finally de-,.
cides to spend on a given book or a given topic is really a
very particular consideration, and not at all a question of

, any serious difference of educational outlook. And it's not
a question of a difference of method, taking that word in -,
some special sense.

a I want to say this here today, because I think that St.
John's, by consistently carrying on its program of liberal
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education over the past forty years, has been doing a thing
which may. yet make possible a decent education for at
least some students in this country. For instance, if there
were no St. John's, we at Thbmas Aquinas would find it
very hard td calory on our own teaching.. That's the impor-%
tant thing, regardless of the kinds of differe ces e can
find to talk about:

Forcsurely it is possible to hold firmly to a vision of genu-,
ine liberal education in such a way' as makek pOssibIe the

. cooperation of those who are engaged in, it, regardless of
the differences they may have in religious belief. ,Liberal
education'is possible for us at Thomas Aquinas with our
commitment to Roman Catholicism, but, I- can't see any

--reason-at all why a.group, say, of Jewish people should not
° set up a program of liberal studieswithin the context of
their religious beliefs. If you have a religious belief, and if

e
liberal education is ,going to Mean anything, the two Must.

have 14, eaningful relationship to one another.
: my main point is that all of us who agree about lib-

education ought to try to combine our insights and
"'races, and ought to spend more time in looking at

e have in common than in taking-issue about dif-
ferences-that aren't essential.

Mr. Haggard: Surely we're all sitting here at this table
today because we assume that, even with our differences,
We hold very important things in common. One of them is
our agreement on the importance of seeking for the whole
if liberalducation is to take place at all. This-is not the
assumption of the modern university, for instance. And
not of most contemporary colleges either, I would think:

Mf. McArthur: Yes, that's true. And while -it's also
true that the things we have in common do involve differ-
ences, even so, our basic agreements taken together with
our differences ought to lead to fruitful consequences. I
want to shy away from discussions that tend to separate us
by concentrating on the differences. You see, I think there
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Is a practical urgency about our cooperation,' because I_ '.

' don't see how you can have a civilization without this kind
Of education' Maybe I'm wrong, but I simply don't see how
the civilization we have can maintain itself without gen-
eral liberal education.
' , Mr. Tussman: May, I say that I find thi discussion

fascinating but extremely
and

Your. perce ions are
verydifferent from mine, and to me the difference mong
you-are interesting but minor. Each of you has a co on
curriculum and a central curricular idea that is your basic
identity. Yet, when you talk abouyyvhat you're doing, yotit
language is the language of the.uhiversitfin a fantastically
puzzling way. , .

. in tr'ing to explain what you're Ting, or to justify it,
first you speak of "grasping the trut ." It's by entering a
college or a university that one gets the truth. When that
faile, you fall back has we in the university doon "methods
of inquiry." Or maybe inquiry itself is what we're after.

(That leads very qiiickly atalk about method and discipline
and the arts. You here talk about the liberal arts, which, to-
be sure, 'isn't a very big thing with us iri the university;

, but neverthess, that whole set of terms, truth, inquiry,
method, art, is the familiar group of categories in terms-
of which the university describes itself.

Now, if it comes to the search for the truth, the,univer-
sity will not defer to you in any way. We in the university
think we have methods for the discovery of truthin particu-
Jar and truth in general. And they are powerful methods.
We go through the same business about methodology, and.
our great creative people scoff at methods, and so we talk
about how it is`that methods don't understand the creative
process. .

For me, your discussion, the mental language in which
you discuss yourliasic operations, is completely u5reveal-,
frig of the'essence of your actiyity. What I would long for
would be a discussion of what you're aiming at that would
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make sense, of what you do. I am puzzled by your overuse
of unrevealing words, and by a kind of narcissism about
what seem to me to be minor differences between you. But
I get no illumination about the theoretical basis of wttat you
practice. For example, you use the language of the univer-
sity, but you don't even mention the distinction between
the university and the college, and that is fundamental.

So I find myself fascinated when I look at your curricu-
lum to see what is gping on, if only'from the point of View,
of tie techniques of small group discussion and what you
do with books. I was fascinated and fingressed with the

', classes I visited. You're highly skilled to teach a general
attitude while the qudents do the work. The teachers are
extremely sharp, and they know what they're doing. You
teach well with these techniques.

But, the gap I find between your skill in the practice of
your teaching tradition and this sort of formulation of your
theoretical principles in terms with which I am very fa-
miliarand which you use just .as freely as the university
uses its own dogmasthatts what astonishes me. The gap
I find is left by the failure of this diScussion in any way to
illuminate or justify your practices.

Mr. Bart: We haven't been talking very much about
the students, have we, Mr. Tussman?

Mr. Tussman: I'm not speaking primarily of the stu-
dent either.

Mr. Bart: Well, but I would have to answer you in
terms of the student. I would be surprised if one of
most fundamental premises is exactly not a supposition
of the university, namely, that the truth, such as it is,
is in the student and not in the teacher. It follows fiat
when one tis teaching he is ,neither professing -nor'is he
'informing the student.

Mr. Tussman: I wad no more put the truth in the
student than I would put it in the teacher.

Mr. Bart: Then it is a really fundamental difference
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between us and the university, because it supposes that we,
his teachers, have nothing to inform him about.

Mr. Tussman: When you say the truth is in the stu-
deril,1 struggle to understand how you would justify that.

Mr. Bart: It's a very puzzling fact.
Mr. Tussman: But it's not a truth. .

Mr. Bart: It's the premise we completely adopt In our
practice by asking the students questions.

. Mr. Starr: We might add that it's a difficult business %

to get it out of the student.
Mr. Dragstedt: I wonder if it's not through our failure

to carry the'St. John's method far enough that we have left
a weakness for Mr. Tussman to seize upon? Perhaps we
have failed to radicalize the problem. latent in "common"
logic, as-'Mr. Berquist was calling it. To say kat-Thiloso-
phersor all men have logic as an uncontradictory .com-
mon possession would disqualify all concern with method.
But philosophers are so far from agreeing about what con-
cepts are and how meaning arises, that utterly independent
philosophical structures arise out of divergencies at just
this level expressing disagreements on speech and hence
on method..

The way to draw the issue between St. John's and the
method of university graduate schools is to concentrate our
attention as sharply as possible upon the liberal arts as
the arena in which debate about method can be carried on
in a. fundamental way. For the University or its sthobls,
the Trivium can be presupposed as somethng preparatory;
for the College, nothing must prevent our returning tosuch
preparatory disciplines for a more critical look. Unless we
do this, some hierarchy of being may impose itself upon us
that seems .to arise from behind speech itself. That is to
say, to create order you must begin by' destroying prior
spurious disorderly orders. -Once the opinions which re-
flect disorder are pulverized, there is some chance that
meaningful_ discourse can be achieved, some chance that
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you might be able to talk about the truth, and that the
pri,nciples of a science could progretsively be clarified. k

Our tension with the University obtains to the extent
that' its graduate schools presuppose the adequacy of the
terms and -theprinciples on which they found their disci-
plines. For the truth is, to take an ,example, that any deci-
sio.n about what; say,Antthropology is comes from assum-
ingwhether knowingly or notsome position with respect
to the Trivium. The graduate-schools can no longer give an
account' of themselves because 'they cannot ba§e their
teaching p conversation, but are constrained organza-
tionally to presume the meaning o1 the terms they employ,
and to presume that these terms are in fact meaningful.
But if you put dialectic first, if you put the struggle for
meaning-as radically as Plato posed al ftitts, then I think

fa)

we can't just start with assumptions about an order. That
question has to recreate a struggle for us every time.

Mr. Nicgorski: With arf eye, tp the nature of-the semi-
nar struggle you speak of, Mr. Dragstedt, I'd like to return
to the beginning of today's-discussion. 43 etWeen Sty John's
and 'Thomas Aquinas there has emerged a difference that
has been "stated in 'terms of the place the seminar has in
their respective curricula. Fol. St. John's the seminar is the
center of inquiry. For Thomas Aquinas the seminar is an: ,

ciliary, to the tutorials in philosophy and theology, which
are seen tobelhe center and to provide the ordering' prin-
ciples of all the other studies. I should like to propose that
at Notre Dame our General Program seems to take a mid-

° ;le ground between these two in the 'following way:
Like St. John's, we cehtex the program of studies in the

seminar, and our procedures there are, I think, akin to
those of both St. John's and Thomas Aquinas. But, as Mr. . .7

Simpson has said, the seminar proceeds in a way that is
essentially disorderly, so that we have felt the need to sup-
plement the kind of consideration of the whole that takes
place in the seminar with tutorials in philosophy and the-
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ologyand for the reasons that have come out in today's
. discussion. One is the need Mr. McArthurspolse of to spend

more lime And care 'on certain Important texts. A more im-
, portant one }s the conviction we share with Thomas Acpii-

nas College that the most important questions are con-
Isid ed in philosophy and theology, and that the seminar is
n 'adequate forum for these considerations.

M . Simpsori.: I thougit the implication of what Mr,
Drags dt was saying is that the apparent order of the tu-
torials arise froin nothing more essential than the repeti-

. five w we go about teaching them. That seems to me
true-. We very carefully build up a structure theresay a
mathematical structure but all the while, the very con-
cepts.which are taken as ,firm and oh which we build with
such care, are really sources of great difficulty, and are al-

_ ' ways doubtful. As. I have been thinking about it from that
point of view this afternoon, it occurs to me that tutorials
are only superficially and procedurally differnt from the
seminarI mean in matters like their address to a small
text and so On. But the deep difficulty of addressing real

, questions isn't resolved by being very careful from day to
. day and following the argument., It's not really resolved at

all, but only built up structurally and more artfu
can be done in seminar discussions. The deep uestions
remain. And insofar as the students and the eacher rec-
ognize that they do remain, the tutorial is onry another way

c of doing: the seminar. This is the sense. in w ch the semi-
,_ nar is central. It's not that, everything focuses on the semi-

nar, but rather that it is the speculative mode of the
seminar which really dictates th intelle4ual mode of the,dictates. whole college. Maybe I should ay that it is that pervading
mae and that underlying q estion of the whole, in Mr.

'Loomis's sense, which is the principle of the college's unity.
That is the sense in which we really are very different from
the university.t
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Totry. to relate what I've just said to the proposal Mr.
Bart made to Mr. Tussinan a few minute's ago, it is our
mode to be always finally turning the question back to the
student, to be asking him, not telling him. That is true even
when we axe being very careful 'in a tutorial to build an
elaborate argument which has an order of propositions and
conclusions. Always in the end the argument comes back to
the student as a question. And we reallymean that:All we
as teachers can do for him is help him pose.the question
much more ,c*fully. Even when we study a shorter 'text
over a longetime, as in a tutorial, we still are posing qiies-

1

If

dons and still turning_ then back to the student in the end.
t In this-way it comes out as a more structured question, but

a question nevertheless..,
Mr. Steadmanl Then, to put the issue directly, it. is the

graduate schools of the university who are primarily, guilty
of leaving the sting of falsehood in their students. For, as
Mr. Dr edt hag said, they are sure that ;there is no prob-
lem th their foundations, and that they can generate
me gout of unexamined terms. It is precisely that sort
of ssumption that a college has to avoid if it means to
pr vide a liberal education. We must try to free the stu-

nt rather than imprisoning hini in some kind of trap
r in some kind of meaningless trappings.

Mr. Tuss-riian: I won't argue with you about that; I
ould.provide you with arguments. But people would object

to saying that educating someone in physics is a form of
0'entrapment..

. Mr. Steadman: t ut what are the foundations of
physics?

Mr. Tussman: Physicists are as aware as anybody of
the problematic nature of their own foundations.

Mr. Steadman: But are they really?
Mr. Tussman: I think they are.
,Mt. Steadman: I would agree that there are some
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physicists, like Heisenberg, who are concerned about the
foundations of physicists. That is true. But for the most
part, physics departments are not concerned.

Mr. Titssman: Even so, to habituate a person to the
concepts and the procedures in the life 4of a physicist is not
a form of imprisonment, it's a form of power.

Mr. Steadman: Perhaps it is a form of imprisonment.
That's what I can't be sure of. . m

Mr. Tussman: I said I wouldn't argue with you-about
physics, but I easily could find people who would. And I
would reject in general the notion that the special depart-
mental disciplines are a form- of intellectual entrapment.
Take any of the departmentsand I'm not a friend of uni-
versity departments insofar as they are the enemy of the
colleges, but that's a different issue.'Fae the language de-
partments, for instance. In creating and developing skills
they teach they are erpowering people. They, are corn-
municatipg arts that grve people powers, not imprisoning

-them.
Mr. Simpson: It seems to me, Mr. Tussman, that you

should not sa7the questiohs about the intellectual founda-.
tions of the departments are the ones that can be set aside.
I think we are now very close to.the real issue. The notion
that one can departmentalize the underlying questions in
this instance is taken to mean that the language depart-
ments, 'of all places, can somehow or other set aside the
questions about words and concepts. I do think that, this

iway of departmentalizing knoiArledge is very likely to epd
up 'as a mode of imprisonment,;

Seriously, isn't it appropriate in the language deparetient ;
to worry about the problem of meaning?

Mr. Tussman:'Every department rests on the assump-
tion that there are some things i will not worry about.

Mr. Simpson: Right!qhat's exactly what'I mean. It is
the .departmental dismissal of tly4 central' worries that is ,
the real problem.
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Mr. Sttadman: It can imprison you in falsehood.
Mr. Tussman: I object to saying that the physics de-

partment imprisons you in falsehood. The physics depart-
ment begins with physicists who share a fellowthip that
begins with Copernicus and includes Oppenheimer and
Teller and whoever elSe my colleagues are. It's a continuo
ing enterprise.

Mr. Steadman: I don't think so, I understand perfectly
well that in one sense the Modem physics departments are
building on the work of their predecessors, but I wouldn't
want to say they area part of that fellowship, because I
don't think they worry much about how Ptolemy was try-
ing to understand the world or how his work differed from
Kepler's, or what the significance of *those, differences is.
I say they are not really fellows of Ptolemy and Kepler be-
cause they ate not in real communication with them.

Mr. Tussman: Yes, they are. When living physicists
look at the world and edme up with a new set of physical
notions, they are following their own direclion and doing in
their own way the same things their great predecess,ors did.
There is a fellowship of physicists. They have developed
a kind of knowledge and a kind of power. To be sure, it
does not provide the answers to many other sorts of things.
And of course, I agree that departmentalization and spe-
cialization 4itail some adverse consequences. Even so
there is a real sense in which knowledge is power, and- th
modem world rests uPen that kind of knowledge.

I am perfectly prepa -d to agree that a quick initiation
into that departinen aliza and specialization is' an edu-
cational lisas ter. - ples which will provide coher-
ence to the mind in t e developinent of th person should
be operativ in the college, not in the um rsity. I would

expect a to dikover someof those prince les htere, but . .
so far you have been using the language of the university'
in ways that don't illuminate me as I, look for the essential
genius of the actiyity college should be engaged in.
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MT Steadman: What we're trying to do right now is
get some of those stated.

Mr. Tussman: I think you're going about it in the
wrong way, if you're forced to say that the physics depart-
ment and the history department and the ,philosophy de-
partment .are all entrapments, and leave their stings of
falsehood behind them.

Mr. Steadman: I still want to dispute the fellowship
you believe the physics departments share with the great
physicists of the past. It is certainly true that a number of
contemporary scientists really are fellows in the fullest
pense of Kepler ,and Galileo..And it is also true, exactly as
You. said, that a too quick in'tiation into that tradition is a
disaster, because it cuts you se from that fellowship by
cutting you off from the ante edents of what yoU are try-
ing to think abput. It does not at all lead you to become a fel-
low of Kepler and Galileo, but permits you to be a fellow
only of those who are right around you. And that's the trap.

Mr. Tussman "'I just don't understand that". The phy-
sicists around you are doing thê same things that Kepler

,
.and Galileo did. X

Mr. Steadman: Even if that's what they were doing,
) they wouldn't know it. L am very familiar with one physics

department in a great university. There, physics belongs in
the physics department, the history of physics belongs in
the history departnlbnt. Galileo, Kepler, Maxwell belong on
the .histoty shelf. Eve body in the physics department is
told to read them. Nob y reads them.

Mr. Tussman: it's not -a question of history. I
thought we were beyond talking about the istory of these
things. The point is that we are coritinuin theirwork in
a powerful current mode. You are objecting to.the fact that
they are dOing physics and not paying Any attention to
the history of physics. '

Mr. Simpson: No, not at all. The point is that what ...

there is to do ther'ii.re not really reflecting on. One way to %

reflect on it is to- read somebody like Newton or Maxwell.
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Mr. Tussmat: Not when they are being physicists. If
they were being phildsophers about physics, then what you
say would be true.

Mr. Bart: I thought Mr. Simpson touched very deeply
on your question, Mr. Tussman. New-ton simply wouldn't
have understood anyone's objecting, "But that philoso-
phy." He put the word philosophy right on the tide-page of
his book, probably to the embarrassment of modern physi-
cists. The Principles of Natural Philoiophy is what he

called it.
There may be a very fundamental difference betweenus

here. I do not at all question your point that once one sets
'bout becomiit a profes 'onal physicist he probably had
better, Set aside those h' osophical questions for awhile
and, in the ordinary Sense of the word, learn physics, do
physics. But those of us who are thinking about under-
graduate education and carrying out the special task of
what you are calling "the college" as being specifically dif-

c-1.Lferent from "the university", must not make that compart-

. because onge the physicist has mastered the arts and s "-
(3(t mentalizing, distinction. The reason we mu-stn't do it

ences of physics, if he is going to be intellectually roponsi-
le to pr. e, he must at some time remember to go
ck an ragstedt has said, in his thought simply

cture. It is the business'of his pre-i.
limin ducation to prepare him to understand the
possibility and the necessity of making that effort.

Now of course you can't do that bforehand except in a
very childish way. But I wouldn't wancto depaftmentalize
undergraduate studies and then say to the graduate physi-
cist who is rethinking what he knows, "But that's'philoso- .
phy and no affair:of yours." An 7I don't think you'd waht

..- that either, would you?.
Mr. Tussman: I don't want to departmentalize when it

,: comes to Nwhat I call the, college. But I think it is inevitable
th t what e call the university, by its vry nature, does de-
pa entalize. For me the interesting 'problem is what we
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can do about the education of a student in the college in
order to relate. it to his studies in the university where, in

-
many cases, he is going to become a professional pursuer of °
knoWledge. The problem of what to do with the student be-
fore you let the department initiate him into a particular
art is the one I thought you had solved in an interesting
way by your practice.

Mr. Bart: I think the central principle of our teach-
ing practice is this: we try to ask our students with respect
to whatever they think about, What are the elements? and
What are the foundations? I really think that is our uni-
versal practice: It consists, first, of finding the central
terms of a discipline and then of not allowing the students
to "go current" as though everybody understood the terms.
(I should say that I'm speaking he mainly in the context
of the study of physics which west been discussing,
but whatl say is really universal.) By probing in flits way
it is true that we do, in a sense, elevate our students above
the specialists 'for awhile. And with great dangers: But we
do it, and they do ask those fundamental questions.

Mr. Tussman: Questions are important, but they are
secondary. A question can only fruitfully be asked after you
have first acquired habits..

Mr. Bart: Help me to understand that. What do you
mean?

Mr. Tussman: Questioning is a secondary art. It pre-
supposes a prior activity. Initiation into the activity is prior
to asking the significant questions about it. Premature
questioning is the destruction of everything.

Mr. Bart: I'm really not understapding. hi practical
terms, we take eighteen-year-olds into our college, and they
sort of know something or other. They really do. They do
know scme -things. They read .a book, and, I confess, the
.thing I want to do is ask them questions about their re:
sponses tditn\low what is it you are meaning? You might
say, "They have to respond to if first," and I agree with

4 -you about that.
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Mr. Tussman: I mean they have to get, the habit of
reading before you can ask them about the significant prin-
ciples of reading, in the same way that a child acquires the
habit of spealing before he is capable of raising, and be-
fore we are capable of raising with- him, questions about

°, the nature of language.
Mr. Bart: Certainly.
Mr. TusSman: The dilemma in such cases is that you °

don't, for instance, invite them to ask questions about
physics before they have done some physics. Even in our'
university philosophy department I am impatient with stu-
dents who warn to know about the nature of philosophy
before they have abandoned' the questioning attitude and
,taken the leap of faith and done some philosophy without
understanding why.

Mr. Bart: I don't think we disagree entirely. But I
think that, on the first day and in the first class on Euclid
it is of the greatest importance for them to ask why we

r should begin with definitions, and whether the definitions
Euclid, proposes are any good. Of course, we don't stay there.

Mr. Tussman; I would argue -that asking them why
you start with definitions,j, exactly the wrong way to be-
gin. They cannot possibly give you an intelligent 'answer
to that.

Mr. Bart: Oh, but unfo rtunately they have very sophis-
ticated answers'to the question:

Mr. Steadman: That is exactly the difference between
the fellowships that I was talking- about before. That's the
best example we've had. Because they've studied a lot of
mathematics, beginning students think they understand
very well all the sorts of things Euclid is thinking about.
That is say, they are the fellows of the rryodern mathe-
maticiakand know the mathematics that (dates roughly
from theleginning of this century. When they begin to
read Euclid, the have all sort of sophisticated and wrong
things to, say abut it. For example, they think it's obvious
that his proofs en't rigorous and need this or that axiom.
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They think he seems to be referring to the diagram in an
unrigorous way, and so . Now if Euclid were a modern
mathematician and had co fter Hilbert, they'd be right.
But the fact is that Euclid is doi something that is radi-
cally different from what Hilbert was doing, and modern
math aticians have lost their fellowship with Euclid.
Most mat aticians can't read Euclid and see mathe-
matics in the way, he did. -

Mr. Tussman: But Mr. Steadman, the ques,tion before
us is the questiorr about the right relation between habits
and questions. I regard that to be the most significant of
our pedagogic problems.

the prior activity, I find that what is necessary for learning
Now, Mr. Bart, whei-eas you are putting questioning as

is humility. The biggest problem with students is now°
get them to question, but to get them to abandon immature
questions and do some reading. For example, you cannot
pdssibly discuss the question, Whyikre we reading Hobbes
now? lentil you have reed HobbeQAnclAthere are many
other questions of the same sort, me What is the signifi-
cance of this book?rWhy do we use this method? Those .

questions are not reasonable in the circumstances.
Mr. Bart: They are certainly premature, and I thought

we were agreed about that. And I certainly 'clo agree with
you on the question of habits and the questionings about
the habits. But"the pedagogical problem is that in our Stu-
dents we are confronting people who have quite a lot of

.habits already and 'quite a large repertory of preconcep-,
tions. It seems to me that, while inviting them to read and
do other ,things, one Must right away question _those pre-
suppositions of theirs.

Mr. Tussman: 'For my part, I think you hdve to ignore
all their previous information which, as a matter of fact,
amounts to nothing. In my experience, freshmen'! can't
talk, can't read, can't write. So you have to start almost

--------ffestr.-Th come to you, and you give them something to
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bead. You ask them to get involved in an activity. The ques-
tions\o be raised about what you have set them doing can
be raised legitimately and profitably only at a poi5fairly
far along and after they have become committed ro a way
of behaving.

Mr. Stead n: I don't think' that. For example, the
very first question I'd like to see raised in a seminar onthe
Iliad is the question, Is this the kind of life I ought to be
leading? Or, Should our life be a search for honor, because
we are all mortal?

I think it is important that the question should be imme-
diate them. It should ask them, Is this, right here in the
semi r, the kind of life J should be leading? They should
think, "Perhaps I shouldn't be sitting, at a table talking
about the Iliad, but should be going 'out and doing some-
.thing glorious." c

Mr. Tussman: That seems to ine a strange way to be-
gin to respect a book in its own terms. I would have sup-
posed that, when you ,read the Iliad, the interesting ques-
tions abOut vbhy anyone should read it emerge rather
slowlk, and when they do, it is with tremendous impact.
When 'I read the Iliad, it gradually dawns on nie that we
are still On the plain of Troyor something of that sort.

To come at the Iliad with the kind of question, Is this the
kind of life I ought to.be lea'ding?, seems to be a strange
imppsition upon it. You surprise me.

1 Mr. Steadman: I confess it's not th'e question I ddask
at the first seminar, becaUse the students don't know yet
how to talk together in a semina. It takes time to learn
that. But I think it's the question I'd like to see, raised right
off, if it were possible. I,think it's the tight kind of question.

Mr. Darkey: Gentlemen; once again our time has run
out and we must stop'foi today.

To attempt to summarize a seminar is a risky business;
and yet, under the force ol'Mr. Loomis's proposition that
the method appropriate, to the seminar (if there is any
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such method) is to attempt to recall what happened, I feel
that- I should make that attempt. -

I do not see how to make a narrative summary of what
happened, except to observe in the most general way that
there seemed to be two chief 'movements in the conversa-
tfon. The first was a debate about what kind of ordering

`,7 princi* i ossible and ap ropriate for a curriculum of
liberal studi s. In this context the question of art and
method was raised.

The second movement followed upon a challenge by Mr.
Tussman, to abandon the somewhat arcane discussion that

%. had been going on and try to address the broader issue of,

the relation of the undergraduate calegt of liberal arts to
the modern university. I believe the response offered was

1 that it is to business of the college to put the student on his
guard against the university by feachlifg him the habit of
inquiring into the foundations of the special disciplines.

It is obviouS'that we have not arrived at answers but at
questions more sharply focused. On the other hand, a num-

Cr ber of principles were advanced, sometimes as bases for
positions and sometimes simply as statements of an insight
occasioned by what was being thought and said. I shall try
to recall some of them. I hope my phrasing will not seem
altogether unfaMiliar or unacceptable.

1. Liberal education must be based 'on some view that
the world is whole and that the enterprise of understanding
it and living in it is the4fore whole as well.

2. One mark of a great book is that it is permeated by a
vision of the wholeness of things-and that it adumbrates
t t vision to its readers.

3. A sort of antimony:
(a ) Each discipline has its own proper methods,
a liberally rslucated person is one who possesses the

m hods f the primary disciplines. These are the liberal

1
arts.
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(b) Inquiry into the fundamental order of things is
the task of the liberal arts, whiCh cannot be reduced to
any. method.

.\7,, 4. Liberal education must become general if our civiliza-
tion is to survive.

5. The mission of the undergraduate college of libe
arts and the mission of the modern university are esse
tially different.

6. 'Qe truthto be learntor taughtis in the student,
and nein the teacher.

7. The main task of the undergraduate college is to
g teach its students how to ask withrespect to whatever they

think about, What are the foundations?
8. Another apparent antimony:

(a) Learning must begin wh questioning.
, (b) Learning must begin in humility with the ac-

quisition of habits.

I believe all these propositions were brought forth in the
\ course of our conversation with one another. They seem to

me to be important propositions. I wonder how many of
these brain children of.ours we would all acknowledge as
legitimate?

Let us meet again at ten o'clock tomorrow morning.,3
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Mr. Darkey: The topic we mean to propose for this _

morning's discussion grows out of our first two conversa-
tions, and, as a matter of fact, several of you have sug-
gested to me that this ought to iyi our business today. My
immediate difficulty is that I'm not sure how best to frame
it as an opening question. The topic concerns the role of
one particular kind of great book idliberal education, and
the trouble is that I dort't know the right name for that
kind. I suppose the difficulty is not altogether surprisin
since we have already confessed our common experience
that truly great books refuse to be classified comfortably-
and that they won't stay put in the academic pigeonholes
we provide for them. Let me try to explan. A

At first Ityvas tempted to frame the question this way:
What is the place of Poetry in liberal education? I hoped ithat thinking of Poetry with a capital "F' might-indicate a
very broad category. But even with the capital letter I think t

the term is too restrictive for what, clearly, we have in
mind. For Pthink we mean to include in gur question such. __,,,..,

. (....,
"works as the great histories and biographies, the dialogues
of Plato,, certain books of the Bible, and perhaps many
others that do not seem simply to be poetry or even
Poetry. "Works of the imagipation" suggested itself, but
that also is too restriVve, though in another. sense, for [ .

, .
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surely many works of philosophy, mathematics and nat-
ural science manifest great powers of what we could rea-
sonably call imagination, and yet they do not seem to be-
Ring to the class we have in mind. And "Literature," which
in some contexts is a standard term for getting around the
difficulty, is surely too imprecise to serve our purpose.

May I propost for our working purposes 'a category of
"works which, represent the human image"? Although the
term is a bit clumsy, I think it is vat we intend. etArne;
then, put the, question this way. What is the role in liberal
education of- those worksAvhich represent the human
image? .t

Our common experience ought to throw some light on
this question. And I should add That it is 4 question of
practical import, at least for us at St. John's, seeing, that
over the years our continuing curricular revisions have
reitriarly eliminated more and more of such works from
our reading lists to make room for other kinds of books.

To repeat the question, then, In liberal education, tc"
what ends do we study those works which `represent the
hInnan figure acting and suffering? Or, alternatively, what
is the special role of such works in bringing about the stu-
-der's intellectual awakening?

Mr. McArthur: What if you made the q uestion more
concrete and took aletik, say, the Iliad, and then asked,
What good is readi e Iliad? What happens to people
when they read, it and discuss it?

Mr: Darhey: All right, let's try it that w- ay. Shall we .
ask, this? In the light of our experience, why do we think
that what happens to our students when they read the
Iliad is so good that nebody would think of dropping it
from the curriculum ?

Mr. Mo4rthur: Something like that is-what I meant.
What would' it 'be like if nobodp read the Iliad, but read
other thingi and left it out? Maybe the question would be

1 ,
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more discussable if we were to put it in terms of a concrete
example.

(Pause)
Mr. ,Darkey: Let me try a shorter answer. If our stu-

dents never read the Iliad, they would never know Achilles.
`Would that matter?

Mr.'Bart: Thies a great deal. But could I revise that to
say they would never know the story of Achilles. I make"

`that change with Aristotle to guide me.
Mr. Steadman: But is there a difference?

42 l r. Bart: Well, since I don't follow Leibnitz in my own
Views of the human person, I think there is a difference.

Mr. Nicgorski: I think the first forinulationthat we'd
never know Achillesin some circles would invite the sim-
ple suggestion. that in order to be initiated into the Western
tradition, you should have to'mow who Achilles was. But I
think to say 'the story of Achilles" opens up much more
than that. Reading the Iliad leads to discussion of the hu-,
man character in its various excellences and defects that

g
we see represented to. us. in the different, people of the
story. .

Mr., McArthur: -That's right. You ,,could,say that. You
could say that if you didn't know Achilles, you would not
know something.'whicVhas becorfie a significant part of
the Western traipiition.'But if you did say that, you'd have to

add, 7However,there musk be, somehing striking about the
thing itself NI it to becomwiitali a prominent part of that
tradition." len., you'd 'have to ask, "What is it that's so
striking ?' So leting aside the consideration that its be-
come a significant part of. tlieotraditionbecause students

' by, and -large don't ,know that and don't care,--maybe you
just ask, Is there something intrinsic to the Iliad ,which
we can see 'from our experience of 'having read., it and
talked witk our students abaft it that wre,can say tolustify
its inclusion our curriculum?

Mr. NicgOrshi: I agree with .you that. student's aremot
.9 7
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usually .aware of th$ first consideration, but since it is
widely read

Mr. McArthur (breaking in): Yes, you're right., We
could talk about it that way. But It would sidetracksus. Ac-
tually, the fact that students don't care-about what We call
is "importance in the traditIon" is really a'boon when you

t read it with them. It would make the reading more difficult,
because they'd think they ought to care.. ,

tk Mr. -Tussman: Would it be going .too far fo.iay they
ought to read the ffind because if they haven't they can't
undetstand Thucydides' History of the Peloponnesian War;
and if,they haven't read .Thucydides, there's an important
ienge in which they don't know what.Piato isjalking about?

Mr. Simpson: I'd say it would be conceivable tothoOse
the Iliqd, if you were only going to read one book and even
if you didn't _live in the West,.. though I'm not 'really sure
about the last. I don't like to resort to justifying the read-
ing of the Iliad in terms a something later or of some-
thing else. It does seem to me that to read the Iliad is of
enormous intrinsic value. One's confrontation with` Achilles
seems to me to be an immense experience; and eyen if
you were going to have only one -occasion to do a seminar
with a group of people you'd never see again, it would seem .

perfectly reasonable to me to choose the Iliad to read and ,
talk about. ,

But to go back to something that was said at the begin-
ning, I Flidn't understand, the, diitinction betWeen Achilles
and his. story. I need help with that. it seems to me the
two go together in such a . way that I can't take them
apart.

Mr. Bart: I'll take them apart verysimply. If you take
away everything after the Tenth Book, you certainly knoW
Achilles.

Mr. Steadman; No you don't.
Mr. Bart: You say that because you already know the,

whole story:
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r. Steadman: I think you dOn't,know Achilles until
younave seen his funeralk games and his meeting with
Priam.

Mr. Simpssin: Mr. Bart, did: ou mean that what hap-
pens in the.end of the Iliad is all implicit in the Achilles we
know in the beginning? Is that what you meant when ybu
referred to Leibnitz? I didn't catch what you said about
Leibnitz.

Mr. Bart: What I saidabout Leibnitz was only that he
does understand that the definition of ,Achilles consists of
everything that happens to hint And I think Mr. Stead-
man, willingly or not, is, saying that.

t

Mr. Simpson: I was thinking of L,e' 'tzin -a-dif erent
sense. I thou ht maybe-youwou d say you had only to see
a le of Achilles and, in a certain sense, you're prepared
to write his story. .

Mr. Bart : That would be even more Leibnitzian. I

don't espouse that.
Mr. SiVzpson: You might not be quite up to it. But

would you mean that in principle?
Mr. Bart: We're understanding Lgibnitz in exactly the

same way. But all I really mean to be'saying is that I think
character and story are inseparable, and that, for my part,
I care more about story than about character, although I'm
very interested in character. The character of Achilles
seems to me rather well given in the First Rook and fully
given in the plinth Book. After that point something hap-
pens, to Achilles, and he does things contra,r7 to what we
would be led to expect -from his character alone. So after
have read the Twenty-fourth Boolc, it seems to be part of
the story. of Achilles that he could be moved by what hap-
pened to his friends to do certain unexpected things.

Mr. Simpson: That's really homer taking a better
meisurp,of Achilles than We can; ,

Mr. Bart: Then you'really do mean to be saying that
theie's, no difference between character and story, while
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that's what I meant to reject a little, although it doesn't
seem -to me, we're dfsputing. I'm willing to yield, if you
really feel that knowing the person is identical with know-
ing everything that be doesalthough I do question that
premise a little: ,

Mr. Simpson;: But a person's story isn't everything he
does.

. Mr. Bart: It's everything we know of him.
Mr. Simpson: It's the way Homer chose to tell us about

Achilles: One could, argtie that Homer, through the story,
finally brmgs us back. to a confrontation with an enor- "
mous', problematic and exciting character: .

Mr. Starr: Isn't if the case that`even though the story .

presents a careful description of Achilles virtues and vices
and habits and inclinations and powers and weaknesses,
still, without the arrangements of the events `of the narra-
tive', it would lack the inter t and the power that the Iliad
actually does have? Is that hp.t you're seeing?,

Mr. Bart: Yes, I suppo e it was. I welcome that addi-
tion. And I don't know whether or nod` I disagree with Mr,
Simpson. I don't want to.,_

I guess I wanted to say something like this. It is of the
greatest importance to me-,and I -imagine to a good Many
other peoplethat they have never Managed to put fotth

- into the world all of wh4 is in themselves, and that, they
can honestly say, "Nothing I have said and done does jus-
tice to what I am." I\ mean this in the sense that one might
say, 1 have sijned.and will always sin." Or, "I have made
endlesS mistakes, and I condemn everything I hat;6done as
somehow wrong or misguided, btit even so, there is some-

. thing within me,that is I, and that is differentvisibly dif- ,
ferentfrom my stOry.4

Mr. SteadNan-: I think What you say, is right and we
don'tcneed to dispute thap..Byt I've been trying to find, a
bridge between the .problem of whether the person is his.
story and the opening question, -which asked'why it's prof-

'
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itable for our studen to read the Iliad. Iri that connectiort,
it seems to me we co say that what we generally know
about other people is th stories. Usually, though, with
real people there are no ac ual stories, but only pieces of
possible stories that somehow never, jell into actual stories
with beginnings, middles and- ends, never becoirke signifi-
cant. One of the Striking Wings about being able to read
stories like the Iliad is 'that they make it possible for 'IS to
meet these functional .people and- get to know them, he-
come acquainted with them in very much the same way we
get acquainted with oui friends, but with the added ad-
vantage that we possess their stories,whole, not only in
fragments. -

I don't want to insist on any of these formulations be=

cause I'm not very clear about them. But, my central point
is that I think the gTeat benefit the `tlidents derive' from
reading the Iliad is that they know the whole story of this
remarkable, person, Achilles, whom they'd never.come to
know in any other way.

Mr. Bart: I don't think our tides are, stories. And I find
what you have said is very valuable, because I too doubt
that our lives have any wholeness in the sense that stories

have.
And I must say that I hope you're.right about the value

to students of reading stories. My impression is that what
most people get out of reading storiesor of experiencing a
piece of ,what you're calling the storyis a sense of the
characters of the pdsons in thesstorjr,-esense of the virtues
and vices they manifest. I think that's what, we, mostly
know in other people; and, for the most part, we tend to
dismiss people when we feel we have a catalogue of their
virtues and vices, o when we've found which particular
vice we don't like in them. So in that sense it's very hard to
hear someone's real story, Othich often has a "twenty-
fourth book" hidden in it that almost nobody knouts or
bothers to. know.
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Mr. Steadman: I think it's exactly true /hat we our-
selves ag individual persons don't have stories-that real
people don't have these separate accounts, and that, often
the "twenty-fourth book" never happens. But it 'Seems to me,_
that when we're actively trying to understand the world '.
around us what we're doing is trying to construct stories
foi ourselves, trying to make intelligible wholes out of the
various scattered pieces we find,lying around.

11/Ar. Bart: I- don't want to lose the point ...on which I
thought we differed. I think there is a great tradition that
would say our -virtues and our vices are what we knew
abolit ourselves and about others, that these are what is in-
telligible in-us and the measure of a man. So I'm not at
all sure as you were saying, that we are mostly engaged in
knowing the stories of people. ft may be that what we want
to know about a person is what is intelligible, namely;his
character

. Mr. Steadman: abatbears ditectly on our main ques-
tion..It seems to the that the educational value of reading
books of the kind we're discussing is exactly that they do
attempt to make a story. They try to,make an intelligible
and meaningful whole out of the piecemeal.appearance of
hurhan lives. To do otherwise would be to reduce a person's
life to a list of the elements that compose his character.
. Mr. Simpson: I have difficulty with what's being said
about the intelligibility of stories. It isn't at all clear to m;e -
that Homer himself understands Achills or that he ex-
peas us to understand him eithensimply or fully. I thought
maybe the distinction between the man and his story was
important in relation to he opening question, because I
suspected Mr. Darkey was.remding us of the ease with
which a seminar discussion can leave the man behind al-
together and go on to "higMr" tlirigs7to the gdds_ and to
those otherfmore abstract things that we find easier to han-
dle. We seem to find-it easier to talk about the story and
its schematic ,structure and various kinds of formal prob-
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lems than to be. responsive to tIN people in it. To find-a
way to talk about the people, themselves and to give them
real attention as individual persons may be very difficult
for us.

I wonder if this is true? Do vtve find it easier to talk
about stories and their ethical and social iniplicatio,ns than
to look at the images of men?

Mr. Darhey: You're certainly putting your finger on
one of the difficulties we often encounter in our seminars
where, having read Richard II, we may right away find
ourselves engaged in discussing the play as an- illustration
of Machiavellian political theory, and.unlesa we take our
business pretty firmly in hand, we may never get back to
King Richard and Bolingbroke.

Mr. Tussman: I wonder if the clue isn't provided by
the term you- did select after rejecting Poetry and kitera-
ture, wIlich was images. Doesn't that suggest the Platonic
Cave? For in a strange sense, if liberal education is leading
people out of the Cave, the 1/iad,and these other works you
have been talking about are, in a way, images on the wall

'of the Cave which we tryto understand through the use of
ot er material. We are constantly and naturally being led
fr m the representation of the images to the understanding
of them. I think that is the place of ffie Homers and the
historians. The dlherence of their works is the coherence of
a story or narrative,obut that is not necessarily the'order of,
the understanding.

Mr. Darhey: I think I have half an objection to putting
. it that vyay. It seems to me that there are two main kinds

of books arid maybe a third which is both kinds togeffief.
. e One kind is made up of works which present _principles;

the other is made up of works which present instances. I
think this indicates a basic rhythm of the mind. For as soon
as we are given a-principle, we tfy to think, What would
be an example of that? And as soon as we are presented'
with an instance, we try to think, What principle is oper-
ating there?
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It's my own experience that when one makes! either rg,
sponse he1/4always doubts whether he has full5;d'onciived Or
fully imagined the implications of the thing give-n. He has
to ask himself, Is' this principle that I have managed to for-

. mulate abstractly r4,11y adequate to the concrete case I've
been given? For instance, I can't help wondering if my
abstract formulation of efincalpr political or psychological
principles really gets at what I seem to see going on in the,
Iliad or Oedipus Rex. And on the other side, take Kant's for-
mulation of the Categorical imperative. One must ask, I
,4bink, What. would it be like to act that way? Do I, or
does anyone,ever really act oh such a principle, which of
course, in the abstract statement, is highly intelligible?

Something like that, Mr. Jussman, is what I meant
when I said I thought I had half an objection to your appli-
ction .of the metaphor of the Cave. think that under-
standing the images in terms of abstract formulations may
be only pail of the business.

Mr. McArthur: Which is to say, then, that the imagi-
native works really serve some other purpose for us, and
it's that other purpose that's more important than the books
themselves?

Mr. Darhey: I'm not sure I follow you. What other pur
r- poses do you mean?

Mr. McArthur: Well, take your 'case of the Categorical
Imperative. Suppose you ask, Vhat would it be like if we
really did adt that waif? Maybe someone has difficulty i

geeing that. But if we had character someplace in a story
'That Would illustrate the attetript to put that principle into

ractice: then we'd have in front of us a singular, an image
f a possible person. That might help us to talk about the "'

notion of the Categorical Imperative' and the import of that
principle in one's ownclife.

Mr. Darleey: Yes, I think IThd mean that. I think Rich
works do provide us with a kind of Oxperienceor quasi-
experiencethat we find relatively intelligible. And I do
believe that if one has an accumulation of this kind. of
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experience, he can make use of it in trying to understand
human actions. Maybe it's even necessary that one make
use of such examples and models as are given in literature,
because it is exceedingly difficult' to make up really good
examples for oneself. At least the examples I make up for
illustrations usually let the down.

Mr. Simpson: But the imaginative works you conpnt
don't really exemplify things, either. As soon as you look
hard at the .supposed example, it turns out to be a- more
complicated thing that draws you into unforeseen dimen-
sions. Certainly we do draw on imaginative works and re-

efer to them. But surely we shouyin't imagine that Socrates
or Achilles of Natasha of any such a one ais going to be
an example of anything, or that it's our business as readers
to solve the implicit riddle, or that the author intended us
to do that.'

And it doesn't seem to me that the dialogues of Plato
are like the account he dyes in his Republic of the images
on the wall of the Cave. And, for all that's 'said there of the
philosopher-poet's illustrating,for us from a higher wisdom,
the people in the dialogues, people like Socrates and Meno
and Crito, really don't resolve themselves as instances of
something.

Mr. Starr: One thing I'm havin g' trouble eing right
now is this: the opening questions suggested th we may
read these works with our students with a view ,to,bringing
about an intellectual awakening in them. It has struck me
that M. Bart's reference to the intelligibilitylof .character,
Mr. Stedman's choice of plot as the principle of the in-
telligible wholeness of a story, and our more recent consid-
eration of the moral as the principle of the intelligible were
all ways of attempting to say, 'Yes, these works contain or

,point to,or illustrate something intelligible; and, therefore,
they contribute to the student's intellectual awakening."
But I'm wondering if there isn't some other end than a
strictly intellectual awakening? Is that other end what
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we might call the development of a sensibility or moral
discernment or sensitivity?

Mr. Simpson: It seems to me that's trite.
Mr. Starr: If it is, I'm sorry. But I dori't think it is insig-

nificant, if at certain places in our curriculum we take up
business that is not strictly intellective. Perhaps it's right
that we do. Maybb we really ought to try to, do that other
,thing. .

Mr. Bart: That was my whole intent in resisting the
notion that Achilles might be understood as an intellig-
ible character as over and against the story of Achilles,
which may indeed have a whole, but not a- whole that
anybody can reduce to merely' intelligible terms. I com-
pletely subscribed, however, to what I thought Mr. Simp-
son was saying. And I do see that all that has been said
has been used both way's. I do wane to come down on your
side, Mr. Starr, but I share Mr. Simpson's concern.

You were saying very well, I thought, Mr. Darkey, that
when we read these books we can run away from the story
by turning the story into a ,case of some principle. And I

share your desire - to have students encounter human
beings. What's more, I don't mind at all developing, their
sensitivity. (Why should we not talk of sensitivity? ) I have
been interested in those concerns the 18th Century tended
-to deal with in terms Of sentiment. People'then did think
that an education of the sentiment was possible. I confess
I share that opinion, and I suspect the 18th century was
better at such education than we are.

But I'm digressing. The main point with which I want
to agree is Mr. Starr's, that something not strictly intelligi-
ble takes place when we read such works as we are now
discussing, and I think it should take place.

Mr. Berquist: The. difficulty I feel with this 'sort of
books is this. When you treat Euclid's Elements in a class,
you're pretty confident that the use you're making of the
book is the use Euclid intended. But when you talk abbut
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. the Iliad, its not so clear you're using it as-Homer intended.
Even when you read the Iliad preiaring for a class, I
wonder if the very activity of thinking up questions that
might be raised and about discussions that could come up
might not actually Kt/obstacles in the way of what the
poet is trying to accomplish.

Mr. Simpson: Yes. And even to speak ,of "using" the
Iliad feels so wrong. We feel that Homer couldn't have
intended .it to be' "used", and we know he didn't.

Mr. Ascher: May I make another suggestion about the
educational functiqn 'of these books. I think it is different
froth anything that has been proposed lo far, though I
don't deny the points that have been made. s

When i teach a coursein 19th Century Russia, I assign
readings in TuFggnev and Gogol and Dostoevsky. Now I
believe that one of the most important uses of these works
of the imagination is that they provide a way for students
to learn about societies different from their own. I find that
the most difficult effort for the students to make is to

. transport themselves out of their own Society aid into
another one. It is very important to learn to do that. They
need to confront problems which are different and a social
order which is entirely differentfrom the ones they are
accustomed to.. I try to find such readings as will involve
my students in considerations and circumstances as dif-
ferent as possible as from anything they have ever experi-
enced in their own Olives. This engaged them with questions
about th& social orders .anolt the imp moral problems.
I find this an enormously beneficial war to se of
works of the imagination.

Mr. Darkey: Mr. Ascher, I wonder if yqu would' be
willing to generalize your formulation and say,simply that
such works as these help our students and ourselves to
enter into worlds that are totally different from opur own?
By making the, substitution I'm trying to .avdid an exclu-
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sively sociological context VvI)ich.naay_be an unnecessary'
restriction. ' ./

Haggard: That is conn cted with Mr. Dragstedt's
Mr. As Cher: I gladly accept that formulation.

1/remarks day before yesterday a Out aporia, although now
it's in a very different context. 1'o see the world suddenly
in a way, that is totally unlike what you ordinarily Cake for
granted is to be stopped dead in your track, to be really
at a loss.

,.-The conversation so far appears to- me to have been
saying that a poet like Homer, by raising the itnge of
Achilles and holding. it there before you, opens the pos-
sibility for you to see the world in a way you've never seen

.it before. And not primarily by theorizing 'about notions of
jussfice, either. Just to confront that huge person, Achilles,
there at the heart of the story can make you re-examine
all sorts of ideas about the way the world is.

Mr. Darkey: If we put what you've just been saying,
Mr. Haggard, totether with the movement Mr. Starr and
Mr. Bart have been making., I'd wanto add that we really
do enter the world of the work, we don't just see the post,
sibility of that world. Somehow we experience actually
being in it. It's hard to talk about that experience; but I
think we've all had it. Being immersed in the world of a
book has something of the nature of immediate experience,
certainly Vile you are reading, and usually for some time
afterwards. Sometimes I find myself lingering, or as we

, say, dwelling, in that world even as I go about my daily,
?airs in this one.

Mr. Bart: I would very much agree about that. The
difficulty is how to talk about it. And I'm uneasy about
Mi. Starr's separating what this experience is from intel-
lectual awakening. And'yet at the same time I feel, as he
does, that I would rather refer tt something like the sensi-
bility. I don't mean to put words- into Mr. Stait's -mouth,
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but what I have in mina is that our intelligence 'really
manifests itself in more than one way.

I have often noticed how perfectly uninteresting and
evenunintelligent Tolstoy is in War and Peace when he
talks about theOries of history, or when he tries to repre-

, sent two philosophers discussing a profound problem. In
fact, Tolstoy seems quite incapable of discovering'what am
interesting intellectual question is. And yet, on the other
hand, as I have been working on Anna Karen* this year

. I have heen simply struck by tivrnmense intelligence with
which he observes individual persons. Without such intel-
ligence I do not believe he could create any kind of effective
experience for us to move into. By this kind of intelligence

, I mean his power to observe utterly individual persons. It's
a faculty I don't know the right term for. Popularly it's
called sensitivity, but maybe that iss abused. Maybe sensi-
bility would be better.

Mr. Simpson: In War and Peace Natasha fits into the
prolonged investigation of a revised conception of history
-which Tolstoy explores through: the plot of War and Peace.

. He may at times talk badly about that new concept, but
when he sets out to .write an essay about it at the end of
the novel, somehow that does help us to see what Natasha
means to history.

Mi. Bart: He certainly wants somehow or other to
bring her under the concept of life; and that word is not
useless to me when he talks of Natasha. But it is significant
for the point at issue that it is more to his purpose,to give
us Natasha singing and make us understand what singing
meant to her.

Mr. Simpson: That does mean something very much;
doesn't it, that event, that moment when she sings at the
Uncle's?

410,4

Mr. Bart:-Yes. And I wancto insist that it has mean-
ingis intelligiblewithout being reduced to concepts. I'm
not fond of that word.

Mr. Darkey: But however one puts it, doesn't it seem
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inescapab le that somehow our tistic faculty is involved in
what we experience at that place in the novel? Don't we
grasp something see something?

Mr. Bart: I want to insist on that for myself.
Mr. Starr: Incidentally, my reason for stating the

problem in terms of a bifurcation was that there does seem
to be a prima facie difference between those two modes of
understanding. So I put it that way in the hope, that we
might struggle a little to bridge that gap by trying to say
how the things we've been talkinl,a.hotit are intelligible.

Mr. Simpson: If you want To take them apart, I agfee
it can be done. But I think it is more interesting to see the
way they can come together. And sometimes in seminars .
I think I've seen them come together. When that hap-
pens the gap between the two modes of understanding is
bridged. In such a moment, all that may have been said
about the story, about the gods, about faith, about moral
choice, and so' on, may come back to an insight about one
character. Then, all of a sudden one experiences `t4e
excitement of that eltscoVery. I think that is an intellectual
moment

Mr. Bart: Now I can say in a word why I diclitk like
the word character. I would rather say "that person at that
moment." I don't want to force any terminology, but it's
precisely a question of how to talk about the individual. It
does not seem to me that individuals are totally unintel-
ligible to us; but at the same time, the way individuals are
intelligible to.us is obviously very different from the way
universals are intelligible.

Mr. Simpson: This is what I wanted to say' at the
outset, that somehow the kinds of stories we are talking
about are hugely complex,' subtle, fascinating' in ways
which, mysteriously, are able to take a measure of the
individuality. That is what helps us to come back to the
individual, to the m6tnent of peiteptioti of the individual-,
or of sensibility towards him.

Mr. Bart: I completely gree.

d.
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Mr. .Lyon: I wonder if the problems about the intel-
ligibility otthe individual are related to the fap of ,expres-
sion in diffeie'nt verbal mediaI mean oral discourse as
opposed to written. I wonder if concepts are in any sense
functions of the written word? I don't know.ut the Iliad,
with which we started, comes out of an ofal--clition and
only ;subsequently Was written down. It would seem- to be
concerned more with individuals than with typees'df -things
like causes and effects whipki eoine to be central to the kinds
of diicourse we have in the Platonic dialogues. And of
course Plato recognizes in Homer.a great ememy.

Mr. Starr:'Platd also recognizes that the written word
presents a great problem. I don't know whether I'm under-
standing you, but I thought you were pointing to the dif-
ference between narrative discourse, on the one hand, and
argumentative or thesis-proving discourse on the other.
not immediately persuaded that hearing and reading is the
main difference between those, but I'd like to hear-more.

Mr. Lyon: A colleague of min whose literary skills I
greatly respect is very harsh- with us fot reducing literature

-to ideas. When we read War and Peace, for example, he
has students read' their favorite passages aloudsimply
read them aloud without giving reasons for their choice.
And of course no one ever reads Tolstoy's essays on history
aloud. I suppose it would be absurd to do that.

Mr. Haggard: Are we saying that sensibility is a fac-
ulty of the intellect? And if so, are we saying that we
include such works in our curriculum of liberal education
to train or cultivate this faculty? I myself don't for a moment
question that we should read them, but what part of liberal
education is such reading if we have that purpose in mind? I
agree that Shakespeare's plays mean something,and I even
agree that reading passages from the plays aloud means

. something.. But what does this kind of meaning have to do
with the intelligibility we've been trying to talk about so

. . far?
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Mr. Darkey: Haven't we been led by the discussion so
far to admit that our response to works of the imagination
does have something to do with what is intelligible? And
aside. from t e discussion, whenever we have trouble ap-
proachin ovel or a play or a poemwe say we "don't
get it" of simply that we "don't understand it." So it does
seem to us that it is a question of our intellectual grasp.

Mr. Bart:But in the notion of imaging aren't there
some elements that we're going to have a very tough time
talking about? I mean the medium and the existence of
the medium and the relationship of the medium to what-
ever might be reduced to expressible ideas. In the Timaeus
I believe Plato at least suggests that the medium is ab-
solutely inaccessible to reason, arid that, whereas it can be
dominated and even ordered to reason, the meditim as such

utterly unintelligible. On the other hand, I believe the,
dialogue really says that the medium is material that is
made up into the world we have and, in that sense, exists
for us only in its unity with the intelligible and has no
-other existence apart .from that unity. I would want to
insist that this is so.

I would also want to say that my example of Tolstoy was
a rather isolated one among the artists and poets we read.
Most of thenr6eeni to be much more manifestly and ex-
pressly intelligent, whereas Tolstoy's intelligence does seem
to be almost entirely embedded in particulars.

Mr. Starr: There is Ian intermediate kind of discourse
that it might be helpful for tis to think' about. As we have
been talking about Tolstoy, it has occurred to me that the
intermediate between the narrative, which he does so well '
andthe theoretical, which he does so, poorly, is to come up
with an occasional metaphor, which I think he doesnlhan-
dle as well as he does the narrative, but better far thgn he
does the argument.

For instance, after the death of Platon Karataev, Pierre
has a dream of the world as, a kind of 'globe with God at

0
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the center and each person striving to reflect as much of
that divine center as possible. Plato does the same, sort of
thing in his dialogues, but far better. Myths, like the one
in the Phaedru5 and therpne in the Timaeus, take a sort of
narrative form. I dOn't kriow whether to see those as in-
stances of what we,have just now been calling imaginative
literature (which in our discussion has been limited ex-
clusively to narrative literature), ,or as attempts .,to put
forth what, one might call metaphysical theses. In truth, it
seems to ,rrie to fall somewhere betWeen those two, and I
think if I could grasp that intermediary use of the imagina-, don, I think perhaps I could better understand narrative.

Mr. Nicyorski: An author ordinarily uses those figures
to make sense out of particulars. But to return to Mr.
Haggard's question, I'm wondering if one can't ask whetter

?the sensibility is really a part of the intellective faculty at
all? And, if so, how does it relate to that faculty as a whole?

I -think what imaginative literature does, at what may
indeed be the lowest level, is extend our perception.-Now
perception isn't a wholly unintellective act, and it's cer-
tainly going to be the basis for subsequent -intellective;
acts. At least that much seems to. be implied by what
We've said. For instance, Mr. Simpson talked earlier about
our "returning to the characters with insight after we had
seen their whole story." So it seems that to have our per-
ception. extended by means of imaginative literature,
whether it be in terms of understanding the human situa-
tion in another society, or simply of understanding our
own society better by having viewed it through the eyes
of a particularly keen observer; is at the very least a con-
dition for intellectual apprehension and for a better
understand'

Mr. Hagga : haying trouble locating the center
of our discussion. We seem to be on the verge of suggest-
ing that the familia opposition between the discursive and
the poetic or imag ative modes of thought is a false op:.
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position. But -what do we mean to be suggesting? What
implications does it have for our teaching practice?

Even if we believe that there is a kind of intelligibility
in imaginative literature, what relation does that literature
have to the other sorts of writing that we prescribe for
study? Within our curriculum at St. John's, for example, I
wonder whether the progre'ssively diminishing emphasis
on imaginative literature that Mr. Darkey mentioned does
result mainly from our liability to teach it well? Or is it
simply that were unwilling to make room for it at the
price of eliminating philosophical readings that we believe
are important? Or, instead of these purely prIrnatic rea-
sons, is our actual practice really rooted in theoretical
presuppositioth that there is a proper balance between the
different faculties of the human intellect which it is the
business of liberal education to be paining?

I think it has to be asked whether poetry.is a real alterna-
tive to philosophical inquiry. It seems to me that our
culture today commonly supposes not only thatit is a real
alternatiVe; but also that it is a better one. It is not at all
clear that philosophy has any place in our culture any
more, and I think the opposition we are engaged with now
11g-a-kit to do with that view.

Mr. Bart: Aren't you pointing to the perennial quarrel
between Poetry and Philosophy and demanding that the
question be resolved? The question, though, is whether
there is in facet any resolution,or no resolution at all.

Mr. HagOrd: But in our teaching practice we do
actually resolve it in some sense.

Mr. Bart; But can't we avoid getting entangled in the
complex details of our curriculum and spy with the ques-
tim on a philosophical level? I would hope we could. Our
conversation has suggested that although Plato seems to
inveigh against poetry, the Dialogues themselves manifest
that' he is a great' poet in giving us the .figure of Socrates
and half a hundred other figures that are an inescapable
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part of our' inheritance. That very fact suggests to me that it
is natural in a discussion to formulate the quarrel between
Poetry and Philosophy in discursive terms and in favor of
the cliscuisive, or even the noetic, intelligence, at the same

lime leaving wide open the question of what their real
relations are. --

- The dialogues We have are all the works that Plato chose
to send forth into the world. So we are really asking our-
selvesMr. Simpson has raised the question very seriously,
and so has Mr. Starrwhether it is true at the individual
is merely the exemplar of some principle; or whether, to
take your first answer to the opening question, Mr. Darkey
(an answer I then rejected and now embrace), to meet
the figure of Socrates it not just as important a part of
e ding Plato as to understand the particular arguments

are set forth, or even to understand the structure of
the tonic way of thinking about the world. This is what
I think we are really asking ourselves. .

Now for myself I have to answer that the figure of
Socrates is set there as something I cannot go beyond. And
this is part of the quarrel of Poetry and Philosophy. Phi-
losophy- seems to say, 'Well, Poetry is for children. We
must begin jagliting courses in poetry so that we can move
on to higher things." But as for me, I can't go beyond
Socrates. Or if I do, I will go beyond Socrates to 'Jesus
Christ. But will go from one figure to another figure, not

a principle.. . .
or me that presents a profound problem as to how we

should arrange our curriculum.
Mr. Dcirkey: To speak about our curriculum as having

any moral content always makes us uneasy, because that
seems to imply ,some claim to be teaching virtue. And 'I
think we are right to be wary of that. But at the same time
there is an undeniable ;moral content to liberal education,
a real pervading concern with morality, however cautious
we are in the way.we talk about it. I wonder if the sense Qf
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that morarpresence does not radiate primarily from the
figures we have encountered and come to possess? _

For the figure of:Socrates, as you say, Mr. Bart, is in-
escapable and unforgettable. I'm sure that most of our
'students will live all their lives remembering Socrates
remembering The figure of Socrateseven though they may
not remember very much_thathe said, except, "I know that
I don't faibw," and 'The unexamined life is not worth liv-
ing." And so too for other figures, though perhaps less
compellinglyAlcibiades, Augustine, Don Quixote, I14ta-

. sha, a dozen others. So I wonder whether, quite apart from
any explicit intention we imayhave as teachers, these
figures are not at least one pdwerful source of the moral
dimension that prOperly belongs to liberal education as

. opposed to, say, purely technical _education?
Mr.. Loomis: A few minutes agu Mr. Starr made-a dis-

tinction between two different kinds of discourse, namely,
narrative discourse and thesis-proving discourse. I have

..1
,been thinking of another distinction that might fit with
his. Maybe there are, two wayS to say what learning is
like. The one I prefer and would be willing to argue for is
that learning is like a narrative. Learning is like a story
in which some Things happen at the beginning and then

ther things happen afterwards. The other view would be
that one begins with piostulates, or with something like
postulates, and that all the rest unfolds out of these. I think
the second is very different from the story of Achilles. I'm
not sure how universally I want to propose what I'm about
to offer, but it seems to me that in at least very many books
of the narrative kind one learns what learning itself is like.

For when Don Quixote is in the cage, Sancho
i Panza goes to him and says, "I think one ofthe men over

there looks like the barber from our village. Are you sure
you believe everything ey told us?" And Don Quixote
answers, "Sancho, don't istrust what people tell you. If
you do, you enter into a la 'nth, and there's no way out

O5'
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of it. It leads to darkness." Now,I think that's a story about
learning, and even about a principle in learning. When
you read the story, you're forced to think about it.'Ispuhave
to decide, or at least try tp decide, whether Don Quixote
has said something absurd or something that is true. I
don't know anything quite like that in works- that aren't
stories, works in which figures do not appear.

Mr. Townsend: The way I read the les§on Mr. Loomis
teaches us from Don Quixoteif we believe in the truth of
that book, and I, for one, do-is that understanding may
really not be possible without pathos. Are we willing'to
entertain the pogsihility that apathetic understanding of
any kind of patterned energy, .whether of Achilles or
Quixote or Ptolemy or any6ne,whatever, is possible? Does
any of us think that it is possible to be apathetic and still
understand? I think this connects with what has betn said.
I think you have to enter into the story, as.Mr. Haggard
was saying. We want our students to be inside the works
we give them to read. That's what'we're really. trying to
teach. We're trying ter teach people the way in, because to
remain outsideis finally not to understand-at all. There is
something really false about the notion-of -"objective undar-
standing."

Mr. Simpson: What you say certainly does bear on
what we were trying 'to put our finger on in our firstIday's
discussion, when we were asking what it is that seems to
be special about a good seminar conversation. For me, one
criterion is that it can't be completely objective, those tak-
ing part can't be completely uninvolved. The student is
moved to think there is really sornething interesting at
stake. That initial motion, the engagement of our interest
and our desire to understand, already assure that discus-
sion Won's be altogether apathetic.,

I don't think that would distinguish one kind of bapk,
from another at all; in any case, we do find ourselvvst'
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caught lip in a real motion in relation to these thingg be-
cause they are intrinsically and simply exciting to the
intellect.

Mr. Townsend: I said what I did because it seemed
to me that opposing understanding and sensibility might
be creating a false difficulty.

Mr. Simpson: That 1,4a9 of putting it would make
understanding different from sensibility, wouldn't it? I e,

agree,that the opposition may not be right; but I think ..we.
separated them because we proposed that sensibility has
to do with a certain kind of responSe to the individual r '-
which is somehow noetic, and 'et not discursive as it is

711*
universals.
Mr. Haggard: But how do .we get on the inside?, Stu-

dents often react to a Platonic dialogue by saying, "Thev
are just a lot of silly or fallacious arguments that Socrates
has used." I think we respond by saying,, "Well now, let's
start reading at line 347b, and see if we can make out
What the argument is really saying." And me,sometiines
discover that the arguments do rest on what seem 'to us

'to be very strange foundations indeed.. Nevertheless, we
want to be "on the inside" in the sense that we knoW we
are really addressing ourselves to the steps; that Plato has
actually taken. And we want to see the shifts of ground
thla take place and we want to think about what the dra-
m is interludes mean for the argument. The reading,
procesi has all the aspects Mr. Bart was speaking, of,.,in-
-chiding our encountertwith the figure of Socrates. In iticlt -
a case I don't think we're making any simple separation '
of understanding and sensibility.

Mr. Townsend: At the very beginning of today's dis- .
cussion I don't think I understood- the distinction betwee*
the person or the character of Achilles, on the one hand,
and the story of Achilles on the other. What I didn't under-
stand was whether I could approach both of these witb
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pathos. It seems to me that I can enter into the story o
Achilles, but I don't know if I can really be present to
character:

Mr. 'Bart: What you are saying, dr. Townsend, helps
me very much, so let me say a little more about why I made
that distinction. .,I was reluctant to- say in answer to the
opening question that if we had never read .the Iliad, we'd
never know Achilles in the sense of knowing his character,
in the sense of knowing what sort of maR; he is. I was
reluctant because in the Poetics Aristotle argues powerfully
that story is central to tragedy, and that you only want
enough- character to justify the story. But I very much
doubt that a dose of character administered like that would
move me at all. To say, "Put in just enough pride and just
enough quickness and just enough intelligence to have the
hero end up in the requisite situation" doesn't move me
at all. On the other hand, Lhen I see Oedipus get angry,
believe me, I am Moved.

Your remarks just now help to say.that I wanted to have
the story of Achilles, because I thought it would be his
story that would move me, not his character. And I think
it came out in the discussion when we said that not know-
ing Achilles turned out to mean- not knowing what was
Moving about Achilles.

I do understand, of course, that at an early stage of
considering the Iliad there may perfectly well be discus-
sions about what a hero ought to be, and so on, and that
these are rather abstract and probably not very moving.
But I do agree with you, Mr. Townsend,* that one ought
to be moved..

. As for the other side of the matter, I confess that, despite
a certain penchant for metaphysics, I'm not clear whether
abstract formulations can mean anything without seeing

'that one would be moved this way or that by a certain meta-
physical decision and,a certain metaphysical consequence.
What could it mean for us unless we were by it?
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Mr. Dark y: I don't think I followed the last things
you were saying about metaphysical understanding., Can
you help me? .

.Mr. Bart: Well, I thought Mr. Townsend and Air.
Simpson were moving us once again to get our understand-
ing of the work of literature that is concerned, with the

. , human figure 'utterly divorced from other uses of the in-
telligence. Some of us, I think, don't finally want to go that
way. In the Symposium it seems to me that Plato proposes
to move us tremendously by the highest intellectual in-
sights. One can'l possibly be apathetic abtut that. That
would be a dreadful mistake. , .

Mr. Haggard: I thought Mr. Ascher meant some
like that too when he spoke of trying to enter into4 the wor d
of 19th century Russia by means of its literature, though
I don't 'know whether he'd .e the matter as having-to do
with metaphysics-. But it seems to me it's a ,very simple
kind of things one really wants to get into .another world
and see what It's like to be there. .

-Mr. Darkey: Mr. Starr, I wonder if this is related to
remarks that you and Mx. DragstedOnade in an miner
discussion. As I recall; you said that a seminar rightly
underst always begins a fresh metaphysical inquiry. Ipd
wonder the situation'is not analogous whenever we take
up a work like the Iliad. Then too *e are embarking upon
a fresh metaphysical inquiry, because' a new world is
simply given to us whole and existent, as ssimply being
there, and one mugt always, make a fresh beginning in a
new world. Would you agree, Mii Starr?

Mr. Starr: I think so. But to tell you the truth, as I
have been following the conversation, I have been moved
to think about being moved. I suppose each time we read
something really good we are moved afresh in some way.
What strikes me now in thinking about this is that one
speaks of narrative literature as the sort of writing which,
if it is well dene, is most moving. And yet Aristotle says
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at one point that the ultimate object of metaphysical specu-
lation is the most moving thing of all, namely, the Prime
Mover. I wonder if there isn't some need to think of this,
though as yon, say, each seminar is a fresh start.

I think rc1 now hesitate to use the word "metaphysical" *.
as the kind of inquiry on which one is started afresh each
time; for now it seems to me that there must be some con-
tinuity between the understanding of individuals and the
understanding of principles, and surely one ought to be
able to talk about that continuity without reducing narra-
tive to illustrations of moral or metaphysical principles,
and yet see a real continuity between the two modes of
thought. Is it the case that each one leads to the Oilier? Is
each perfect and complete in itself, but in such a way that
both belong together in some greater whole?'

Mr. Darhey: And would it, then, be our human condi-
tion thatwe are caught between the two Modalities?

Mr. Starr: It might be.
Mr. Bart: To say simply that that is the way things are

would be a bolder statement, though more problematical.
Not to say that it is our misfortune to be "caught" between
the two modalities, but to say, on the contrary, that our

_ very `letweenness" may revq1 the way things are. ,

I well understand that that is a rash statement, but it
might be true.

Mr. Dragstedt: The word narrative has been used by
a number of people. I recently had an aporetic experience
with narrative.

A book I had been reading on Darwin and s,peciation
made the proposalthat. the best causal account, the most
scientific account, could only be a.story. For example, given
the density of causal relationships affecting a given popu-
lation, a likely story would' be that ,the species population

'')1 ad been split geographically by a rising mountain range,
so that a selection process came about as it was pressed
in certain ways. And all one wouldt ever haVe would be this
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kind of eikos logosthis kind of likely storywithout experi-
mental controls. The book claimed that you'd neve; be able
to put forth a more scientific account than that.

Now I had been thinking that narrative was something
of imaginative literatur' I was completety-wrong about
what imagination is:A11 my assumptions really were based
on my failure to be oriented towards the liberal arts as ,I
should have been. I should have seen that there is no
reason in the world why persuasion shouldn't be involved
in Darwinism. All of my assumptions, that is to say, were
precisely the kind of ontological presuppositions that go
with the cohstruction of academic "majors" and what not.
In terms of method, I wonder if we shouldn't Cry to keep
from creating ca(egories that serve to legitimate "majors,"
categories like `Imaginative Science or "The Human
image"?

,, ,The task of accounting foil-say, Achilles, is in a certain
sense one for the liberal art of Rhetoric. Of course, as
Mr. Bart suggests: it would be scurrilous to propose
Achilles as an artifact, a mere 'rhetorical construct; or as
just that kind 4 character that would get Homer throughaotwenty- books so that he could then collapse exhausted.
Never s, there is a rhetorical task in ending a poem.
If you mean -to end' the whole with the resolution Of this'
living contradiction, Achilles, who has decided that al-
though he knows Ajax-is right, even so, he is not going to
de. the thing he plainly should do, it is really only in terms
of relentless attention to rhetoric that one can clarify oriels
understanding, and not by looking Merely towards psy-
chology or characteology.

_My own errors ahout Darwin stemmed from my failure
to take the liberal at of Rhetoric seriously.

Mr. Bart: Mr. Starr helped me very much by remind-
ing me of the account Aristotle gives which seems to pro-
pose that being is concerned with moving and being
moved. That is being itself, and that is what r meant by
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my last comment to Mr. 'Darkey : that since being itself is
concerned with moving 'and being moved, we are not -
"caught" between the two modalities, as he was putting it,
but rather our betweenness reveals the way things are. I
think we should be bold and not be afraid of that highest ,,,
power we possess of moving and being moved. We should
not be graid of supposing that there is a divine rhetoric

..in that sense implicit in everything.
For, after all, there. is a saise.in which you, can use a

story to illustrate a prinCiple. Not on the first readi while
you're being driven throuh it By the plot; but
the second time Ahrough,;the order of propositions does
dominate yob. You have gained a' freedom with respect to
it, and you are free to go back and donten*late that order.

In my own mind I have been comparingli to looking at
a statue. Classically, there was a tendency to produce a
work of sculpture that had a preferred point of view. When
you walked into the room where the statue was,. it was
simply natural to move around to that point of view -first,
and then, gradually, fo move around the statue. A priinary
point of view w,as given, but the more secondary ones you
could assimilate, the bener off you were. All this is to say
that even in the case of an apparently static art there is thew'
invitationeven the necessity to break free from any pre-
ferred position of beholding. it'AEven a statue, then, tells a °
story, at least in the sense that motion Is necessary to one's
perception of it..

Mr.Darliy: I liketyour ekample of the statue. But f
wonder if that case max not be more applicable to the, read-
ing of Euclid than of the 'llihd,in that, the propositions of
geometry seem just to stand there, and it is we who move
through them, inventing sequential connectionsa sort of
storyand perhaps we attribute to the work itself the mo-
tion that is really the movement ,of our mind?

I understood Mr. Dragstedt tO4vbe suggesting that there
are some accounts that can be given only in a story, only in

ri
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the motion. I think of an analogy with music, which I take
to be an essentially temporal art. One can make a sort of
architectural diagram of a musical work and use it to grasp
the intelligible structure of the whole, but it seems to me
that what one has got in the diagram is not the mysic. You
don't have the music until you go through it in sound and
in time. I wonder if that is not a case analogous to narra-
tive-whicla is also a temporal art?

Mr. Starr: You seem to be suggestingand the notion
appeals to methat there are some objects, perhaps the
highest, perhaps the most intelligible objects, which one
waits to think of as being immutable. And one wants to
think that we have contact with those things through. such

= books as Euclid's Elements and perhaps through works of
metaphysics. On the otherthand, the most evident objects
of poems and stories are changing things.

The issue seems to be whether it is indeed possible for
human beings -)to confront immutable things that have
immutable parts, or Whether our best contact and most pei-
fect unidn with these things (to use strange language)
isn't iri being moving pictures of them, or iri prOducing
moving pictures of them. I honestly don't know, but it
seems to me that that is the question you,are asking.

Mr..$teadman: I'm having trouble getting hold of the,
last part of the, metaphor about the Prime Mover and the
sense in which we are moved by Euclid and metaphysics,
and relating that to the earlier part of the discussion, which
I thought was focused very nicely by Mr.'Darkey when
talked about the moral content of our curriculum as ema-
nating from the human figures, as from Socrates and Christ.
Bit when'we talk about mathematics and metaphysics, as
we've bpen doing just noW, it seems to me that we are
talking about the discursive or thesis-proving part of the
dialogue; and it seems to me that we are talking as if that
were the same kind of thing as the figures. 'Qvho have the
power twnove us.
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Now I'm still not able to understand just exactly what
it is about the figure of Socrates that has this moving moral
power, but it does seem to me an altogether different kind
of thing from the power mathematics has to move one,
and I don't think I kpow how to say what .that difference
is. But I wonder if there isn't still something more than we
have been able to say about the persons themselves? I'm
going back to the very beginning where we were thinking

'about what it is to meet Ashilles, through his story -and to
see his wrath again as the source of his story. And where
is the" source of the power in the figure of Socrates?

I don't know if what I'm about to say will be helpful or
not; but for me the clearest case of such a meeting with a
figure comes in the New Testament, where the most power-
ful moving force is the man Jesus. The central thiilg that
the writers of the gospels are saying is that they are wit-
nessing exactly that man. They say to you, "Look, I knew
that man 'myself, and I can testify that you should trust
him." It's not exactly a doctrine they are testifying to, nor
an argument; but 4y are testifying to the responSe that -
they made, and thal we are supposed to make, to a person.

Obviously this is a very special case. Even so, it may be
an extreme case of the sort of response we have, or ought°.
to have,:to other works of narrative literature.

Darithy;And maybe a crucial case. The traditions
of both the Old and the New Testaments choose to put
their truth, that highest truth which they claim to witness,
in the narrative mode. I don't think we can avoid pondering
the efficacy of that rhetorical mode to teacif the truth tifey
wish to impart..

,Mr. At/it:Isn't taie?e a sense in which all thoselgures
Christ; Socrates and the resthave the power to move us
because their images contain opposites? Possibility is in
them. They 'are attractive. They pull us into themselves
and into their olkii oppositions. Isn't that really what moves
us in reading about Christ and Socrates and those other
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figures of power? We are. drawn into the tension of their
opposing dualities and into the struggles they wage within
themselves. And that makes them instructive.

Mr. Simpson: I have been thinking something very
much like that. Once I tried to figure out and diagram the
argument of the Meno::I got so lost in its metaphors and
ironies and coMplications of leyel, and in questions of who
said what and in what subjunctive mood and so on, that I
couldn't find any way out. But the narrative of the dialogue
moves through all these complications and all these ac-.
cumulations of metaphor, while the metaphors themselves
reflect on the dialogue -in ways that bring you back to the
argument; so that after you have been through all thdie
perplexities, you are finally brought back to the funda-
mental perplexity about the nature of learning. And I think
one might say that all of those perplexities seem to coa-
lesce in the irony and amazement of Socrates. Maybe that

. is something like what you were saying, -Mr. Ault.
I believe there is a sense in which the intellectual enter

prise is one, and that it always comesbackto its essential
unityto some insight 'which' may focus on the individual
in the moment understood in context afteryou have been
through that whole context in air its complexities and per-
plexities. This kind of return also happens for a person
reading. At one moment you are moved one way' by the
dialogue, and at another, time another wary, so that you
become a part of the motion the dialogue is showing you.
You are caught up irrits motion, drawn into it.

I want to, say too that I am still thinking about our dis,
cussion on the first day and thedifference between "major"
and "great." A book that is greal is one which causes That
motion to happen. Its reader becomes part'of the notion,
and I think most of all when he is los:lacing at the'individual
person in that moment. .

that- . Mr. Darkey: I am sorry t I must once again inter-
rupt to say that our time is up for 'today's discussion and
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for the conference. But it/ seems to me a happy circum-
stance, Mr. Simpson, that what you have just said should 4ir
turn out to be the end of our discus only have you
returned to the subject of st day, but it seems to me"
you have included that of the second day s well. I think
it is an altogether appropriate final speech. i shall certainly
not try to add to it.

it do, however., want to extend the thanks of St. John's
College to all of you for coming here and being part of this

-conference on liberal eduCation. And, Mr. Ascher, I am
quite confident that I speak for all of us in expressing our
gratitude to The National Endowment for the Humanities
for making the conference possible.

J.

1
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AFTERWORD

e.:

`--

tcAny reader of these Three Dialogues on Liberal Educa-
on familiar with current writing about American educaa

tion may well think that what has been said here is mainly
irrelevant. to the topic. Hesmight think this because the
fashionable terminology of educational disciiSsion is al-

ogether lacking and because the: topics addressed are not
"the ones regularly alleged to be criticalmass edupion,

the education of minorities, educational finance, thd prep-
aration of preprofessidnal students, educational adjust-

. ment to the present or'future job market, and so on. The
absence of these terms and-topics from our discussions,
however, is not inadvertent. Rather it is a sign of a deep
indeed of a radicaldifference about edUcationaI prin-
ciples. These principles are so fundamental that in our
view their omission from the public debate renders that
debatedtself largely irrelevant to the keal.issues that Amer-
ican education now faces.
, It is characteristic of the present educational situation
that the principles in question, ,although they are in no
way esoteric, should seem obscure and. unfamiliar. There-
fore, I have thought it.v.ight-be a useful4service for the
editor of these dialoguevo attempt to say here in a brief
Afterword what these pririciples are:
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. Afterward

i.

Two main educational principles seem to underlie the
conversations. One concerns the relation of the under-
graduate college to the university in our educational sys-
tem, while the other has to do with the nature of learning
itself. With respect to the first, the persons of our dialogues
take the position that the only activity proper to the under-
graduate college is liberal education, often termed general
education. The second is more difficult to state succinctly.
One way of putting it is to say that learning can only be

teacher,
act of the learner. Learning may be assisted by a

teacher, but it is never the necessary result of the teacher's
act. Put .another way, learning is not a passivity of the
'sdent before the teacher who informs him, but an activity
of the student in which the teacher may be able to help him.

Both of these views are profoundly opposed to the
present theory and practice of American education. If they
were generally adopted, they would without doubt be

,.

subversive of our educational status' quo. But since almost
everyone finds some faults in our educational institutions,
the consideration of a radically conservative position may ,

be of some value.
The principle stated first, that the proper and essential'

business of undergraduate colleges is liberal education, is,
a course, fundamentally critical of our schools, our col-
leges and our universities. Most of these are organized on
the view that the proper and essential business of the,-,
undergraduate colleges is to get their students into either
a good graduate school or a good job. As a people we have
always had.a strong bids, towards what we like to ththk of as
the practical. For this reason we haAfe increasingly shaped
our undergraduate-curricula either towards preprofessional
training, as in the cases Of premedical or prelegal training,
or else towards a lcind of quasi-professional training in less
technically demanding professions: For the most part, how -

. ._ . .
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ever, such college training is "preprofessional" only in the
sense that the undergraduate courses imitate graduate
courses and so are understood to give their students a sort.
Of preview of the real thing which they will eno(unter in
graduate school. That is to say that the colleges are offer-
ing their students a selection of specialized courses rather
than a general education. Further, the colleges feel egn-.
strained at present also to offer remedial courses inhasic
skills that should have been learned in high school, such
as reading and English com-vr: on. Neither activity, how-
ever, is liberal, and neither is e rofessional preparation
in any proper sense of the won. For it is -clear that the
proper work of the college cannot be to teach those skills
which the high schools...should have taught but have failed
to teach. On the other hand, the colleges cannot legiti-
mately be regarded as a mere downward extension of the
graduate schools, for,in that case it would be much more
sensible for the latter to add a few years totheir curricula
and do their own teaching. If 'the undergraduate college
has a work of its own, surely that is the work it ought to

A be doing and-notpmebody else's.
The radical position taken in our discussions agrees that

undergraduate education ought indeed to prepare, its stu-
dentstto undertake graduate studies, if they wislito prepare
for a profession, but in neither of the trivial senses ju
outlined. Especially it would insist that college education
must not be a watered-down version of graduate 'study.
The reason for insisting on this point is that it seems to be
the common view held by the colleges themselves, and it
is reinforced by the downward pressure of the graduate

. schools which "gularly stipulate specialized undergradu-
ate courses as prerequisite to graduate study.

There is no need to document the claim. This state of
affairs seems altogether normal to us, and is simply as-
sumed to be the right one. High schobl students, for
example, may agonize throughout their latter two years
trying to decide on a life career in order that they can elect

.
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a college major. The colleges are dominated by depart-
mentalmental structures, and it is normal to carryout most col -, lege functions departmentally. Indeed :it may seem hard
to imagine any other way of proceeding. The "best" col-
leges are commonly assumed- to be those able to offer the
richest variety of specialized departmental courses. In their
occasional -efforts- hi the direction of general -education-,
like therecent one at Harvard, the colleges have no prac-

. . tical way to conceive their profilein except in terms, of.
department) resources and departmental-tliplonfacy. Nat-
urally, the most that can issue from such efforts are those
hybrids known as "interdepartmental" or "cross-discipli-
nary" programs. Such programs have very little to do with
general education in the fundamental sense. They rarely
consist of more than a variety of specialized elective courses
which were never cdnceived as having any integral rela-
tion to one another min which there is an ordering prin-
ciple of wholeness. Of course, if the student can discover
any, such relationships for himself, so much the better,
blit it is not conceived to be the college's responsibility to
help him do d.

Liberal e cation in the proper sense is concerned with
the whole r e of human knowledge and of human ex-
perience. That to say, it is concerned with wholes, with
genera2FOr this reason it is a very different thing from
any 4pecialized discipline and also from any agglomeration
of suriraies, for_these are by definition concerned
with species..With respect to the ends of genuine liberal,
education, the fallacy of specialization lies in its assuming
that the whole of human knowledge and experience can
really be divided tidily into .departments. Such ,divisions
are at best hypothetical, and they tend to lapse into un-
examined conventional arrangements...At worst, they be-
come merely arbitrary conveniences .empty of_ seriouus
intellectual content. It is perfectly obvious,. far example,
that ethics, poe&y, politics, science and mathematics have
profoundly important relationships to one another, and

ti
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yet their normal° curricular disposition tends to insulate,
them from each other.

. The counter argument' that one person` cannot learn
everything, cannot master all disciplines, does not address
the problem.; for it assumes that any whole is essentially
the sum of its parts, and can be responSibly approached
only by accumulating competence in each of the virtually
infinite specialized disciplines tat comprise At. It is an
argument of despair, because it ultimately implies that
there is no )(liftable Wholeness. In practice, it is an eristic
argument intended to demonstrate that general education
is impossible, on die ground that self-evidently no one
person could, even in a whole lifetime, master all of-the
special disciplines offered by a great modern university.

Liberal education in one aspect may be said to concern
itself with the consideration of ends, of means towards'
ends, and of the relationships of ends and means. Graduate
(or professional) education, on the other hand, is with
equal propriety concerned with th means alone; appropriate
particular ends having been presumed by the discipline
itself. TO recognize this is to grasp the full sense in which
liberal or general education is prior to professional or
specialized education. The two are complementary to one
another and are never in competition except when they
become confused and try to usurp one another's functions.

This point is so fundamental that it will be useful;to
put it in Its clearest form. As long ago as Arislolle, the
perfectly common sense principle was enunciated that the
arts, or what we term practices and professions; do- not
judge of their own ends. A medical student, for instance,
studies to learn the art of healing sick people. An archilec-
ture student studies how tcrdesign buildings. The former
isonot tauglit to t k whether a sick person should be
healed, nor is the tter taught to reflect upon whether a
building ought to e built, for the very good reason that
suchconsidera,t s are no part of the arts of medicine or
architefturel

121
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Arid yet, to stop there leaves us with a difficul
we to say that a physician has no business reflecting upon
the ends of his art, upon 91hat means are appropriate to
it, or upon the relation of his art and its practice to social
or political issues? Surely not. But where, if not in medical
school, should he gain any educational experience that is
releyant to so necessary a kind of thought? Or are we to
say that a medical education-will of itself qualify him,to
reflect competently upon these sorts of issues? Again,
surely nor. Where, then, is he to learn how tai address
them?

The answer, obviously, is that the foundations for such
kinds of thinking should be laid in undergraduate liberal'
education. And it can be added, a consideration of equal
importance, that if the physiciansand the lawyers and
the architects and the engineers and ultimately all citizens
shared a general education in common, itis just possible
they could talk to one another and to the rest of us about
matters of common and pressing ,concern, a sort of dis-
cussion which is manifestly impossible under present cir-
cumstancgs.

The particular conclusions are these (1) Unless pro-
fessional training is preceded by liberal education, pr fes-
sional men and women will have no educational oppor-
tunity that will equip them to reflect upon and to regulate
'what they do in the practice of their professions. (2)
Neither will they possess common intellectual grounds for
communicating with others within their own professions
nor yet with those to- whom their work relates.. The larger
conclusion is that since specialization is necessary and
proper for the acquisition of plofessional skills; liberal
education is IT absolutely essential preparation for profes-
sional studies in order that the professions do not beconie.
blind and isolated practices. This part of education iethe
proper:woroflhe undergraduate college.-

re
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The second root principle ,underlying these three con-
versations concerns the nature of human learniag itself.
The position held is that human learning is an act which
can only be performed by one's own act, out of one's own
desire, and for oneself. Learning cannot be enacted-upon
;passive recipient by some other person. This,view seems
to have been stated rather cryptically on the First Day
when it was said that the truth is in the student,,not in
the teacher. To say this may, seem. to lie insisting on a
paint so obvious to common sense that it is scarcely worth
emphasii But common sense notwithstanding, the state-
ment goes against our almost universal view of education
which assumes that a teacher' is the, one who.knOsi the
truth of the matter to be learnt, and that his business is
to transfer the knowledge he possesses from his own head
into the heads of.his students. The process is taken to be
this:' the teacher who knows, tells the students, who don't
know. They listen to what he tells them, and, if they
remember what he says, they have come to know what he
knows about the matter at hand. .

- Such an idea of learning is false and contrary to every-
one's experience, Nevertheless, it seems to be accepted

A(ew. Hundreds of thousands of teachers are earnestly en-
gaged in telling 'millions of students at all ldels from
grade schools through universities the truth about.millions
of thing's, and immense computerized testing systems probe
as they can tofind out how much the students have re-
membered of what their teachers haye told them. On that
basis, it is decided .whether or not they have been educated
sufficiently to receive more education. We are plainly
aware that this is not working very well, since everyone
says so. Yet we are reluctant to admit that the process of
teaching and learning is not really like pouring water from
one bucket into another.
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A partf the difficulty, no doubt, is that we are ob-
sessed witlohe importance of information and easily slip
into a way of talking as if we meant that to be educated
is to.be in the possession of a great deal of inform-ation
or, as we are pleased to say, of many important "facts."
There are only a few very obvious things to say about why
this view of education cannot possibly be-right. For one
thing, most alleged facts are not true at all and will shortly
and usually without acknowledgement be replaced by
other facts. Anyone even ten years out of high schoOl will
have experienced this deterioration of facts. Still we would
hardly be willing to say that a person who once was edu-
cated had ceased to be so because his facts had deteriorated.

More importantly, even an alleged fact must be under-
stood in order to be significant. Its terms must be grasped,
and it must bear an intelligible relationship to other facts.
Now everyone, including teachers, knows that terms and
relationships are very often not grasped in response to the
mere telling. A student may quite simply fail to grasp the
meanings, or, worse, hemay grasp them partially and hold
them in one of those familiar frustrating tangles of under-
standing and misunderstanding that we all experience.
This may be the case even if he wants to understand. And

he may not want to.
This is where, teaching begins. The student, it lie is to

Jearn; must first be bro'ught to reciagnize' that he really
does nck-know the truth of the matter at hand and must,
as a result of recognizing his ignorance; begin to want to
understand. Understand for himself. Not in order,to please
the teacher, not to please. his parents, not to get a good
grade. Just to understand because he knows he does not
understand. If he' comes to such a state, he will begin to
inquire.'

A teacher can do only three kinds of things to help .a
student learn. First, the teacher may_ be able to purge the

'"Iostudent of complacency, of the false conceit of knowledge.
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Second, he can sometimes bring a student to want to learn
because he has been brought to view knowledge as a de-
sirable possession. Third, he may be able to guide and to
encourage the student's inquiry once he is ready to un-
dertake it. But,there is nothing the teacher can* do, there
is no "teaching Method", which must itifallibly result in
the student's learning. A teacher may indeed be a neces-
sary condition if learning is to take place, and it seems
probable this is so; but no teacher can ever be a sufficient
cause of that learning.

Especially, the teacher cannot cause his students to
know anything by simply telling them the "right answer",
by telling them the "truth" about, the matter in question.
For in such case the most the students could come to pos-
sess would, be the memory that their teacher hadsaid
that a certain answer was right or true. But to remember
and to understand are very different acts of the mind.

Nevertheless, it is-altogether clear that in our schools,
our colleges and even, our universities an enormous pro-
portion of what is called the "teaching effort" is expended
in trying to get students to remember what the teacher
said or vzhat a book said in order that they may give it
back, on examinations. It is also clear that a very great
part of our collective teaching effort is aimed at getting
the students past the canonical testingS. These do not ip
fact reveal much about the education of the understanding,
but instead test the training of the memory. Memory is an
important faculty, but its training does not constitute edu-
cation in the basic sense of learning how to think,for one-
self. Education is an altogether different thing from the
ability to repeat what other people have said.

The plain empirical- fact known to everybody is that
learning is an individual and personal activity of the
learner. A good teacher can often help the learning proc-
esscto take place. Such helpwhat properly is called teach-
ingag often as not consists of encouraging the student
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not to'give up his Struggle to understand, and of prodding
him, liointing out his errors, proSling him with examples
and references. And of openly frankly learning from
the student, for in real teaching and learning the roles
are often interchanged, and few things are as helpful. for
a student-as to see his teacher learn and to share in the
activity. Never does the teacher's' act consist of "giving the
student the answer," because understanding is not the sort
of thing one person can give to another in the form of an
answer. Not even if one does happen to possess the under-
standing himself, The possession of any truth en of
hypothetical -truth, is the activity of the possessor. 'It is
never a passive taking -in as a vessel receives 'What is

poured into it, or as wax receives a stamp, or as a42.4
puter'accepts. a program. .

.

ffi

These two principles have profound implications for our
present educational system. We:have argued that conver-
sational exchange betioliOent and teacher is an es-
sential condition for learning. This implies tkafeducational
-institutions are obliged to provide conditions in which such
conveisations.:.can occur. In present circumstanced this
would, mean that our schools, colleges 'and universities
would have to find such ways of dkaling, with their gar-'
gantuan proportions as to permit and' foster within them-
selves- communities Of students and teachers where con-
versation, and hence teaching and learning, would be
possible. To, Create the requisite physical conditions would
be-problem enough. Even more essential, however, would
it be to bring about the moral and intellectual condliionS
that are prerequisite to discoinze. Among these would be
recognizable grounds of common concern and interest, 'a

-common universe of discourse, and above all a common
,

willingness -for conversation tooted in the shared conviction
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that discourse is vitally important. In short, educational
institutions would have to become what they naturally
tend to be, communities of friends. The essence of such
community in a ,college can and should spring from the
integrity and generosity of its central intellectual purpose.

To take both of our prinEiples seriously in the under-
graduate college might well imperil the departments. On
the other hand, it might also generate new and revitalizing
ways to teach. And it might be at least the beginning of a
search for intellectual wholeness, a reversal of the acceler-
ating movement towards specialization and the continuing
fragnientation of knoWledge.

To propose such a thing is not to dream of conditions '
utterly impossible to achieve, though to any student, pro-
fessor or administrator now overwhelmed by the magni-
tudes and multitudes that are his daily bread they may
seem so at first statement. Nevertheless the institutions
represented in our conference have found .comparatiVely
efficacious ways to approximate at least some of these
conditions. To make a beginning, the first step is to recog-
nize the necessity of doing so.

In, the Foreword it was remarked That Plato's dialogue
Meno provides the underlying 'theme for a large-part of
what is said in our Three Dialogues on Liberal Education.
This is especially true of the second principle here dis-
cussed, the theory of teaching and learning. The reader
who has read as far as this page is once again most ear-
nestly referred to that very much greater_dialogue. ''

Finally, it may perhaps be pointed out that the two .,

principles here arguedthe first, that undergraduate edu-
cation ought to be liberal, and the second, that learning is
essentially a personal activity of the one who learns, even
though an essential condition of that learning may be the
maieutic participation of a teacher -are at bottom one
principle. For to desire to understand the truth of any
matter is to enter'by at least one step into the kingdom of
ends. it
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